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Dr. E.D. Anderson, the ICES Statistician, attended the meeting. 
2 TERMS OF REFERENCE 
At the 1985 Statutory Meeting of ICES it was decided (C.Res. 
1985/2:3:5) that the North Sea Roundfish Working Group should 
meet from 13-25 March 1986 at ICES headquarters to: 
a) review the biological evidence for any links between North Sea 
and West of Scotland stocks, and, if appropriate, perform 
combined assessments, 
b) assess the status of and provide catch options for 1987 inside 
safe biological limits for cod, haddock, whiting and saithe in 
Sub-areas IV and VI and cod and whiting in Divisions VIId,e, 
c) provide quarterly catch-at-age data for 1985 for North Sea 
cod, haddock, whiting and saithe as input for the Multispecies 
VPA. 
2.1 Data Base Revisions 
Preliminary data were prepared for 1985 and amendments were made 
to the 1984 data. 
Quarterly Belgian data for North Sea cod and whiting from the 
early 1970's"to recent years, supplied for use in the data base 
for Multispecies VPA and not previously made available to this 
Working Group, were aggregated to annual level and added to the 
appropriate data bases. French data were supplied in a more dis-
aggregated form than previously presented and appropriate amend-
ments were made to the data bases. 
The best available data base now exists only on microcomputers 
brought to the meeting. No attempt was made to tully update the 
ICES data base since it is envisaged that further small amend-
ments are required. To this end during the course of the meeting, 
each nation's source data as they now exist were printed and made 
available to the originators for final checking and amendment. 
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Differences between the current ICES data base and that on the 
microcomputers are negligible for all practical purposes and it 
is hoped that the ICES data base can be fully amended in advance 
of next year's meeting. 
2.2 Problems in Maintaining a Valid Data Base 
Problems with the Dutch landings statistics are still in evi-
dence. The official Dutch landings data consist only of the total 
weight landed of each species and even these data are less pre-
cise than in previous years. No information is available on the 
weight landed by vessel type or by quarter and this leads to pro-
blems and possible errors in the derivation of catch-at-age data. 
Furthermore, no effort data are available so that it is no longer 
possible to maintain the series available up to 1983 of Dutch 
beam trawl catch per effort which used to be an important input 
to various VPA tuning methods. 
No estimates based on biological sampling were available of the 
number at age of whiting and haddock in the Danish industrial by-
catch in 1985, although an estimate was available of the total 
weight caught of each of these species. Especially when taken in 
conjunction with the poor Danish data on by-catch age composition 
for 1984 (also brought about by the refusal of Danish fishermen 
to allow sampling by the Danish Institute), this has caused a 
serious reduction in the validity of the international catch-at-
age data base. The fact that the Danish Institute is currently 
being prevented from obtaining biological samples is, in effect, 
reducing the value of other nations' data. 
It must be stressed, therefore, that the Group simply does not 
know what the age composition of the Danish by-catch of haddock 
and whiting was in 1984 and 1985 and any work on these species 
presented in this report must be interpreted with this fact in 
mind. 
It should also be noted that no material improvement in this 
situation has occured in the first quarter of 1986 so that it is 
likely that the Group will experience the same problems at its 
next meeting. 
3 NATURAL MORTALITY RATES 
The Group was informed that the current estimates of M at age 
produced by the multispecies VPA would probably not be changed to 
any signifiacnt extent as a result of future work. on this basis 
it was decided to use smoothed estimates of M at age from the 
"key run" of the multispecies VPA (p.12, Anon., 1986a). 
The age-dependent M values were only used with respect to the 
North Sea stocks of cod, haddock and whiting. It was felt that, 
in the absence of a multispecies VPA for any other area, it would 
be unwise to extrapolate results from the North Sea to other 
stocks. It will be recalled that no estimate of M at age for 
saithe in the North Sea is produced from MSVPA and the tra-
ditional value of 0.2 has been retained for this species. 
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The revisions to natural mortality rate will, of course, result in higher estimates of stock numbers and lower estimates of fish-ing mortality than those provided by previous assessments and this should be borne in mind when interpreting the results pre-sented in this report. 
The Group is aware that amending the natural mortality values in the manner indicated is only a poor approximation to MSVPA. In particular, implementation of MSVPA would result in natural mor-tality values which vary slightly from year to year. 
The values of M at age used by this Group are shown in the text table below. 
Age Cod Haddock Whiting Saithe 
North Sea 
0 2.70 2.05 2.25 0.2 1 0. 80 1. 45 0. 95 0.2 2 0. 35 0.35 0.45 0.2 3 0.25 0.25 0.35 0.2 4 0. 2 0. 25 0. 30 0.2 5 0.2 0.2 0.25 0.2 6 0.2 0.2 0.25 0.2 7+ 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
Other areas 
All 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
4 VPA TQNINQ METHODS 
The only method used by the Group this year was the catchability analysis described in Appendix 2 of the 1984 Report of the North Sea Roundfish Working Group (Anon., 1985a). The Group felt that the method could be successfully applied to all stocks with the exception of cod in Division VIa for which recent average fishing mortality was used to initiate VPA. Further details of the appli-cation of the tuning method are provided in the sections con-cerned with the various stocks. 
The gears used to tune the respective stocks are indicated in the text-table below. 
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Species/Area 
Nation Gear Cod Haddock Whiting Saithe 
IV VIa IV VIa IV VIa IV VI 
England Trawl + + 
England Seine + 
France Trawl + + 
Scotland Trawl + + + + + 
Scotland Seine + + + + 
Scotland Light trawl + + + + + + 
Scotland NeQhroQs trawl + 
Note: + indicates data available and used by Group. 
- indicates data available but not used by Group. 
See stock sections for reasons for inclusion/exclusion of data. 
The data referred to above can be found in 
Tables 11 . 3 and 12.3 (cod) 
Tables 15.3 and 16.3 (haddock) 
Tables 19.3 and 20.3 (whiting) 
Tables 23.3 and 24.3 (saithe). 
Indices of abundance for saithe in the North Sea and Division 
VIa, respectively, derived from a multiplicative model were pres-
ented to the Group by J.B. Perodou. In principle, it should be 
possible to tune VPA results using this index. In practice, how-
ever, to do this requires estimates of partial exploited biomass 
and it was not possible at this meeting to derive these esti-
mates. It is hoped that the method can be applied at next year's 





1974 0.50 0. 16 
1975 0.29 0. 13 
1976 0.45 0. 16 
1977 0.42 0. 11 
1978 0.35 0. 11 
1979 0. 36 0. 12 
1980 0.34 0.10 
1981 0.34 0. 11 
1982 0.45 0. 16 
1983 0.53 0. 16 
1984 0.60 0.15 
1985 0. 67 0. 13 
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4.1 An Alteration to the Catchability Tuning Program Used at Last Year's Meeting 
At last year's meeting, the catchability tuning program embodied 
a feature whereby recent trends in catchability, effort and pro-
portion of catch at age taken by each gear used in the analysis 
could be extrapolated to the current year and the TAC year. This 
allowed estimation of international F at age in each of these years and hence avoided the necessity to assume that the exploi-
tation pattern in the intermediate year and the TAC would be the 
same as some recent average pattern. 
The extrapolation was carried out using the Cleveland smoothing 
method described in the Appendix to last year's report. 
For each age group (a) and for each gear used in the analysis (g), we, therefore, have the following graphs: 
Proportion of 
Effort (E) international catch Catchability 
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An estimate of international F at age in the TAC year is, there-fore, obtainable from: 
F(a,T) = [ E(g,T) x Q(a,g,T)/[ P(a,g,T) 
g g 
To be consistent with this method of extrapolating for inter-
national F, the equivalent value in the last data year (L) was 
estimated by the same method. Thus, the actual catch and effort data in the last data year were replaced with Cleveland-smoothed 
estimates using ·observed data up to and including the last data year. Catchability in the last data year was estimated as ex-plained in the Appendix to last year's report. 
The extrapolation to the intermediate year and the TAC year was 
not well received at last year's meeting and, therefore, at this year's meeting, the observed catch and effort in the last data year were used to estimate international F. (In terms of the graphs, this means that the values of effort and proportion of 
catch denoted by"@" were used instead of those denoted by "L".) 
Tuning of the VPA with 1984 as the last data year has been 
carried out to allow comparison with the results presented in last year's report. (To make a valid comparison, M was set at 0.2 
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for all ages.) Estimates of international Fat age for 1984, 
using the methods of 1984 and 1985 indicated above, are shown in 
the text table below. 
Cod Haddock Whiting 
Age 
1984 1985 1984 1985 1984 1985 
2 1. 25 1.13 0.69 0.88 0.39 0.40 
3 1. 21 1. 08 0. 95 1. 39 0.87 0. 76 
4 0.81 0. 92 0. 98 1 . 31 0. 72 0. 67 
5 0.80 0. 76 0.89 0. 86 0. 76 0. 74 
6 0.79 0.88 0.82 0.78 1. 06 1. 04 
7 0. 75 0.78 0. 84 0. 89 0. 96 0. 96 
8 0. 72 0.89 0.78 0.81 
9 0. 76 1. 17 0.87 1 .07 
For cod, the estimates of F at ages 2 and 3 obtained by the 1985 
method are lower than those obtained by the 1984 method, while at 
higher ages only second decimal place differences occur. For had-
dock, the 1985 method produced higher results at ages 2 to 4 with 
only second decimal place differences at higher ages. For 
whiting, only second decimal place differences are in evidence. 
It is unlikely that any of these differences are of major impor-
tance either to the final VPA or the predictions carried out by 
the 1984 Working Group. 
5 ESTIMATES OF RECRUITMENT 
5.1 Indices Available 
International Young Fish Surveys (IYFS) 
All countries participating in the IYFS have provided the ICES 
Secretariat with exchange tapes holding the data for the 1983, 
1984 and 1985 surveys. These data are checked, if necessary, cor-
rected and stored in the ICES IYFS data base. Recently, software 
has been developed to retrieve data from the data base and to 
produce exchange tapes holding these data. Exchange tapes with 
data from the surveys of 1983, 1984 and 1985 were made available 
to the IJmuiden Institute one week before the meeting of the WG. 
In the course of the meeting, final 1- and 2-group indices for 
cod, haddock and whiting became available as a result of work 
carried out at IJmuiden. As decided earlier (Anon., 1985b), the 
IYFS indices for recruitment should be provided by the ICES Sec-
retariat. The recalculation of the indices by ICES might result 
in minor revisions. 
Usually there is not a great discrepancy between preliminary 1-
group indices which are calculated shortly after the end of the 
survey and the final indices which are calculated using age-
length keys. However, the final index, as calculated for 1-group 
cod in the 1984 survey, appeared to be twice as high as the pre-
liminary figure as was used during last year's Working Group 
meeting (see also Section 11.3). What caused this difference 
could not be checked during the Working Group meeting. 
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For 1-group cod, haddock and whiting, preliminary indices were available for the 1986 survey. 
IYFS indices are the arithmetic mean number per hour trawling per 
rectangle in standard areas as defined in Anon. (1985b) for cod and in Anon. (1981) for haddock and whiting. 
ICES has been provided with the data required to produce indices for age groups older than the 1-group, but so far these have not been made available to the Group. Every effort should be made to do this for next year. 
English Groundfish Surveys (EGFS) 
A working paper by Harding and Macer (1986) was presented which gives a synopsis of the objectives of the EGFS, the area covered, the methods used and the processing of the data. The EGFS covers the whole North Sea and has been carried out annually in summer 
since 1977. The indices for cod, haddock and whiting from this survey are the numbers per 100 hrs trawling. 
~eh Groundfish Survey (DGFS) 
In contrast to both the IYFS and the EGFS, this survey is re-
stricted to the southeastern North Sea. The survey has been 
carried out each autumn since 1980. Because 0-group cod will have adopted their demersal stage of life by the time this survey is 
conducted, the catches of 0-group cod might be a good indication 
of year-class strength. DGFS indices are the arithmetic mean num-ber per hour trawling per rectangle in Roundfish Area 6. 
By-catch data from shrimp fisheries by the Federal Republic of Germany (FRGSF) 
Indices for year-class strength of cod are derived from the com-bination of catches as 0-group in the second half of the year and 
as 1-group during the first half. FRGSF indices are the total by-
catch of cod in the shrimp fisheries in millions. These indices 
are available from 1968 onwards. 
5.2 Use ~f Indices 
At previous meetings, estimates of numbers in the sea for re-
cruiting year classes have been obtained from plots of survey index against VPA number. The implicit assumption in using this procedure is that survey catchability (Q) has remained constant. This assumption was investigated by plotting Q against time for each set of survey data, with Q calculated as the ratio of survey index to VPA number for each age. The plots are shown in Figures 11.1, 15.2 and 19.2. 
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survey index = catch/effort ~ f x N/E = QN 
fishing mortality rate generated by survey 
fishing effort generated during survey 
number of fish in sea during survey (estimated by VPA) 
catchability coefficient of survey 
Q 
The pattern of Q with time varies between surveys and between 
species, but even allowing for random fluctuations, it is clear 
that the assumption of constant Q is not valid. For several of 
the surveys, there are clear time trends in Q. In addition, a 
feature common to the plots for cod, whiting and, to a lesser 
extent, haddock, is the relatively high Q value for age 1 in 
1984. Clearly, in estimating recruitment from survey indices, it 
is necessary to take account of the effects noted above. Various 
procedures for doing this were discussed, including for example 
the use of statistical curve fitting to enable predictions of Q 
to be made. However, it was decided to adopt a simpler method and 
assume that Q in 1984, 1985 and 1986 was the same as for recent 
years. For each plot, a period of relatively stable Q up to and 
including 1983 was chosen for averaging; the values obtained are 
given in Tables 11.10.1 - 11.10.3, 15.10 and 19.10.1 - 19.10.2. 
Estimates of numbers in the sea for recruiting year classes were 
obtained by dividing the survey index by the value of recent mean 
Q; these estimates are included in the tables. 
No clear explanation of why Q has changed more or less systemati-
cally within many of the surveys can be provided at present. The 
fundamental point, however, is that Q has changed and this change 
must be taken into account when using the indices to estimate 
recent year-class abundances. In the case of the IYFS, it is 
possible that the northward shift in the area covered by the sur-
vey has decreased Q for cod and increased it for haddock. Other 
possibilities exist, however, both for IYFS and the other surveys 
and the changes noted in this report deserve detailed investi-
gation. 
6 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NORTH SEA AND WEST OF SCOTLAND STOCKS 
Several working papers were presented to the Group. These in-
cluded a review of the literature and also new information re-
sulting from tagging experiments for cod and genetic typing of 
haddock. The main conclusions from these working papers can be 
summarised as follows: 
a) There is a continuous distribution of gadoid eggs, larvae and 
pelagic 0-group fish extending from the Hebrides to the North 
Sea. 
b) From what is known of the hydrography of the area, it seems 
l~kely that a proportion of the spawning products from west of 
4 W (the Sub-area IV/VI boundary) are carried into the North 
Sea. However, the extent of this passive transport is not 
known. 
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c) Tagging returns suggest a net westerly migration but this ap-pears to be on a rather small scale, especially for cod and saithe. 
d) Genetic studies suggest that a single race of haddock is dis-tributed from the Hebrides to the western half of Division IVa. A separate race occurs east of the Greenwich meridian while a third race occurs at Rockall. 
The Group concluded that, although there is clearly some inter-change between Divisions IVa and VIa, the extent to which this occurs is uncertain. In these cicumstances, it was felt that it would not be appropriate at this stage to combine the assessments for the two areas. 
7 CATCH OPTIONS FOR INDUSTRIAL FISHERIES 
A letter (dated 20/1/86) from the Chairman of ACFM to the Chair-man of this Working Group contained the following passage: 
"In response to Section 18 of last year"s report of the North Sea Roundfish Working Group, and in view of 
comments received at the Dialogue Meeting, ACFM agreed during its consultations at the Statutory Meeting in London to ask the North Sea Roundfish Working Group to provide various options for F for the industrial 
catches of haddock and whiting in the management options in its 1986 report." 
The Group decided that appropriate options to present are: 
a) industrial F at 0.5 x current level 
b) industrial Fat 1.0 x current level 
c) industrial Fat 1.5 x current level 
This request raised a question which had not been attended to at previous meetings. As explained in Section 18 of last year's re-port, human consumption F in the prediction years is rescaled from some recent average value to that in the last data year. To date, the Group has overlooked the fact that the same thing should be done with industrial F. This has been rectified at this meeting. The method employed for rescaling is indicated below each table of values of input for predictions. 
Understandably, the Group received no guidance from ACFM on which options to implement. The Group is of the opinion that the op-tions provided are adequate to allow interpolation in the range specified. However, if ACFM has any alternative suggestions, it would be advisable to inform the Group as soon as possible so that any implied changes to programs can be made in advance of the next meeting. 
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8 SAFE BIOLOGICAL LIMITS 
The Group considered the question of safe biological limits and 
decided that it is possible to define these only in terms of his-
torical observations. In previous reports of this Group, refer-
ences have frequently been made to historical levels of spawning 
stock, recruitment and fishing mortality when discusing the state 
of the stocks and catch forecasts. 
The specific questions asked by the Irish Sea and Bristol Channel 
Working Group are considered useful and have been answered for 
each stock. The questions are as follows: 
a) Is there any evidence from the stock/recruitment data that 
recruitment is reduced at the lowest levels of spawning stock 
which have been observed in the historic series? 
b) Is the spawning stock at a level lower than any previously 
observed? 
c) Does spawning stock biomass show a declining trend, which, 
taken with available evidence on recruitment, might indicate 
that a historically low level will be reached in the near 
future? 
d) What level of F in the current year would be needed to reduce 
the spawning biomass to a historically low level in the next 
year and what would the corresponding catch be in the current 
year? 
For all of the stocks for which assessments are given in this 
report, the consequences of allowing spawning stock biomass to 
fall below historically observed levels are unknown and this 
situation should be assumed to be unsafe. If there is evidence of 
reduced recruitment at the lowest levels of spawning stock bio-
mass, a higher level of spawning stock than the historical mini-
mum needs to be chosen as "safe" although this choice will be to 
some extent arbitrary. 
9 YIELD PER RECRUIT AND LONG-TERM POTENTIAL 
9.1 Yield per Recruit 
The Group decided that it would not present yield-(or biomass-) 
per-recruit calculations at this year's meeting and is of the 
opinion that the practice of performing such calculations rou-
tinely on a single-species basis should be abandoned. This de-
cision is in accordance with the statement made by the ad hQQ 
Multispecies Working Group (Section 4.4, page 21, Anon., 1986a): 
results of conventional assessments of yield 
per recruit are likely to be seriously misleading and 
should not be used [in making long-term assessments]. 
C~nseq~ently, Fmax an~ F0 1 should not be used as 
b1olog1cal reference po1nts for predators." 
(The text in square brackets has been inserted to indicate the 
context in which this statement was made.) 
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9.2 Long-Term Potential 
A letter (dated 20/1/86) from the Chairman of ACFM to the Chair-
man of this Working Group noted that "ACFM should try to provide 
a description of the long term potential for each stock, and it 
was agreed to ask all Working Groups to include a paragraph on 
each stock in their reports. (If you cannot say anything about long-term potential, explain why; if you can only give some qualitative statement, give these!)" 
Having decided that yield per recruit is not a valid estimator of long-term conditions and in the absence of discernable stock-re-
cruit relationships for the stocks of interest to this Group, it is not possible to give any objective statement about long-term potential for conditions different to those which have been ob-
served historically, e.g., from VPA results. 
It seems reasonably safe to make the simplistic statement that, provided conditions remain within the historically observed 
range, and provided that the stock has not "collapsed" during this period, then, in the long term, the stocks and yields should fluctuate within the historically observed range. 
Describing the long-term potential of a stock depends greatly on 
what is meant by potential. It is not clear whether potential in this context refers to size of catch, monetary value, food value, 
socio-economic consequences, etc. Unless some clearer guidance 
can be given to the Group, no useful statement on potential can be made. It should be added, however, that even with clearer guidance, the probability of being able to give advice of the type required is low at present. 
10 FISHING EFFORT DATA 
Figures 10.1 and 10.2 show the data on fishing effort available to the Group ~lotted as time series for each fleet. It should be 
noted that, despite considerable reduction in nominal fishing ef-fort in many cases over the last 20 years, the fishing mortality 
rate has not reduced because catchability has been increased. 
11 NORTH SEA COD 
11.1 Catch Trends 
Recent nominal landings are given in Tables 11.1 and 11.2 and graphed in Figure 11.2A. Provisional nominal landings in 1985 
were 187,150 tonnes, a similar figure to the landings in 1984 of 187,852. Working Group figures for 1984 and 1985 are 206,000 tonnes and 190,000 tonnes, respectively. The Working Group esti-
mate of landings in 1985 which were not officially reported is 
approximately 5,000 tonnes. The TAC's agreed between EEC and Norway in 1984 and 1985 were 215,000 tonnes and 250,000 tonnes, 
respectively. The status QYQ landings predicted by ACFM for 1985 
were 216,000 tonnes. 
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11.2 Age Composition 
The VPA input data for recent years given in Table 11.6 do not 
include discards or industrial fishery by-catches. Data for 1984 
were revised and provisional data for 1985 were provided by Scot-
land, France, Denmark, Federal Republic of Germany, Netherlands, 
Belgium and England. 
11.3 Recruitment 
The method employed for deriving estimates of recruitment is de-
scribed in Section 5. 
11.3.1 1983 year class in 1984 (age 1) 









These estimates are considerably larger than the value of 527 
millions estimated from the catchability-tuned VPA. For all the 
above data sets, the estimate of survey catchability for age 1 in 
1984 is well above those for recent previous years (Figure 11.1). 
The most likely explanation for this is that the VPA estimate may 
be too lo~ If the survey estimates above are correct, F at age 1 
in 1984 is indicated to be much greater than those previously es-
timated from VPA. It should also be noted that the IYFS value is 
almost twice that of the highest recorded year class (847 
millions for the 1970 year class) and that a revised estimate 
provided by the IJmuiden Laboratory was double the value of the 
preliminary estimate. In view of these difficulties, it was de-
cided to leave the VPA estimate unaltered. 
11.3.2 1983 year class in 1985 Cage 2) 




There is thus very good agreement between these values, and they 
are also consistent with the estimate of 196 millions derived 
from VPA using an F of 1.03 obtained by catchability analysis, 
and it was decided to accept this estimate. 
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11.3.3 1984 year class in 1985 (age 1l 





Clearly this year class is extremely poor and all indications are 
that it is the smallest yet recorded. It was felt that the DGFS 
and FRGSF estimates might be rather too small, perhaps because 
they represent only the southern North Sea, and it was decided to 
take the average of the IYFS and EGFS estimates. This resulted in 
an estimate of 57 millions, which means that it is only about 15% 
of an average year class. 
11.3.4 1985 year class in 1986 (age 1) 
Two estimates were available (millions): 
IYFS 791 
DGFS 504 
The IYFS estimate is based on a preliminary index. The DGFS es-
timate is based on catches of 0-group fish correlated with VPA 
number at age 1. Both surveys indicate a strong year class and it 
was decided to accept the IYFS estimate, since the reliability of 
the DGFS estimate at age 0 is not yet sufficiently well known. 
The estimate of 791 millions is the second largest on record. It 
is a preliminary estimate and may be subject to revision after 
the 1986 EGFS and DGFS. 
11.3.5 1986 and later year classes (age 1) 
These were set at 412 millions, the mean value for the period 
1966-85. 
11.4 Weight at Age 
The mean weight at age in the stock is given in Table 11.7 and it 
was assumed to be the same as that in the landings. 
11.5 Fishing Mortalities in 1985 
For ages 2 to 7, F values were determined using the catchability 
analysis method (Table 11.4) (see Section 4). A smoothed value of 
0.9 was adopted for ages 8 and older to be in accordance with 
catchability-tuned values at lower ages. For ages 1 to 3, com-
parison with input F's estimated for 1984 at last year's meeting 
is not valid because higher values of M have been adopted this 
year (Table 11.5). However, for older ages the same value of M 
was used in both assessments and F's estimated this year for 1984 
are higher than those estimated last year, by an average of 
approximately 25% (see Section 4.1). 
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11.6 Fishing Mortalities at the Oldest Age 
Smoothed values were determined from inspection of F's averaged 
over ages 5 to 7. Account was taken of an increasing trend in F 
over these ages. 
11.7 VPA Results 
Fishing mortalities in recent years are given in Table 11.8 and 
mean F for ages 2 to 8 is graphed in Figure 11.2B. Last year this 
average was taken over the age range 3 to 8. It was thought ad-
visable to include the 2-group so as to reflect the recent in-
crease in fishing mortality in the average. F has shown a steady 
increase over the whole period, and has doubled since 1966. Stock 
numbers and biomass are given in Tables 11.9 and 11.11. 
Recruitment at age 1 is shown in Figure 11.2C. No trend is dis-
cernible but there are marked fluctuations which have become more 
frequent and of high dimension in recent years. 
Total and spawning biomass are shown in Figure 11.2D. Biomass has 
declined to the lowest level yet recorded and this decline will 
continue until at least 1987. The Working Group's concern at this 
situation is set out in Section 11.9. 
11.8 Catch Predictions 
The input data are given in Table 11.12. 
The results for catch prediction are given in Table 11.13. The 
catch predicted for 1986 assuming constant F is 167,000 tonnes, 
which is close to the TAC of 170,000 tonnes. The difference be-
tween the current prediction and that of 154,000 tonnes predicted 
for 1986 by ACFM last year is mainly due to the new information 
on the size of the 1985 year class. This had to be assumed as 
average in last year's assessment in the absence of firm infor-
mation, but is now indicated to be very strong. This is extremely 
fortunate, because the TAC adopted for 1986 was well above that 
recommended by ACFM. If the 1985 year class had turned out to be 
of low abundance, the 1986 TAC, if taken, would have resulted in 
levels of biomass well below the historical minimum. 
The status QliQ catch in 1987, assuming average recruitment at age 
1, is 243,000 tonnes, but this prediction will be influenced by 
any revision to the estimate of the 1985 year class. 
11.9 Safe Biological Limits 
The spawning biomass is declining and is currently at a historic 
low level. Although no stock-recruitment relationship can be ob-
served (Figure 11.3), the extreme fluctuations in recruitment now 
being observed would probably obscure any such relationship. It 
is possible that the low biomass level~ are contributing to the 
unstable recruitment levels, and this in turn is leading to large 
fluctuations in catches. 
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The Working Group and ACFM have commented in previous reports on the steady increase in fishing mortality and the decline in spawning biomass in recent years in North Sea cod. Despite ACFM advice, repeated over a number of years, that fishing mortality should be reduced, the TAC's adopted have generally been too high to achieve that objective. This has resulted in spawning biomass being reduced to a historically low level. It is not known whether the current levels of spawning biomass will result in reduced recruitment, but there is certainly an increased risk of this. The 1984 year class is the poorest on record and it appears that recruitment fluctuations have become more extreme as spawn-ing biomass has declined. 
The situation at present, therefore, is that the spawning stock has declined to a size well below the apparently normal histori-cal range. What will happen to the stock in the immediate future is, therefore, open to considerably more doubt than is usually the case and because of this, the Group believes that the best course of action is to rebuild the stock to levels within the normal historical range. 
There are several steps which, in principle, could be taken, singly or in combination, to achieve this. These include closing areas to fishing, increases in mesh size, etc. None of these possibilities is free of problems in getting them implemented. The major problem with respect to the present situation is that if a process of scientific investigation followed by presentation of scientific argument to be commented on by administrators and fishermen were to be followed it is unlikely that anything would be implemented for at least one or two years. However, what is needed is rapid and effective action and the only means at pres-ent available to achieve this is to set and effectively enforce appropriate TAC's over the next few years. 
11.10 Long-Term Potential 
The long-term potential of this stock must be viewed with con-siderable concern if fishing mortality is allowed to increase. 
12 COD IN DIVISION VIa 
12.1 Catch Trends 
Recent nominal landings are given in Table 12.1 and 12.2 and graphed in Figure 12.2A. Provisional nominal landings in 1985 were 17,603 tonnes, compared to 20,499 tonnes in 1984. The TAC for Sub-area VI in 1985 was 25,000 tonnes. The status gyQ catch predicted for 1985 in last year's assessment was 25,670 tonnes, compared to actual landings of approximately 17,600 tonnes. The reason for this discrepancy is that provisional age composition data for 1984 overestimated the numbers caught, particularly for ages 2 and 3. 
12.2 Age Composition 
The VPA input data for recent years are given in Table 12.6 and do not include discards or industrial fishery by-catches. Data 
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for 1984 were revised and provisional data for 1985 were provided 
by Scotland,France, Ireland, and England. 
12.3 Recruitment 
12.3.1 1984 year class in 1985 
In the absence of other data, the abundance of this year class 
was determined from a plot of cpue for Scottish seiners against 
VPA (Figure 12.1B). This resulted in an estimate of 12.7 millions 
at age 1 (Table 12.10) and the F value was adjusted to correspond 
to this value. 
12.3.2 1985 year classes and later 
These year classes were assumed to be of average strength. To 
take account of higher levels of recruitment in recent years 
(Figure 12.2C), the average was restricted to the period 1978-82. 
This results in a value of 14.7 millions. 
12.4 Weight at Age 
Mean weight at age in the stock (Table 12.]) was assumed to be 
the same as in the landings. 
12.5 Fishing Mortalities in 1985 
Plots of catchability against year for Scottish fleets showed a 
rather high degree of scatter with little trend. The F's esti-
mated for 1985 by such plots are high compared to recent values. 
It was, therefore, decided to use average F's for VPA input, and 
the period 1980-83 was used to re-input iteratively until the 
values stabilised. The F value at age 1 was adjusted to corre-
spond to estimated recruitment. 
12.6 Fishing Mortalities on the Oldest Age 
Smoothed values were determined from inspection of F's averaged 
over ages 5 to 7. 
12.7 VPA Results 
Fishing mortalities in recent years are given in Table 12.8, and 
mean F for ages 2-5 is graphed in Figure 12.2B. There is a trend 
of increasing F over the whole period. Stock numbers and hie-
masses are given in Tables 12.9 and 12.11, and biomasses are 
shown in Figure 12.2D, which shows that there was an increase 
over the period 1977-81. Recruitment at age 1 is shown by year in 
Figure 12.2C. An increasing trend in recruitment is apparent. 
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12.8 catch Predictions 
Input data are given in Table 12.12. 
Status ggQ catch prediction (Table 12.13A) leads to a value of 21,000 tonnes in 1986, followed by 22,000 tonnes in 1987. The TAC for Sub-area VI in 1986 is 25,000 tonnes, which implies a 30% in-crease in F (Table 12.13B), assuming only a small proportion of the TAC is taken in Division VIb. If F then returns to the 1985 value in 1987, the predicted catch is 19,000 tonnes. The differ-ence between the status YllQ catches predicted at last year's meeting (26,000 tonnes for 1985 and 25,000 tonnes for 1986) and the current predictions is mainly due to revisions of catch data for 1984, as previously explained. 
12.9 Safe Biological Limits 
Recent recruitment levels have been above those seen in the late 1960's and 1970's. The spawning stock is currently above the lowest observed level and is predicted to remain so through to 1988, given average recruitment (see Section 8). 
12.10 Long-Term Potential 
See Section 8. 
13 COD IN DIVISION VIb 
No age composition data are available from this stock. Nominal landings Table 13.1. 
14 COD IN SUB-AREA VII 
14.1 Cod in Divisions VIId.e 
from commercial landings 
are small and are given in 
Age composition data were supplied for Division VIId in 1985 by England and France. There is as yet an insufficient time series of data to enable an analytical assessment to be made. It was not thought worthwhile to attempt simpler forms of catch forecast, since recruitment data are lacking. Historical landings data are given in Table 14.1. 
14.2 Cod in Divisions YIIb.c and YIIg-k 
No age composition data are available. Recruitment data are also lacking. Landings data are given in Table 14.2. 
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15 NORTH SEA HADDOCK 
15.1 Catch Trends 
Total international catches and total international discards as 
estimated by the Working Group are given in Tables 15.1 and 15.2 
and shown plotted in Figure 15.3A for the period 1966-85. The TAC 
for 1985 was 207,000 tonnes and the provisional nominal landings 
were 168,000 tonnes (Table 15.1). Discards were estimated at 
84,000 tonnes. Industrial by-catch in 1985 was about 6,000 tonnes 
which is the lowest value on record (Table 15.2). 
15.2 Age Compositions 
Age compositions for human consumption landings were provided by 
France, Federal Republic of Germany, England, Denmark, Nether-
lands and Scotland. Age compositions for industrial by-catch were 
provided by Norway and for discards by Scotland. 
Denmark provided an estimate of its industrial by-catch age com-
position, but this was not based on sample data but on the age 
composition predicted by the Working Group last year. Because of 
problems with the assessment last year (Section 4.1), the Group 
did not accept these estimates but calculated new age compo-
sitions for 1984 and 1985 based on the mean proportion of the 
total international catch at age which was accounted for by in-
dustrial by-catch for the period 1975-83 (Figure 15.1) and the 
human consumption catches at age in 1984 and 1985. This age com-
position was then scaled to produce a sum of products weight 
(using historical weight-at-age values for Denmark) equal to the 
Danish total weight of haddock by-catch. 
Total international catch-at-age data are given in Table 15.6. 
15.3 Weights at Age 
The total international mean weight-at-age data for the total 
catch are given in Table 15.7. These were also used as stock 
weights at age. 
15.4 Recruitment 
As described in Section 5, account was taken of the apparent 
change in catchability in both the IYFS and EGFS (Figure 15.2) by 
taking the means of the catchability (index/VPA) values for the 
period 1981-83 and dividing these into the indices for the years 
1984 and 1985. The reason for taking a mean value of catchability 
rather than a value predicted from a regression was that it is 
believed that the increase in catchability for haddock is due to 
a general northward shift in survey coverage and that this cannot 
continue indefinitely. The period 1981-83 was chosen because the 
1984 VPA estimate for age 1 is uncertain as there are doubts 
about catches at age for that year and for 1985. The predicted 
numbers at age 1 for 1984 to 1986 using both surveys are given in 
Table 15.10. 
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15.4.1 1983 year class in 1984 
The IYFS estimate of this year class is 5,967 millions, whereas the EGFS estimate is 5,035 millions. The mean of these is 5,501 millions at age 1 (44,260 millions at age 0) and this figure was adopted. This is the only year class since that of 1979 to be above the long-term average. 
15.4.2 1984 year class in 1985 
The estimate of this year class from the IYFS is 1,257 millions and from the English survey is 1,529 millions at age 1. The mean of these values is 1,393 millions at age 1 (11,470 millions at age 0) and this was adopted for the assessment. 
15.4.3 1985 year class in 1986 
As the EGFS has not yet taken place this year, only the IYFS es-timate of 3,016 millions (25,680 millions at age 0) is available. 
15.4.4 1986 year classes and later 
These were assumed to be of average abundance for the period 1966-85 excluding the very abundant 1967 year class (33,342 millions). 
15.5 Fishing Mortality Rates 
It was decided to adopt estimates of F in 1985 for ages 3 to 7 from the catchability analysis of three Scottish gears (Table 15.4). For ages 0, 1 and 2, F was adjusted to recover the esti-mates at age 1 of the abundance of the 1983, 1984 and 1985 year classes, respectively. F 0.9 was used for ages 8 and older, this being the value used on the oldest age groups in other years; this is the average of the series of terminal F's obtained by tuning to average F for ages 5 to 7. 
15.6 VPA Results 
Estimates of fishing mortalities and corresponding stock numbers and biomasses are given in Tables 15.8, 15.9 and 15.11. Histo-rical trends in fishing mortality, spawning stock biomass and recruitment can be seen in Figure 15.3. 
Fishing mortality rates in 1985 are apparently considerably higher than those estimated for 1984 at last year's meeting. In this context, see Section 4.1. 
According to this year's VPA, fishing mortality has increased since about 1982. This is consistent with an increase in Scottish seiner effort (Figure 10.1) for this period during which catch-ability increased and levelled off. Scottish seiners accounted for about 40% of the total international catch of haddock age 2-7 in 1985. 
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15.7 Catch Predictions 
Input data for the catch predictions are shown in Table 15.12. 
The predicted landings in 1986 of about 140,000 tonnes are much 
lower than last year's predicted value of 238,000 tonnes on which 
the agreed TAC of 230 000 tonnes was based. 
There are three reasons for the change in the prediction: 
a) The estimate of the 1983 year-class abundance is reduced as a 
result of the new way in which survey data have been used at 
this year's meeting. 
b) Fishing mortality rates in 1985 are now estimated to be higher 
than was previously thought and this produces a lower stock 
estimate in 1986. 
c) The use of age-dependent (high) values of natural mortality 
rate is expected to produce lower catch forecasts (see 1985 
Report of Methods Working Group, Anon., 1986b). 
Because of the doubts about the age composition of catches in the 
industrial fishery in 1984 and 1985, the assessment and catch 
predictions should be treated with some caution. The predicted 
consequences of various levels of catch in the human consumption 
and industrial fisheries are given in Tables 15.13.1 to 15.13.3 
Current levels of fishing mortality in both fisheries, if main-
tained, are predicted to produce declining total landings and a 
declining spawning stock until the beginning of 1988. 
15.8 Safe Biological Limits 
1) There is no evidence that recruitment to this stock is re-
duced at the lowest levels of spawning stock which have been 
observed (Figure 15.3D). 
2) The spawning stock is not currently at a lower level than pre-
viously observed, but is probably fairly close to the minimum 
observed. 
3) Spawning stock biomass is showing a declining trend but is not 
predicted to reach a historically low level in the near 
future. This assumes average recruitment for year classes 
1986-88, 
4) Levels of F well in excess of the estimated current value 
would be needed to reduce the spawning stock biomass to a 
historically low level, but this also assumes average re-
cruitment for 1986-88. 
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16 HADDOCK IN DIVISION VIa 
16.1 catch Trends 
Nominal landings in 1985 were 22,034 tonnes compared to 28,000 tonnes in 1984 (Table 16.1). The estimate of discarded catch in 1985 is 17,000 tonnes (Table 16.2). Figure 16.2A shows the his-toric trend in landings and discards. The TAC for 1985 for the whole of Sub-area VI was 36,000 tonnes. 
16.2 Age Compositions 
Age compositions for landings were provided by England, France, Ireland and Scotland and for discards by Scotland. The inter-national catch-at-age data base (Table 16.6) was examined for in-consistencies but, barring amendment of the data on the part of the contributing nations, there is no logical reason to change the data base. Listings of the historical data base were made available to each contributing nation for checking before next year's meeting. 
16.3 Weights at Age 
Mean weight-at-age data for the total catch are given in Table 16.7. These were also used as stock weights at age. 
16.4 Recruitment 
Estimates of the 1984 an~ 1985 year classes at age 1 were derived from a linear regress1on (Table 16.10) of numbers at age 1 in Division VIa on numbers at age 1 in the North Sea using VPA re-sults for the years 1966-84 (Figure 16.1). 
16.4.1 1985 year class in 1986 
The estimated value is 99 million at age 1 (121 million at age 0). 
16.4.2 1984 year class in 1985 
The estimated value is 58 million at age 1 (71 million at age 0). 
16.4.3 1986 year classes and later 
These were assumed to be of average abundance for the period 1966 to 1985 excluding the abundant 1967 year class (171 million at age 0). 
16.5 Fishing Mortality Rates 
A preliminary run of the catchability analysis was made using four Scottish gears for ages 2-6. The most consistent and least scattered plots of catchability vs. year were those for light 
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trawlers and Nephrops trawlers. The latter gear, however, ac-
counts for only a small proportion of the total international 
catch. It was decided to tune the VPA using only light trawl ef-
fort data over the age range 2-5 (Table 16.4). The results were 
accepted by the Group which noted that, while the data available 
for the catchability analysis appear to be poorer in Division VIa 
than in the North Sea, this does not mean that the data are so 
poor that the assessment should be rejected on those grounds. 
The catchability-tuned F's in the last data year are considerably 
higher than those in recent years but are about similar to those 
in more distant years. A value of 0.9 was chosen as input for 
ages 6 to 8 in the last data year and at age 9 for each year be-
cause this value was in reasonable conformity with values at ages 
4 and 5 in 1985 obtained from catchability tuning. 
16.6 VPA Results 
Estimated fishing mortality rates, stock numbers and biomasses 
are shown ln Tables 16.8 to 16.11 and Figure 16.2. Fishing 
mortality appears to have more than doubled since 1981, but this 
is not reflected in the fishing effort data (Figure 10.2) for the 
French or Scottish fleets (except for Scottish Nephrops trawlers 
which account for only a small proportion of the catch) . 
16.7 Catch Prediction 
Input data for catch prediction are shown in Table 16.12. The 
only option considered for 1986 was that fishing mortality would 
remain at the 1985 level. The TAC for 1986 is for the whole of 
Sub-area VI and the proportion to be assigned to Division VIa is 
not defined, so a prediction including a TAC constraint in 1986 
cannot be run. 
Results of the catch prediction are shown in Table 16.13. The 
statu£ ggQ forecast is landings in 1986 of 34,000 tonnes and of 
23,000 tonnes in 1987. Spawning stock biomass is expected to de-
cline from 62,000 tonnes in 1986 to 33,000 tonnes in 1988. 
16.8 Safe Biological Limits 
1) There is no evidence that recruitment is reduced at the lowest 
observed levels of spawning stock biomass. 
2) The spawning stock is not currently at a level lower than the 
historical minimum. 
3) Spawning biomass has declined in recent years as a result of 
the entry of many poor year classes into the stock and, assum-
ing maintenance of current levels of fishing mortality in the 
immediate future, could decline to levels close to the his-
torical minimum even assuming average recruitment in the 
period 1986 to 1988. 
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17 HADDOCK IN DIVISION VIb 
17.1 Catch Trends (Table 17.1) 
After a period of increased landings in 1980-81, when English freezer trawlers participated in the fishery, landings declined to a minimum level of 400 tonnes in 1983. Since then, renewed in-terest by English and Scottish vessels resulted in landings in-creasing to 2,499 tonnes in 1984 and 8,207 tonnes in 1985. 
17.2 Age Compositions (Table 17.2) 
Age compositions of landings were presented for 1985 for the Eng-lish and Scottish fisheries. In addition, estimates of discards were available for the Scottish fishery. In Table 17.2, discards for the total fishery have been estimated by raising the Scottish discards by the ratio of the total international weight landed to Scottish weight landed. Age compositions of commercial landings are not available for the earlier years. The dominant year classes in the 1985 landings were those of 1976,1980 and 1981. These year classes had previously been shown to be abundant by research vessel surveys. 
17. 3 Research v·essel Survey Data 
Table 17.3 summarises abundance estimates from research vessel surveys conducted by Scotland and the Federal Republic of Germany. The surveys were made by a number of different vessels making a varied number of hauls in differing positions at differ-ent times of year. Until more critical processing of these data can be carried out, they can only serve to give an indication of the relative year-class strengths over the period covered by the observations. 
Table 17.4 gives similar data for three English surveys in which the same 45 stations were fished in three successive years. The evidence from these surveys is that, after the abundant year classes of 1980 and 1981, the following two year classes were very poor ones. This is confirmed by the results of a Scottish survey in 1985 with the commercial trawler "Clarkwood". From this latter survey, there is evidence that the 1984 year class is another abundant one. In interpreting Tables 17.3 and 17.4, it should be noted that the abundance indices for different years or surveys are not directly comparable except perhaps for the three English surveys. 
17.4 Fishing Prospects 
With only a single year's commercial catch-at-age data, no ana-lytical assessment is possible. The 1976 year class is now past making a significant contribution to the landings and in 1986 and 1987, the fishery will, to a large extent, be dependent on the 1980 and 1981 year classes. However, from 1986, the 1984 year class can be expected to make an increasing contribution to the fishery. 
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At present, there appears to be no reason to suggest that fishing 
should not be continued at recent levels. It is not possible, 
however, to provide catch forecasts. 
18 HADDOCK IN SUB-AREA VII 
Haddock landings from Divisions VIId,e and VIIb,c,g-k are given 
in Tables 18.1 and 18.2, respectively. 
19 NORTH SEA WHITING 
19.1 Catch Trends 
Total international catches and total international landings as 
estimated by the Working Group are given in Tables 19.1 and 19.2 
and Figure 19.3A. The provisional nominal landings for 1985 
amount to 68,000 tonnes which is less than the predicted landings 
for 1985 of 117,000 tonnes given in last year's report and con-
siderably lower than the 1985 TAC of 160,000 tonnes. This is 
mainly due to a considerably lower reported industrial by-catch 
of 15,000 tonnes for 1985 compared to the prediction of 46,000 
tonnes. 
19.2 Age Compositions (Table 19.6) 
Age composition data for 1983 and 1984 were updated. Provisional 
age composition data for 1985 were prepared from data from the 
following sources: 
Human consumption landings: England, France, Netherlands, Scot-
land: 
Discards: Scotland 
Industrial by-catch: Norway 
No biological data on the age composition of the Danish indus-
trial by-catch were available for 1985 and incomplete sampling in 
1984 places doubt on the age compositions for that year. For 
1985, the age composition of the Danish industrial by-catch was 
estimated by the Danish Fisheries Institute on the basis of the 
catch prediction in the 1985 report of this Working Group. These 
derived figures were included in the data base. For 1984, the age 
composition of the Danish industrial by-catch was derived by cal-
culating the industrial catch at age as a proportion of the total 
international catch at age for the period 1974-83 (Figure 19.1). 
The average of these proportions was used to calculate the age 
composition for 1984 and this was included in the data base. 
As data on discards were available only from Scotland, these data 
were raised to the total international level. In previous years, 
Scottish and Dutch data were available and it is likely that the 
absence of Dutch data for 1985 will significantly affect the es-
timated international discard age compositions. The Group views 
the absence of these data with considerable concern and notes 
that they are unlikely to be avaiiable for 1986. This will 
further seriously undermine the quality of the data base. 
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19.3 ~ean Weight at Age 
Mean weight-at-age data for total catch weights (used as stock weights) are given in Table 19.7. 
19.4 Recruitment 
The use of survey indices to estimate recruitment is discussed in Section 5. A plot of IYFS catchability for whiting at age 1 is given in Figure 19.2. The average catchability for the years 1971-83 was used to estimate the numbers of 1-year-old fish in 1984 and 1985 and the number of 0-group fish in 1985 as follows: 
1983 year class in 1984: 
1984 year class in 1985: 




Average recruitment at age 0 for the period 1966-85 was assumed for 1986 and 1987. Catchabilities from the EGFS appear erratic (Figure 19.2) and for this reason these indices were not used to estimate recruitment. 
19.5 Fishing Mortalities (Table 19.8) 
An approximate value of F on the oldest age group (age 9) was ob-tained by iteratively tuning the F at this age to the average of the ages 5-7 in each year. The values varied from year to year with no obvious trend. The mean value for all years at age 7 was 1.2 and this was used as input. 
Values of F for ages 2 to 7 were obtained by the catchability method referred to in Section 4. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 19.4 and these tuned values of F were used as input to VPA. 
The catchability-tuned Fat age 2 in 1985 of 0.437 generated a population at age 1 in 1984 which indicated that the 1983 year class was poor and which led to an anomalous catchability value for the IYFS (Figure 19.2 and Table 19.10.1). The Group felt that this VPA value for the 1983 year class was wrong and was the re-sult of deficient catch data in 1984 and 1985. Fat age 2 in 1985 was, therefore, adjusted to a value of 0.145 which resulted in the VPA stock estimate at age 1 in 1984 in accordance with mean IYFS catchability calculated as described in Section 19.4. This value ofF is much lower than recent historical values. 
Clearly the adjustment of F at age 2 in 1985 does nothing to solve the basic problem of this assessment which is the lack of accurate age composition data. The Group spent much time to no avail in trying to correct this difficulty but felt that the re-sult described above was the (very poor) best achievable. While the Group feels that the IYFS-based estimates of stock sizes in recent years are probably acceptable, it does not believe the re-cent exploitation pattern as implied by VPA is a true represen-tation of events occuring in the fishery. 
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19.6 VPA Results 
VPA results must be interpreted very carefully in view of what 
has been said in Sections 3 and 19.2 about M and problems with 
the age compositions. 
Fishing mortalities and corresponding stock sizes are shown in 
Tables 19.8 and 19.9. Trends in fishing mortality rate, stock 
biomass and spawning stock biomass are shown in Figure 19.3 and 
Table 19.11. Recent trends in these figures are not regarded as 
reliable. There is apparently a decline in the industrial by-
catch F in recent years but no sustained trend in the human 
consumption F. 
Assuming that the indications of year-class strength from IYFS 
are correct, there appears to be an increase in total stock and 
spawning stock biomass in the last year. This is due to the good 
1983 year class. Nevertheless, these biomasses are still at a 
very low level compared to earlier years. 
19.7 Catch prediction 
Inputs to catch prediction are given in Table 19.12 and results 
in 19.13. The status gJ!Q total landings for 1986 are expected to 
be 114,000 tonnes which is lower than last year's prediction and 
the agreed TAC of 135,000 tonnes. However, the industrial by-
catch component of this catch is now estimated to be only 26,000 
tonnes compared to the previous prediction of 50,000 tonnes, and 
there is a small improvement in the expected human consumption 
landings. 
The status guQ landings for 1987 are expected to be 127,000 
tonnes of which 26,000 tonnes are expected ln the industrial 
fishery. This increased predicted catch depends upon the 1983 and 
1985 being good year classes and the apparent decline in indus-
trial by-catch F. 
19.8 Safe Biological Limits 
a) There is no indication that the spawning stock biomass has 
entered a range where low recruitment can be expected. 
b) Spawning stock biomass is at a low level but above the his-
torical minimum. A small increase in spawning stock biomass 
may be expected in the prediction period. 
c) It seems unlikely that the level of F attainable in 1986 and 
1987 could reduce the spawning stock biomass to the histori-
cal minimum. 
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20 WHITING IN DIVISION VIa 
20.1 Catch Trends 
The revised reported landings for 1984 were 16,000 tonnes, ap-proximately the same as the provisional figure. The provisional landings for 1985 were 13,000 tonnes (Tables 20.1 and 20.2), which is well below the agreed TAC of 16,400 tonnes. 
20.2 Age Compositions (Table 20.6) 
Age Compositions for 1983 and 1984 were revised. Provisional age compositions for 1985 were compiled from Irish and Scottish data. 
20.3 Weight at Age 
Weight-at-age data for landings, which were also used as stock weights, are given in Table 20.7. 
20.4 Fishing Mortalities 
An approximate value of F on the oldest age group (age 7) was ob-tained by iteratively tuning the F at this age to the average of ages 5-6 in each year. These values varied from year to year with no obvious trend. The mean for all years at age 7 was 1.0 and this was used as input to VPA. 
Having selected a value for Fat age 7, catchability analysis was used to tune F on ages 2 to 5 in 1985 (see Tables 20.3 and 20.4). The annual catchability values when plotted against year showed some scatter. However, the tuned values appeared consistent with historical values and it was felt these catchability-tuned values provided as good an estimate of input F as any other method and they were adopted. 
F at age 1 in 1985 was adjusted in line with recruitment esti-mates (see below). 
20.5 Recruitment 
Estimates of recruitment in Sub-area IV from VPA were plotted against comparable estimates for Division VIa (Figure 20.1 and Table 20.10) and the relationship was significant. It was used to estimate recruitment at age 1 in 1985 and in 1986. These are; 
1984 year class in 1985: 
1985 year class in 1986: 
1986 and later year classes: 
20.6 VPA Results 
55 million 
89 million 
87 million (average 1966-85) 
Estimated fishing mortalities and corresponding stock sizes are shown in Tables 20.8 and 20.9. The resulting spawning stock and total stock biomasses are given in Table 20.11. 
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20.7 Catch Prediction 
Input data for short-term catch prediction are shown in Table 
20.12. 
Results of catch prediction are shown in Table 20.13. Forecast 
status ggQ landings in 1986 are 15,000 tonnes which is less than 
the agreed TAC of 16,400 tonnes. The status QYQ forecast for 1987 
is also 15,000 tonnes. 
20.8 Safe Biological Limits 
Long term trend in catch, fishing mortality, stock biomass and 
spawning stock biomass are shown in Figure 20.2. Fishing mor-
tality appears to be lower than in the 1970's while stock biomass 
has fluctuated with no obvious trend and at present is near the 
long term average. 
Recruitment at age 1 is plotted against spawning stock biomass in 
Figure 20.3. For the range of stock sizes observed, there is, if 
anything, a negative stock-recruitment relationship. Recent year 
classes (1983 and 1985) are believed to be above average. 
The considerations above suggest there is no cause for concern 
with this stock and that the fishery is in a state of equilib-
rium. 
21 WHITING IN DIVISION VIb 
Landings of whiting from Division VIb are insignificant (Table 
21 . 1 ) . 
22 WHITING IN SUB-AREA VII 
22.1 Whiting in Divisions VIId.e 
Landings data for 1984 have been revised from 7,229 tonnes to 
7,798 tonnes. Provisional landings in 1985 are 5,140 tonnes 
(Table 22.1). Age composition data have been submitted by England 
and France for 1984 and 1985, covering 99% and 98%, respectively, 
of the landings 
Due to lack of t~me, the required revisions of the data ba;e were 
not made in advance of this meeting. It was decided that revi-
sions including the possibility of separating data for Divisions 
VIId and VIIe will be made by correspondence before the next 
meeting (Tables 22.2 and 22.3). In the absence of effort data, 
the low catches in 198~ made it invalid to run VPA by iteratively 
readjusting F in the last data year to some recent average as was 
done in previous meetings. 
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22.2 Whiting in Divisions VIIb.c.g-k (Table 22.4) 
Landings prior to 1985 fluctuated between 5,000 and 10,000 tonnes. The provisional figure for 1985 is 2,126 tonnes, but this excludes landings by France which are included in the data for Divisions VIId,e. 
23 SAITHE IN THE NORTH SEA (Sub-area IV and Division IIIa) 
23.1 Catch Trends 
Recent nominal landings are given in Table 23.1 and are plotted in Figure 23.1A. Landings were high in the early 1970's reaching a maximum of 320,000 tonnes in 1976. Subsequently landings de-clined to a minimum of 116,000 tonnes in 1979. Since then, land-ings have followed an increasing trend to reach 190,000 tonnes in 1984 and 193,000 tonnes in 1985 (both figures provisional). Some saithe are taken as by-catches in the industrial fisheries. Since 1976, this quantity has averaged 3,500 tonnes (Table 23.2). The agreed TAC for this stock in 1985 was 200,000 tonnes. 
23.2 Age Compositions 
Total international age compositions used as input to the VPA are given in Table 23.6. Data for 1983 and 1984 were updated and new data were added for 1985. In addition, there have been some revi-sions made to the data base for earlier years, but these have re-sulted in only minor modifications to the data. Data are cur-rently being supplied by the following countries: Denmark, Feder-al Republic of Germany, France, Norway, UK (England) and UK (Scotland). 
One important change resulting from the revision of the 1984 age composition data has been that the number (thousands) of 3-year-old fish caught in 1984 has been changed from 38,056 to 78,416. 
23.3 Proportion Mature at Each Age 
In previous assessments, it was assumed that the adult stock was composed of all fish of age 5 and older. This year, data for the proportion mature at each age were provided by Norway derived from observations made on a research vessel survey. The Group considered it preferable to adopt these data in the assessments, and a smoothed maturity ogive (Table 23.5) was used for all years for the calculation of spawning stock biomass. 
23.4 Weight-at-Age Data 
Since last year's meeting, various Working Group members have made available additional weight-at-age data for earlier years in the data base. As a result, it has become possible to reprocess the whole data series to provide annual data (Table 23.7) rather than a single average array being used for all years up to 1978 as in previous assessments. 
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23.5 Virtual Population Analysis 
23.5.1 Fishing mortality in 1985 and on oldest age group 
For the first time in the assessment of this stock, a tuning 
method has been used to determine the fishing mortality in the 
latest data year. Age compositions of catches with the associated 
effort were available for French trawlers, English trawlers fish-
ing in Division IVa, and separately for Scottish trawlers, light 
trawlers, Nephrops trawlers and seiners. These data were used in 
the catchability analysis. After a preliminary analysis, it was 
decided to exclude from the analysis Scottish Nephrops trawlers 
and Scottish seiners which do not catch large quantities of 
saithe. For the remaining fleets, the tuning was applied to age 
groups 2-12 (Table 23.3). Results of the catchability analysis 
indicated that fishing mortality was decreasing in the oldest age 
groups and, on the basis of further trials, it was decided to use 
a value of 0.3 for VPA input F values for the oldest age group. 
After examination of the catchability plots, the Group agreed to 
adopt for VPA input the values of F for 1985 that were indicated 
by the catchability analysis (Table 23.4). 
23.5.2 Results 
Table 23.8 gives the values of fishing mortality estimated by 
VPA, and estimates of numbers of fish in the stock are given in 
Table 23.9. The catchability analysis for age group 2 indicated a 
value of F in 1985 of 0.05 but, as this value gave a stock size 
that was unrealistically lo~ the value of F was amended to 0.023 
which gave a year class of average abundance for the period 1974-
82. (These dates were chosen because data before 1974 were not 
very reliable and the VPA is not sufficiently converged after 
1982.) For age group 1 in 1985, average year-class strength was 
assumed and the F value adjusted accordingly. Table 23.10 gives a 
summary of the trends in fishing mortality, biomass and 
recruitment as estimated by VPA. 
The results indicate that, in recent years fishing mortality has 
been increasing from a low value of F3_ = 0.4 in 1979 to 0.7 at
 
present. over this period, landings Rave also been increasing. 
Recruitment has been fluctuating but since 1978, the underlying 
trend has been upwards. Total stock biomass has remained 
relatively stable in the last decade but spawning stock biomass 
has been declining. These trends are illustrated in Figure 23.1, 
and a stock-recruitment plot is given in Figure 23.2. 
23.6 Catch Predictions 
Input data used for catch predictions are given in Table 23.11. 
No estimates of recruiting year classes were available and,there-
fore,both the 1986 and 1987 year classes were taken to be of av-
erage abundance. 
The results of catch predictions are given in Tables 23.12.1 
23.12.3. 
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Fishing mortality in 1986 is assumed to remain at the 1985 level 
and total landings of 217,000 tonnes are predicted for this year for which a TAC of 240,000 tonnes has been agreed. The status .91!Q landings predicted for 1987 are 200,000 tonnes. 
The current assessment differs from that made last year in that there has been a substantial revision in the number of 3-year-old fish caught in 1984. Also,this is the first assessment in which a tuning method has been used to estimate fishing mortality in the last data year. Compared with last year,the current estimates of fishing mortality are higher especially on the younger age groups. However, fishing by Norwegian trawlers has been increas-ing and in their catches age groups 3 to 6 predominate. Further-
more, the recent trend of increasing fishing mortality given by the current assessment is considered to be more realistic in view 
of the increases in landings. Last year, the 1982 year class was 
estimated as 570 million at age 1 compared with the current esti-
mate of 399 million and as a result, catches for the prediction period are now lower than given last year. 
23.7 Safe Biological Limits 
Spawning stock biomass has been declining since 1974 and in 1985 
reached the lowest level recorded since 1970. Lower levels of 
spawning stock biomass have been estimated in the 1960's, but the data for this period are considered to be less reliable than more 
recent data. No clear relationship of recruitment with spawning 
stock size can be discerned from Figure 23.2. The prediction for the immediate future is that year classes recruiting to the 
spawning stock will increase the spawning stock biomass above the 1985 level in 1986 and 1987. 
24 SAITHE IN SUB-AREA VI 
24.1 Catch Trends 
Preliminary landings of saithe reported for 1983 were 24,000 tonnes compared with 26,000 tonnes in the preceding two years. The agreed TAC for 1985 was 27,800 tonnes. Landings followed an increasing trend in the 1960's and by the mid-1970's were aver-
aging about 33,000 tonnes. From 1979, landings have been fairly 
steady at a lower level averaging about 23,000 tonnes (Tables 24.1 and 24.2, and Figure 24.1A). 
24.2 Age compositions 
New age composition data for 1985 and revisions to the data sets for 1984 and 1983 were provided by the Federal Republic of Germany, France, England and Scotland. In addition, some minor 
revisions were made to the data base for earlier years. Age com-positions of total international landings used in the assessments 
are given in Table 24.6. 
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24.3 Proportion Mature at Each Age 
No data are yet available to determine a maturity ogive for this 
stock and, as in previous assessments, the adult stock has been 
taken to be all fish of age 5 and older (Table 25.5). 
24.4 Weight-at-Age Data 
Data of average weight at each age in the catch are given in 
Table 24.7. Additional data supplied by Working Group members has 
enabled this data base to be revised for earlier years. Weight at 
age in the stock was taken to be the same as in the catch. 
24.5 Virtual Population Analysis 
24.5.1 Fishing mortality in 1985 and on the oldest age group 
Fishing effort data together with the associated catch age compo-
sitions were available for French trawlers and for Scottish 
trawlers, light trawlers, Nephrops trawlers and seiners. This en-
abled a VPA tuning method to be applied to this stock for the 
first time and the method used was the catchability analysis. 
After preliminary trials, it was decided to reject from the ana-
lysis all fleets except for French trawlers which catch about 75% 
of the saithe from Sub-area VI, and the data for this fleet are 
given in Table 24.3. Tuning was attempted for age groups 2-12 and 
the resultant estimations of fishing mortality in 1985 are given 
in Table 24.4. The results indicated that fishing was at a lower 
level on the older age groups and it was decided to use a value 
of F = 0.3 on age group 14 in the VPA. 
24.5.2 Results 
A VPA was run using input values of F = 0.3 on the oldest age 
group in each year and F values input for 1985 were those esti-
mated by the catchability analysis method. These values together 
with VPA back-calculated values for earlier years are given in 
Table 24.8 and the corresponding values for the numbers in the 
stock at each age are given in Table 24.9. F values in 1985 on 
age groups 1 and 2 were adjusted to levels which gave average 
stock numbers. Table 24.10 gives a summary of the trends in fish-
ing mortality, biomass and recruitment as estimated by VPA and 
these are presented graphically in Figure 24.1. 
In the assessment made last yea~ an attempt was made to match the 
trend in fishing mortality calculated by VPA to the trend in 
fishing effort. The result of this procedure was to give very low 
estimates of fishing mortality in 1984, and the Working Group 
could not produce an analytical assessment in which it had any 
confidence. This year, the catchability analysis indicated that 
there has been a trend of increasing catchability which, if not 
taken into account, would result in an underestimate of fishing 
mortality. 
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24.6 Catch Predictions 
Input data used for catch predictions are given in Table 24.11. No estimates of the strengths of recruiting year classes were 
available and, therefore, both the 1986 and 1987 year classes were taken to be of average abundance. 
The results of the catch predictions are given in Table 24.12. The level of fishing mortality in 1986 is assumed to remain at the 1985 level and the predicted catch for this year is 24,000 tonnes. The TAC agreed for 1986 is 27,800 tonnes. Predictions are given for a range of management options in 1987 and for that year, the status YYQ catch is expected to be 23,000 tonnes. 
24.7 Safe Biological Limits 
The current assessment indicates that fishing mortality has been increasing in this stock apparently due to increasing catch-
ability. Recruitment in recent years has remained relatively steady, but there has been a declining trend in spawning stock biomass. There is no clear relationship between spawning stock biomass and resultant recruitment (Figure 24.2). The high level of spawning stock biomass in the 1970's resulted from a suc-cession of abundant year classes, but no improvement from the 
current low level is likely in the immediate future and indeed the catch prediction indicates that the decline will continue. 
25 QUARTERLY CATCH-AT-AGE DATA 
At the 1985 meeting of the Multispecies Working Group, quarterly 
age compositions were constructed for cod, haddock, whiting and saithe. It became clear that there were serious deficiencies in the data available at that time, notably: 
1) The sum of the quarterly data was not the same as the annual figure previously supplied to the Working Groups. 
2) Quarterly weight at age was not always provided, only annual 
weights. 
3) There were anomalies in the data leading to large sum of pro-ducts discrepancies. 
4) The total l~nded weight by quarter was not always available from Bulletin Statistique for some countries and for others 
showed. wide discrepencies. 
The Working Group felt that, in view of these difficulties, it 
would try during the course of the year to resolve the problems by correspondence with members of the appropriate national insti-tutes. 
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27 METHODS OF CATCH PREDICTION 
The conventional method of short-term catch prediction used by 
the Working Group was to use the F's in the last data year to 
generate the stock size at the start of the first prediction 
year. An average exploitation pattern was then used to carry the 
prediction forward. The Working Group on Methods of Fish Stock 
Assessment found that, for North Sea Haddock, this procedure was 
sensitive to changes in natural mortality. Consequently, they re-
commended that, rather than use the F's in the last data year, 
the average exploitation pattern used in the prediction should be 
applied to the populations in the last data year to generate the 
stock at the start of the first prediction year. 
The Working Group was informed of this recommendation by letter 
shortly before the meeting and received draft copies of the 
Methods Working Group report at the meeting. The Working Group 
felt that it did not have time to fully consider the recommen-
dation and noted: 
1) the Methods Working Group had only tested the idea on one 
stock (North sea haddock) for one assessment, and 
2) the Methods Working group itself felt further investigation 
·was needed into-the problem. 
For these reasons, the Working Group decided to retain the estab-
lished procedure at least for this year pending further investi-
gation. The Working Group notes, however, that in view of the 
changes in M used this year in assessments, catch predictions may 
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I able 11 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of COD in Sub-area IV, 1976-85. (Data for 1976-84 as officially reported to ICES.) 
Country 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 
Belgium 7,483 10,346 17,473 12,576 9,630 
Denmark 531277 42,582 41,858 48,509 56,404 
Farce Islands 448 260 56 113 150 
France 8,079 7,511 11,944 12,559 10,910 
German Dem.Rep. 69 21 75 84 63 
Germany, Fed.Rep. 24,445 22,663 37,040 20,411 26,343 
Ireland 98 136 174 1 
Nethertands 21,835 29,903 48,817 34,752 45,400 
Norway 1,877 1 t 449 2,747 3,575 4,506 
Poland 2,961 381 115 142 28 
Spain 14 
Sweden 597 36 298 293 
UK (England & Wales) 46,475 35,424 59,127 54,923 49,951 
UK (Scotland) 39,597 34,406 41,984 42,811 45,044 
USSR 6,187 17 17 
Total IV 213,442 185 t 118 261,427 230,771 248,722 
Total IV a 68,352 55,623 43,357 411118 48,467 
Total IVb 126,218 100,191 164,388 147,313 161,767 
Total IVc 18,872 29,304 53,682 42,340 38,488 
W.G. total 209,914 1811 121 260,890 248,051 260,278 
Country 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
1 
Belgium 8,744 6,604 6,704 5,804 4,764 
Denmark 641 968 61,454 48,828 37,528~ 40,868 
Farce Islands 38 65 361 73 
France 11 t 369 8,399 71 159 8, 129 7 t 902
4 
German Dem.Rep. 
Germany, Fed.Rep. 29,741 18,525 20,333 13,453 7,679 
Ireland 
2514601 NetherJ-ands 511281 36,490 34,111 30,205 
Norway 6,766 121163 6,625 618591 4,967 
Poland 7 62 75 7 
Spain 
7295 Sweden 321 453 422 575 
UK (England & Wales) 59,856 541277 53,860 35,605 29,482 
UK (Scotland) 53,921 57,308 58,581 54,359 60,554 
USSR 
Total IV 287,012 255,800 237,059 187,852 187,150 
Total IV a 551 109 60,917 631 992 61,799 
Total IVb 194,283 168,170 152,672 116,242 
Total IVc 37,620 26,713 20,395 9,811 
W.G. Total 300,599 255,934 229,499 206,014 190,253 
1 Provisional. 
2 Figures from Norway do not include cod caught in Rec.2 fisheries. 
3
rncluded in Division Ilia. 
:rnclud Division IIa. 
Jan.-Nov. 
Table 11.2 Annual Weight and Numbers of COD caught in IV between 1966 and 1985 
.. _____________________________ .. ___________________________ ..., _____________ 
Weight I 1000 tonnes l Number ( millions l I Year I Total I H.Con I Di se I By-cat: Total I H.Con I Di se I By-cat I ~ ______ , -------:-------1-------1-------:-------:-------:-------1-------1 I 1966 : 212 : 212 : 0 : 0 : 117 : 117 : 0 : 0 : I 
: 1967 : 242 : 242 : 0 : 0 : 127 : 127 : 0 : 0 I I 1908 : 277 : 277 : 0 : 0 : 148 : 148 I 0 I 0 I I 
: 1969 : 194 : 194 : 0 : 0 I 771 771 0 : 0 I 
: 1970 : 219 : 219 : 0 I 0 I 126 I 126 I 0 I 0 I 
: 1971 I 315 I 315 I 0 I 0 I 226 I 226 : 0 : 0 : I I 1972 I 341 I 341 I 0 I 0 I 245 I 245 I 0 I 0 : I 
: 1973 : 228 I 228 I 0 : 0 : 126 : 126 I 0 : 0 : I 1974 I 202 I 202 I 0 : 0 I 103 : 103 : 0 : 0 : I I 1975 l 185 I 185 I 0 : 0 : 103 : 103 I 0 I 0 : 
: 1976 : 210 : 210 0 : 0 : 124 : 124 : 0 I 0 I I 1977 I 181 I 181 0 I 0 I 136 : 136 I 0 I 0 I I I 1978 : 261 I 261 0 : 0 I 209 : 209 I 0 I 0 I I I I 1979 I 248 : 248 0 : 0 I 169 I 169 I 0 I 0 I 
: 1980 : 264 I 264 0 I 0 I 201 l 201 I 0 I 0 : I I 1981 I 301 I 301 0 I 0 I 237 : 237 : 0 : 0 I I 1982 I 256 I 256 0 : 0 I ISO I ISO I 0 I 0 I I 1983 I 229 I 229 I 0 : 0 : 173 : 173 : 0 : 0 : 
: 1984 : 206 : 206 : 0 : 0 : !59 : !59 : 0 : 0 : 
: 1985 : 190 : 190 : 0 : 0 : 144 : 144 : 0 I 0 I 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Table "il. 3 Catch at age data by nation and gear used in fl analysis Minimum age for Q analysis= 2 
Maximum age for ll analysis t 
Nation : SCO Gear : SEI 
I Year I Effort I Age 2 I Age 3 I Age 4 I Age 5 I Age 6 I Age 7 I :------:--------:--------:--------1--------:-------- ~ --------:--------1 
: 1966 : 500668 : 7063 : 
: 1967 : 514618 : 8284 : 
: 1968 I 548642 : 8746 I 
: 1969 : 491435 I 3755 I 
I 1970 : 426650 I 2890 I 
I 1971 I 416144 : 8550 I 
: 1972 : 392432 : 19051 : 
: 1973 : 414898 : 7446 : 
: 1974 i 349604 : 6286 : 
: 1975 : 329432 : 8678 : 
: 1976 : 307165 : 14237 : 
I 1977 I 313913 : 4316 : 
: 1978 I 325246 I 14715 I 
I 1979 I 316419 l 8022 I 
: 1980 : 297227 l 5957 : 
: 1981 : 289672 : 13329 : 
: 1982 l 207730 : 4794 : 
: 1983 : 333168 : 13320 : 
: 1984 : 388085 : 9955 : 







































































































Table 11.3 ctd. 
38 Nation : sco Sear : LTR 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
l Year I Effort l flge 2 l Age 3 l Age 4 l Age 5 l Age b i Age 7 I I I 
:------:--------! --------1--------l--------l--------l--------l--------: 
l 1966 l 35841 l 267 l 63 l 31 l 11 l 2 I I l I 
: 1967 : 28022 l 261 l 81 l 12 I 9 l 4 I 1 I I I I 
l 1968 : 48238 I 300 I 139 l .35 l 9 l 4 I 3 I I I I I 
l 1969 : 62066 l 491 l 241 l Bb l 23 l 6 l 4 I I 
l 1970 l 83529 l 302 l 397 : 93 l 3.3 l 10 I 2 l I 
I 1971 I 104901 I 1764 I 207 I !50 l 41 l 14 I 6 l I I I I I 
l 1972 l 121031 I 3926 : 705 l 111 i 50 I 6 I 2 I I I I I 
: 1973 l 152422 : 1256 l 1899 l 202 l 20 l 23 I 12 I I I 
: 1974 I 116992 l 1186 l 438 l 376 I 40 I 5 l a I I I I 
: 1975 l 161009 l 1558 I 77b : 120 l 113 l 6 l 1 I I I 
I 1976 l 152419 I 3275 : m I 101 l 38 I 39 I 10 I I I I I I 
: 1977 l 224B24 l !BOB i 774 I !18 l 75 I 24 l 13 l I I 
: 1'178 : 236929 i 5379 i 671 i 270 I 51 I 28 I 7 I I I I I 
i 1979 l 207494 i 5845 i !BOB i !7B i 61 i 15 I 3 i I 
: 1980 : 333197 i 5356 i 2!1)1 : 549 : 71 : 16 I 4 I I I 
: 1981 : 251504 : 5237 : 1475. l 294 i B2 i 11 i 6 i 
: 1982 : 250870 i 2940 l 2302 : 377 I 110 : 39 l B I I I 
: 1983 l 244349 : 6293 : 1020 l 460 : Ill l 31 I 14 l I 
l 1984 : 240725 : 3(123 l 1544 l 180 : 86 : 36 : 10 l 
l 1985 : 267393 : 5944 l 865 I 294 : 39 : 21 I 4 : I I 
----- ------------------------------------ .. -----------------------------
Nation : SCO Gear : TRL 
.. ------ ... ---------------------------------------------------------------
l Y~ar l Effort l Age 2 l Age 3 : Age 4 l Age 5 l Age 6 l Age 7 I I 
:------:--------: --------:--------:--------:--------:--------1--------: 
: [966 I 194012 : 2938 l 1035 I 502 l 235 l 56 l 18 I \ I 
: 1967 l 215319 : 3667 : 1693 I 334 I 232 I 136 I 33 l I I I 
l l9t8 I 218141 I 1838 I 1598 I 584 73 : 63 I 41 I I I I I 
l 1961{ : 123010 l 1256 I 834 I 561 1721 29 I 26 I I 
l 1970 : 133445 : 303 : 1024 l 485 270 : 101 I 15 l I 
1971 I 174559: 2147 I 320 l 578 160 l 64 I 37 l I I 
: l972 I 201493 ! 5087 I 1632 I 183 317 ~ 76 I 43 I 
: 1973 : 1B5241 l 1405 l 263(1 l 471 61 I 67 : 28 l I 
l 1974 l 1854.32 l 1179 : 926 l 820 144 l 34 I 49 I I 
l 1975 I 152977 l 1597 I 431 I 265 I 272 I 3B I 9 l I 
: 1976 : 121841 I 1300 l 676 I 152 l 85 l 87 I 11 I I I I I 
: 1977 l 144348 l 575 I 839 I 228 : 70 l 31 I 31 l I I I 
I 1978 l 1352'20 l 1424 I 286 I 182 I 64 l 16 : 12 l I 
: 1979 l 87467 : 914 l 447 l 74 I 47 l 23 : 12 l 
: 1980 I 55475 l B50 l 379 I 127 l 20 l 20 l 8 l 
I 1981 I 51553 l 928 l 3BB l 114 l 51 I 14 l 6 l I 
: 1982 I 478B9 l 306 l 389 I 731 17 : 6 I 3 l I I I 
I 1983 l 483J9 l 1428 l 208 l 112 l 23 l 10 I 2 l I 
: 1984 l 34574 l 772 l 346 l 33 l 17 l 7 l 1 I I 
i 1985 l 32674 l 767 I 195 : 78 l 9 l 5 l 3 l I 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
ctd. 
39 Table 11.3 ctd. 
Nation : ENIJ Sear : TRl 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------: Year I Effort I Age 2 : Age 3 l Age 4 : Age 5 : Age 6 : iige 7 : I I : ------1--------l-------- t --------~ --------:--------:--------:--------: : 1966 : 6B3921 : 7365 I 4877 : 519 : 211 : 125 : 40 : I I 1967 : 676258 I 7677 : 3674 : 1420 : 2BI : 183 : 93 : 
I I 
: 1968 : 673249 : 10093 : 6140 : 148'1 : 775 I 236 : 91 : I : 1969 : 613445 : 2164 I 4549 I 1475 : 486 : 230 : 70 I I I I : 1970 : 607370 : 2157 : 1261 I 1530 I 829 : 236 : 151 I I I I l 1971 : 616967 : 13787 : 1569 : b29 : 97b : 430 : 163 I I : 1972 : 644260 : 14630 : 4926 : 612 : 2BB : 50.J : 244 I I : 1973 : 603491 I 2361 : 54!l1 : 1626 : 461 : 190 l 133 : I I 1974 : 557947 : 4129 : 792 I 1925 : 617 : 157 : 68 : 
I 
I 
I 1975 l 469958 : 2623 l 1156 : 303 : 738 I 267 : 44 I I I 197/:; : mm : 6058 l 1508 I 727 I 163 I 395 : lOO I : 1977 : 509862 I 1905 I 2013 : 616 I 320 : 98 I 127 : I : 1978 I 559'13(1 : 10570 : 1093 I 987 : 338 : 117 : 57 : I : 1979 : 553020 : 7b9f! I 3341 : 393 I 403 : 99 : 54 : I : 1980 : 442036 : 3?86 : 2!06 : 865 : 122 : 114 I 38 : I : 1981 : 423659 l 12703 : 1B86 I m I 250 : 38 : 49 I I : 1982 I 424272 : 3063 I .3802 : 587 I 298 : 179 I 35 I I I I I 1983 I 370646 I i3444 I 1024 : 939 : m : BB : 48 : : 1984 I 358.387 : 3459 I 2656 I 267 : 217 I 42 I 32 I I I I I 1985 : 341B5t) : 9168 I 1046 : 532 I 72 : 54 I 16 I I I I 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Nation ENG Gear : SE! 
--- -·· ------------------------------------------------------------------I Year I Effort : Age 2 : Age 3 I Age 4 : Age 5 : Age 6 : Age 7 I I ~ ------ ~-------- ~ ---- ----1--------l--------: --------:--------:--------: : 19bb : 240303 : 3775 : 3018 : 4:34 I 272 I 190 I 74 I I I I : 19b7 : 226P.41 I 2075 : 1697 I 1358 : 244 : 192 I 122 : I ! : 1968 I 2-3815(1 I 4157 : 3680 : 1157 I 695 : 226 I 82 I I I : 19t.9 : 234905 : 906 : 2683 : 1214 : 536 : 286 I 76 I I : jqy(l : !98731 I 781 : 783 : 1147 I 662 : 202 I 112 : I I : l97i : 217199 : 5763 : B25 : 334 I 69(1 I 299 I 118 : I I ! 1972 ' mw I 8388 : 3039 410 : 207 I 455 : 228 : I I 1973 : 237907 I 1968 I 3952 I 1225 : 174 : 127 : 102 : I : 1974 : 210623 : 2764 : 411 : 1085 : 487 : 116 I 40 : : 1975 : 208508 : 2437 : 764 : 127 : 350 I 145 : 14 I I I : 1976 : 211284 : 8523 I 895 I 479 I 116 : 290 I 84 I I I I : 1977 I 196103 : 2453 : 1577 I 245 : 182 : 60 : 103 ' : 1978 I 203382 I 12831 I 746 : 547 I 131 I 78 : 21 : I I : 1979 : 187180 I 7004 I 2438 : 162 : 2BO I 76 I 35 : I I I 1980 : 201169 : 7760 : 1370 : 611 I 146 I 210 I 54 I I I : 1981 : 185423 : 12689 : 105J : 398 : 359 : 61 : 74 I : 1982 I IB3209 I 3191 I 2473 : 330 : 294 : 189 I 38 : I I : 1983 I 171334 I 4564 I 603 : 563 : 209 : 152 : 94 : I I : 1984 I 167699 I ISH : 1215 : 147 : 29(1 I 72 I 50 : I I I 1985 : 158323 I 3228 I 325 : 240 I 72 I 117 I 4(1 I I I I 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 11.4 Results of analysis of catchability coefficients for COD in IV 
F for named gears and total international F 
: Gear Estimate : Age 2 : Age 3 : Age 4 : Age 5 : Age 6 : Age 7 : 
:---------: -------------1----------: ----------: ----------:----------:----------1----------: 
F(gearl 0.147 0.177 0.141 0.105 0.096 0.087 
: SCO SE! : Var F!gearl : 0.00031 : 0.00051 : 0.00016 : 0.00011 : 0.00016 : Q,(H)014 : 
: Propn(gearl : 0.16613 : 0.15667 : 0.12353 : 0.10787 : 0.09719 : 0.08204 : 
:---------: -------------l----------l----------l----------1----------l----------: ----------I 
: F!gearl 0.008 0.010 0.007 0.004 0.006 0.004 
: SCO TRL : Var f(gearl : 0.00000 : 0.00000 : 0.00000 : 0.00000 : 0.00000 : 0.00000 : 
: Propnlgearl : 0.00698 : 0.01227 : 0.01163 : 0.00774 : 0.00413 : 0.00858 : 
:---------:-------------: ----------:----------1----------: ----------:----------: ----------: 
: f(gearl 0.060 0.071 0.047 0.031 0.027 0.018 
: SCO LTR : Var F!gearl : 0.00003 : 0.00002 : 0.00001 : 0.00001 : 0.00002 l 0.00001 : 
l Propn(gearl l 0.05407 : 0.05434 l 0.04354 l 0.03337 l 0.01906 l 0.01149 l 
: ---------l-------------1----------: ----------:----------1----------: ----------: ----------: 
: f(gear) 0.073 : 0.091 0.065 0.049 0.046 : 0.062 
: ENB TRL : Var F!gear) : 0.00010 : o.oooo3 : 0.00002 : o.oooo~. : 0.00004 : 0.00001 : 
: Propn(gear) : 0.07429 l 0.06575 l 0.07887 : 0.06108 l 0.04891 : 0.05019 l 
1---------:-------------: ----------; ----------: ----------: ----------:----------: ----------: 
l F!gearl 0.053 0.046 (1.037 0.067 0.078 0.100 
l ENG SE! l Var Flgear) : 0.00005 : 0.00001 : 0.00002 l 0.00002 l 0.00007 l 0.00(11)9 l 
l Propn(gear) : 1).02936 : 0.02043 : 0.03558 l 0.06109 : 0.10596 : 0.12548 l 
: ---------1-------------l----------: ----------:----------: ----------1-----.-----: ----------! 
l f(gear) 0.342 0.386 0.297 0.256 0.253 0.270 
lAll above: Var F!gear) l 0.00050 : 0.00058 l 0.001)22 : 0.00017 l 0.00029 : 0.00026 : 
l Propn(gear) l 0.33083 : 0.30945 : 0.29314 : 0.27114 : 0.27524 l 0.27778 l 
:---------: -------------:----------:---------- i ----------:----------:----------1----------: 
l Total : : 1.033 l 1.246 ! 1.014 : 1),943 : 0.'118 l 0.'173 
l Internatl: Var F I 0,1)0454 l 1), 0(16(!4 I (!, (1(1255 l 0. (10232 l 0. 00.382 l 0. 00332 l 
Table 11.5 Values of Natural Mortality Rate and Proportion Hature at age 
: Age l Nat Hor l Hat. l 
1-----: --------:-------1 
1: 0.800 : 0.010 : 
2 : 0. 350 : 0. 050 : 
3 l 0. 250 l 0. 230 l 
4 : 0. 200 l 0. 620 : 
5 l 0. 200 l 0. 860 : 
6 l 0. 200 l I. 000 l 
7 : 0.200 l 1.000 l 
8 : o. 200 l I. 000 : 
9 l 0. 200 l I. 000 l 
10 : 0. 200 : I. 000 : 
Ill 0.200 l I. OM l 
12 : 0. 200 l 1. 000 : 
n: 0.200 : 1.000 : 
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Table 11.6 Total International Catch at Age (1000's) of COD in IV between 1'166 and 1985 
I Agel 1966 l 1967 l 1968 l 1969 l 1970 l 1971 I 1972 l 1973 I 1974 l 1975 l Agel 










l 10 I 
l l1 I 
l 12 l 




































































































30081 I 1 I 
424871 2 I 
170731 3 l 
42031 4 I 
68161 5 I 
18631 6 I 
4051 7 I 
1761 8 I 
2061 9 I 
861 10 I 
451 11 I 
71 12 I 
51 13 I 
I Agel 1976 I 1977 I 1978 I 1979 l 1980 I 1981 l 1982 l 1983 I !984 I 1985 l Agel 









I 10 I 
I I! I 
I 12 I 





































































































80861 1 I 
1099441 2 I 
159091 3 l 
67451 4 l 
11791 5 l 
11041 6 l 
319f 7 : 
1581 8 l 
701 9 l 
121 10 l 
131 11 I 
2\ 12 l 
I 13 I 
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Table 11.'{ Total International 11ean Weight at Age ( Kg. ) of COD in IV between 1966 and 1985 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
i Agei 1966 : 1967 i 1968 i 1969 i 1970 : 1971 : 1972 I 1973 I 1974 : 1975 : Agei I I 
:---- J ---------:---------:---------:---------: ---------:---------:---------:---------:---------:---------:----: 
1 I 0.579 0.590 0.640 0.544 0.626 0.579 0.611! 0.559 0.594 0.619 I I I I 
2 I {1, 994 1.035 0.973 0.921 0.961 0.941 0.836 0.869 1.039 0.899 2 : I 
3 I 2.442 2. 404 2.223 2.133 2.041 2.193 2.086 1.919 2.217 2.348 3 : I 
4 i 4.169 3.153 4.094 3.852 4.001 4.258 3.968 3. 776 4.156 4.226 4 I I 
5 : 7.027 6.803 5.341 5. 715 6.131 6.528 6.011 5.488 6.174 6.404 5 : 
b : 9.599 9.610 8.020 b. 722 7.945 8.646 8.246 7.453 8.333 8.691 6 I I 
7 : 11.766 i 12.033 3.581 9.262 9.953 : 10.356 9.766 9.019 9.889 : 10.107 7 : 
s : 11.968 : 12.481 I 10.162 9. 749 I 10.131 i 11.219 i 10.228 9.810 i 10.791 I 10.910 8 : I I I 
9 : 14.060 : 13.589 : 10.720 : 10.394 : 11.91'1 I 12.881 I 11.875 I 11.077 I 12.175 I 12.339 9 I I I I I I I 
: 10 i 14.746 14.271 : 12.497 : 12.743 i 12.554 : 13.147 : 12.530 I 12.359 : 12.425 : 12.976 : 1(1 I I I 
: 1l I 14.825 : 18.533 : II.SI8 I 11.017 : 14.473 i 15.676 : 14.455 I 12.8'12 I 13.660 : 13.831 I 11 I I I I I I I 
I 12 : 17.450 : 19.103 : 11.807 : 13. 7IB : 14.225 I 15.176 I 14.272 : 12.899 I 14.049 I 17.410 I 12 : I I I I I I 
: 1.3 : i 8.095 I 12.332 : 14.309 : 15.662 : 13: I 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
l Age: 1976 : 1977 : 1978 : 1979 : 19RO : 1981 I 1982 I 1983 i 1984 I 1985 : Agel I I I 
: ----: ---------:---------l---------:---------:---------1---------: ---------:---------1---------: ---------:----1 
I : 0.572 0.541 0.567 0.548 0.546 (1, 722 0.585 0.629 0.592 0.585 1 I I 
2 : 1.019 o. 926 0.937 (1. 945 0.985 0.830 0.948 0.909 0.982 0.914 2 i 
3 : 2.389 2.132 1.967 2.432 1. 996 2.252 1.857 1.854 2.142 2.092 3 : 
4 : 4.364 4. 484 4.201 4.306 4.576 4. 773 4.514 3.953 4.044 4.204 4 I I 
5 i 6. 402 b. 661 6.538 6.558 6.373 7.214 6.920 6.616 6.251 6.373 5 : 
.s i 8.625 8.804 8.766 8.277 9.173 8.861 8.981 8.600 8.m 8.448 6 I I 
7 : 1(1.120 : 10.076 9. 794 : 10.859 9.815 I 10.060 : 10.707 : 10.264 : 10.316 I 10.409 7 : I I 
a : 11.278 i 11.048 I 11.053 I 11.490 I 11.874 I 11.513 I 12.499 I 12.013 I 11.357 I 12.021 3 I I I I I I 
9 : 12.899 I 11.824 I 12.427 : 13.057 : 12.782 : 13.324 I 13.452 : 12.961 I 13.505 : 13.007 9 : I I I 
i 10 : 14.140 i 1.3.134 : 12.778 : 14.148 I 14.081 I 14.876 I 12.852 I 12.792 I 13.408 I 13.269 I 10 : I I I I I I 
: 11 I 14.705 : 14.417 : 13.847 i 15.982 I 16.475 I 16.867 I 13.991 I 14.866 I 12.886 I 14.407 I 11 I I I I I I I 
I 12 : 14.376 : 14.513 I 13.739 I 15.394 I 12.166 : 18.129 : 15.879 i 13.644 I 14.086 I 14.361 I 12 : I I I I I I I 
: 13 i fUll : 14.160 I 17.148 : 28.496 I 13 : I I 
----------------- ... ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 11.8 Total International Fishing Mortality Rate at Age of COD in IV between 1966 and 1985 
: Age: 1966 : 1967 l 1969 : 1969 : 1970 : 1971 : 1972 l 1973 ! 1974 l 1975 l Agei 
:---- r ---------:---------: ---------:---------1--------- i ---------:---------:---------; ---------:---------:----: 
1 i 0.054 : 0.033 : (1.045 l 0.021 : 0.110 : 0.076 : 0.034 : 0.130 : 0.095 : 0.107 : 1 : 
1 I 0,546 : (1,492 ~ (1,/;.30 : 0,390 : 0.58.3 : 0.883 : 0.899 : 0.704 : 0.814 : 0.725 : 2 : 3 : 0.617 : 0.721 : (1.731 l 0.600 l o. 746 l o. 774 : 0.919 : 0.855 : 0.684 : 0.748 : 3 : 4 : 0:512 l 0.520 : 0.705 l 0.578 : 0.577 : 0.703 : 0.669 : 0.798: 0.066 : 0.657 : 4 : 5 \ (l,At.7 l 0,565 l 0.598 l (1,622 l 0.581 : 0.697 : 0.703 : 0.593 : 0.666 : o. 748 : 5 : 
6 : 0.443 : 0.551 : (1,515 : 0.65(1 l 0.526 l 0.526 l 0.813 : 0.696 : 0.557 l 0.679 : 6 : 7 : 0.401 : 0.63B l 0.506 l 0.421 : 0.467 : 0.552 : 0.747 : 0.699 : 0.656 : 0.522 : 7 : 
O I f),515 ~ 1),593 ~ 1),480 : (1,498 : 0.260 : 0.421 : 0.954 : 0.499 : 0.610 : 0.658 : 8 : 9 : (1.710 : 0.366 : 0.550 : 0.448 : 0.429: 0.495: 0.787 : (1.293 : 0.750 : 0.834 : 9 : l 10 : L102 ~ 0.516 l 0.576 : 0.323 l 0.61.3 : 0.312 : 0.492 : 0.243 : 0.537 : 0.471 : 10 : 
: 1i l 0.815 : 0.136 : 0.44B : 0.772 : 0.265 : 1.256 : 0.045 : 0.743 : 2.142 : 0.722 : 11 : 
: 12 : 0.500 : 0.500 : (1.50(1 : 0.500 : (l, 500 : 0.500 : 0.600 : 0.600 : 0.600 : o. 600 : 12 : l 13 : 0.500 l (1,5(1(1 l 0.500 1 0.5(H) : 0. 500 : 0. 500 : 0.600 : (1. 600 : 0.600 l o. 600 : 13 : 






: 1P : 
: 11 l 
: j 2 : 




0. 799 l 
(1,5'17 l 
i), 792 : 









o. 758 : 
o. 54B : 
0.6.?.1 : 
0.606 : 
0. 805 I 
0.815 : 
i.540 : 
o. 354 l 
(1. 172 : 
ti.BOO : 
0.800 : 















0, 97'2 l 
0.615 : 
(1, 716 : 
(,,57J : 
0"62b : 
o. 582 : 
(1,869 : 
0.940 : 
(1, 151 l 
0.800 l 
O.BOO i 
0.115 : 0.121 : 
1.001 : 1.044 : 
0.974 : 1.009 : 
0' 735 : o. 729 : 
0.62(1 : o. 711 : 
O.b3Q I 0.687 ; 
0.785 : 0.744: 
0.79! : 0.654 : 
0.744 : 0.702: 
0.977 : 1.173 : 
2.193 : 1.048 : 
0.800 : 0.800 : 






















o. 711 \ 
1.137 : 
o. 900 l 














o. 227 : 1 : 
1. 033 l 2 : 
1. 250 : 3 : 
1.010 : 4 : 
o. 940 : 5 : 
o. 920 l b l 
o, 970 : ? I 
0. 900 l B l 
o. 900 : 9 : 
0. 900 l 10 l 
o. 900 : 11 : 
o. 900 l 12 : 
0.900 : 13 l 
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Table 11.9 Stock Numbers at Age (1000's) of COD in IV between 1906 and 1985 
i Agei 1966 i 1967 i 1968 i 1969 i 1970 i 1971 I 1972 I 1973 i 1974 i 1975 i Agei 
l----' -------- l ---------1---------I--------- I---------: ---------l---------1--------- l ---------: ---------l----1 
4790281 461461 i 1847551 
1660431 2038911 2006141 
692481 677941 878121 
161671 290941 256631 
95001 79321 141681 
37441 48781 36931 
15141 19681 23031 
8 , 9621 830 i 8511 
9 I 2591 4701 3751 
i 10 i 871 104 I 2671 
I 11 I 1051 241 511 
i 12 i 711 381 171 














729266 i 846596 i 
866111 293516 i 
37873 i 34085 i 
321711 139921 
151141 147931 
45621 6924 i 
2727 I 22081 





160063 I 292908 i 2340471 42619.31 I I 
3524901 695161 115598 i 95635 i 2 i 
85548 i I 01183 I 242211 36079 i 3 i 
12244 i 26569 i 33528 i 9520 i 4 i 
5674: 5134 I 97981 141041 5 i 
60321 23001 23231 41221 6 i 
33511 2190 i 939 I 1090 i 7 I 
10411 13001 8911 3991 B i 
7521 3281 646 i 3961 q ' 
306 i 2801 2001 2501 10 i 
181 i 1531 1801 961 11 i 
231 1421 601 171 12 i 
541 11 I 121 13 i 
I Agel 1976 i 1977 i 1978 i 1979 I 1980 I 1981 I 1982 I 1983 I 1984 I 1985 I Agei 










i 10 i 
i 11 i 
i 12 l 



















































786140 i 258708 i 
179997 I 314 790 i 
526471 4 6593 I 
209091 154781 
mu B2051 
27191 1661 i 
8241 11861 
3811 3081 









































569881 I i 
1964761 ., ' 
245751 3 i 
115151 4 i 
21021 5 I 
19951 6 i 
5581 7 i 
2391 s I 
1281 9 I 
221 10 i 
321 1! i 
41 12 i 
: 13 l 
Table 11.10.1 VPA at age 1 (millions) and survey 

















































Table 11.10,2 VPA (millions), survey indices, catchability and estimates of year-class strength for North Sea COD: age 1. 
Year Year VPA IYFS EGFS DGFS FRGSF IYFS/ EGFS/ DGFS/ FRGSF/ class VPA VPA VPA VPA 
1969 1968 197 6.1 0.031 1970 1969 729 34.1 0.047 1971 1970 847 98.3 (90.4) 0.116 
1972 1971 160 4.1 1. 3 0.026 0.008 1973 1972 293 38.0 1. 6 0.130 0.005 1974 1973 234 14.7 3.6 0.063 0.015 1975 1974 426 40.3 8.0 0.095 0.019 1976 1975 207 7.9 7.8 0.038 0.038 1977 1976 709 36.7 6,818 28.2 0.052 9.62 0.040 1978 1977 426 12.9 2,372 27.2 0.030 5.57 0.064 1979 1978 451 9.9 2,265 31.1 0.022 5.02 0.069 1980 1979 786 16.8 5,150 163.8 35.5 0.021 6.55 0.208 0.045 1981 1980 259 2.9 1,232 46.9 14.1 0.011 4.76 0.181 0.054 1982 1981 533 9.2 3,234 83.0 23.2 0.017 6.07 0.156 0.044 1983 1982 265 3.9 1,541 21.8 9.0 0.015 5.82 0.082 0.034 1984 1983 527 30.6 6,122 121.3 43.0 0.058 11.62 0.230 0.082 1985 1984 ( 57) 0.7 419 3.6 0.9 
1986 1985 (790) 13.61 
Mean catchability: 0.017 5.63 0.157 0.044 Years included in mean: 1979-83 1978-83 1980-83 1980-83 
Year Year IYFS EGFS DGFS FRG SF Adopted class value 
Estimated 1984 1983 ·1, 779 1,087 774 972 5272 
year-class 1985 1984 41 74 23 20 57 
strength 1986 1985 791 5043 790 
1Preliminary value. 
2
value from VPA. 
3 Estimated at age 0. 
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Table jj j0.3 VPA (millions), survey indices, catchability and estimates 
of year-class strength tor North Sea COD: age 2. 
Year IYFS/ EGFS/ DGFS/ 
Year class VPA IYFS EGFS DGFS VPA VPA VPA 
1971 1969 293 25.9 0.088 
1972 1970 352 34.5 0.098 
1973 1971 70 10.6 0.151 
1974 1972 116 9.5 0.082 
1975 1973 96 6.2 0.065 
1976 1974 172 19.9 0.116 
1977 1975 90 3.2 459 0.036 5.10 
1978 1976 281 29.3 1,249 0.104 4.44 
1979 1977 174 9.3 592 0.053 3.40 
1980 1978 180 14.8 696 4.5 0.082 3.87 0.025 
1981 1979 315 25.5 1,411 11.2 0.081 4.48 0.036 
1982 1980 103 6.7 289 1. 6 0.065 2.81 0.016 
1983 1981 200 16.6 1,095 2.3 0.083 5.48 0.012 
1984 1982 104 9.4 477 1. 6 0.090 4.59 0.015 
1985 1983 196 17.3 1,168 3.1 0.088 5.96 0.016 
Mean catchability: 0.080 5.00 0.014 
Years included in mean: 1980-84 1983-84 1982-84 
Year Adopted 
Year class IYFS EGFS DGFS value 
Estimated 
1961 year-class 1985 1983 216 234 221 
strength 
1 Value from VPA. 
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Table 11.11 Mean Fishing Hortaiity , Biomass and Recruitment of COD in IV between 1966 and 1985 
----------------------------------------------------------------Mean Fishing Mortality : Biomass Recruits 
Ages : Ages : 1000 tonnes I Age 1 I 2 tc. 8 : 1 to ii 
; Year HaC on : Di se : By-cat : Total : Sp St :Y.C. 111illion: ~ ------: --------1--------l--------1-------:-------: ----:-------: : 1966 ; 0.500 : 0.000 : 0.0(1(1 : 819 : .,,., I 65 I 479 : u< I : !967 : 0.583 : 0.000 I (1,(1(1(1 : 882 I 244 I 66 : 461 I I I I : 1968 : 0.595 I 0.000 I 0.(1(1(1 : 755 I 252 I 67 I 185 I I ! I : !969 0.537 I 0.000 I 0.000 : 606 : 251 : 68 I 1't7 : I : 1170 : 0.534 : 0.000 I (1,(1(1(1 : 924 I 271 I 69 I 729 : I : 1971 : 0.6'51 I 0.000 I o. (l(l(l : IilO : 269 I 7(1 I 847 I I I 1972 I 0.815 i 0.0(1(1 : 0.000 I 763 ,I 225 I 71 I 160 : I I !973 I 1),692 : 0,(11)(1 : 0.000 : 608 I 197 I 72 I 293 i : 1974 : 0 • .)65 : 0.000 I O.O(lt) 565 : 210 i n : 234 : : rm : (1,677 : 0.000 : fi.OOO : 626 : 190 : 74 : 426 I : lqlb : (1, 713 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 533 : 163 : 75 I 207 : I : 1977 : o. 723 : 0.(1(10 I 0.000 : 703 : 142 : 76 : 709 I I I ; 1'178 : 0.818 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 703 : 142 : 77 : 426 : : 1979 : (!, 705 I (1,(1(10 : (1,1)(1(1 : 699 ! 145 I 79 I 451 : I ; 19:3(1 : o. 791 : 0.000 : (1,(11)(1 : 872 : 159 : 7'l : 796 : : 1'191 : o. n7 (1,(1(1(1 : 0.000 : 720 : 169 I BO I 259 : I I : 1982 : 0.867 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 702 : 160 I 91 : 533 I : 198~· ; 0. 950 : 0.000 : (1,(1(11) : 541) : 132 I 82 : 265 : : l'/84 : 0. 959 : 0.000 I i),(l(lil : 604 : lOB I 83 : 527 I I I I : 1985 : 1. 003 : 0.000 I 0.0(1(1 : 355 : '11 I B4 : 57 : ! -------------- ------------------------------------------------: He an recruits at age j for period 196b to 1985 : 412 : 
----------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 11.12 Input for catch prediction of COD in IV 
1985 Values used in Prediction 
Stock and Fishing Mortality F at age , Hean lit. and Propn. Retained by Consumption Fishery 
:----------------------------------------------------------------------1 
Scaled mean F Mean values for period 1980 to 1985 
I Agel Stock Fishing Mortality 1980 to 1985 Mean Weight (Kg.l I Prop. I 
Number I H.Con. I Disc I Ind I H.f:on. I Disc I lnd I H.Con. I Disc I Ind I Stack I Ret. I I 
1----l---------- ~ -------- t --------~-------- ~ --------~--------~--------~--------:--------I -------1--------:-------l 
1 : 56988 : 0.227 I 0.181 I 0.610 I 0.610 : I 
2 I 196476 I 1.033 : 1.1771 0. 928 I 0. 928 I 
3 I 24575 I 1.250 : 1.266 : 2.032 : 2.032 I 
4 I 11515 1.010 I 0.952 : 4. 344 I 4.344 I I 
5 : 2102 o. 940 : 0.890 I b. 608 I 6.608 I 
6 I 1995 0.920 I 0. 916 I a. m 1 9.743 I 
7 I 558 0.970 I 0. 914 : 10.262 : 10.262 : 
8 I 289 o. 900 I 0. 908 I I 11. 879 : 11.879 : I 
9 : 128 o. 900 : 0.931 : : 13.172 : 13.172 : 
I 10 : 22 MOO I o. 959 : I 13.545 : 13.545 : I 
I 11 : 32 0.900 : 1.472 I : 14.916 : : 14.916 I I I 
I 12 I 4 0.900 I o. 972 : : 14. 7ll : : 14.711 : I 
: 13 : o. 900 : 0.972 : I 28.4% I : 28.496 : I 
I Hean F I Age 2 to 8 I Age 1 11 Age 2 to 8 I Age 1 I I 
I Unsealed I 1.003 I 0.000 I 0.894 I 0.000 I 
I Scaled 1.003 I 0.000 I 
Recruits at age 1 in 1986 = 790000 
Recruits at age 1 in 1987 = 411632 
Recruits at age 1 in 1988 = 411632 
N at age and proprtion mature at age are as shown in Table .11. 5 • 
Hean F for ages 2 to 8 in 1985 far human consumption landings+ discards= 1.003 • 
Human consumption t discard F-at-age values in prediction are mean values for the period 1980 to 1985 
rescaled to produce a mean value of F for ages 2 to B equal to that for 1995 
Mean F for ages 1 to 1 in 1985 for small-mesh fisheries= 0.000. 
Industrial fishery F-at-age in the prediction are averages for the period 1990 to 1985 • 





1.000 I I 
1.000 : 
1.000 : 





1.000 I I 
Table 11.-13 Predicted Catches and Biomasses ( 1000's of tonnes ) of COD in IV 1986 to 1987 
Year 
11985 11986 I 1987 
---------------------------:-----:-----: -----l-----:-----:-----1-----: -----:-----:-----:----- ~ I Biomass 1 Jan of Year 
Total I 355 I 664 I 610 I 610 I 610 I 610 I 610 I 610 I 610 I 610 I 610 I Spawning 91 BO I 74 I 74 I 74 I 74 I 74 I 74 I 74 I 74 I 74 I 
I Mean F Ages 
I Human Cons. 
I Sr. a 11 -mesh 
2 to B 11.00 11.00 10.(10 10.20 10.40 10.60 10.80 11.00 11.20 10.00 10.00 I 1 to 1 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 :0.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 I 
IHean F (Year J /11ean F (1985) I FO.ll Fmax I Human Consumption 11.00 11.00 10.0(1 10.20 :0.40 10.60 10.80 11.00 11.20 10.00 10.00 I 
I Catch weight 
Human Consumption I 190 I 167 I 0 I 69 I 125 l 172 l 210 I 243 I 270 I 0 I (I I I I Discards 0 I 0 : 0 I 0 l (I I (J: 0 I 
• I 0 I (I I 0 I 0 I Small-mesh Fisheries 0 I 0 I 0 : 0 I (ll !) I 0 : 0 I 0 I (J: (J I I Total I andings I 190 I 167 I 0 I 69 I 125 I 172 I 210 I 243 I 270 I 0 I 0 I Total catch I 190 I 167 I 0 I 69 I 125 I 172 I 210 I 243 : 27(J I 0 I 0 I I I 
I Biomass 1 Jan of Year+! 
Total I 664 I 610 I 948 I 835 l 744 I 671 I bll I 563 i 524 I 0 i 0 I Spawning : 80 I 74 I 19b I 160 I 131 I 107 i BB I 73 I 61 I 0 I 0 I 
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Table 12.1 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of COD in Division VIa, 
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3 Including 37 tonnes caught in Sub-area VI and landed abroad. 
4 Includes Divisions VIb and Vb. 
5 Includes Division VIb. 
Table 12 • 2 Annual Weight and Nuabers of COD caught in VlA between 1966 and 1985 
Weight ( 1000 tonnes ) Number ( 1illi ons ) I Year I Total I H.Con I Disc I By-catl Total I H.Con I Disc : By-cat: :------:-------:-------:------- ~ -------1------- ~ -------:-------l-------1 
: 1966 : 17 : 17 : 
: 1967 : 23 : 23 : 
: 1968 : 24 : 24 : 
: 1969 : 22 : 22 : 
: 1970 : 13 I 13 I 
i 1971 I 11 I ll I 
: 1972 : 15 : 15 : 
: 1973 : 12 : 12 : 
: 1974 : 14 : 14 : 
: 1975 l 13 l 13 : 
: 1976 : 17 l 17 : 
: 1977 : 13 : 13 : 
: 1978 : 14 : 14 l 
l 1979 : 16 : 16 : 
I 1980 : IB l 18 l 
: 1981 l 24 : 24 l 
: 1982 I 22 l 22 : 
: 1983 : 21 : 21 l 
I 1984 I 21 I 21 : 





















0 : 23 I 23 I 
0 : 31 : 31 : 
0 : 32 : 32 : 
0 : 28 : 28 : 
0 : 17 : 17 : 
0 : 14 I 14 I 
0 : 21 I 21 : 
0 : 17 : 17 I 
0 : 19 : 19 : 
0 : 18 : 18 : 
0 : 25 : 25 : 
0 : 18 : 18 : 
0 I 18 : 18 : 
0 : 22 I 22 I 
0 : 25 : 25 : 
0 : 36 : 36 : 
0 : 30 : 30 : 
0 : 10 : 10 l 
0 I B : B : 









































Table 12-3 c~tch at ag2 d>ta bv rati<Jn and gear used in ti anaivsis 
~i~•lrr,u:n a92 fur Q ~nalvs~s.:: 
~-3!.Llf 1-.:rn .;qe fer Q a.ri6iysis + 7 
; YE;:· l EH.Jrt i A~= 2 1 Age -~ l Age 4 1 Age 5 l Aqe 6 : Age 7 : 
:--- ... - :--- ----~- ~-. ----··-: ----- -·-- ; --------:--------; --------:--------: 
: 1970 ; 95629 : 
: :9'1 : 9une : 
: 1972 : 70741 : 
; !~'73 i 59596 l 

















l 1 ~·~~. ! 5642(1 : 239 ; 102 l 
; 1'176 : 57090 : 225 : 90 : 
: !91 7 : 41920 : 121 : 111 : 
ms : 3~.617 : m : 64 : 
1979 : 38465 : 115 : 197 : 
1980 : .38640 : 223 ! 7S ~ 
: 1991 l 37203 l 410 : 13(1 : 
: L982 : 36699 : 138 : 1-!.7 : 
: 19B3 : 380!i(! : m : 65 : 
l 1994 : 29561 l 55 : 79 : 








































































Table 12.3 ctd, 
Nation : SCO Gear : TRL 
: Year : Effort : Age 2 : Age 3 : Age 4 : Age 5 : Age 6 : Age 7 : 
: -----··: --------:--------:--------:--- ~·----1--------l-··--··-··-: --------l 
: 1966 : 71525 : 1164 : 149 : 209 : 
: 1967 : 54231 : 539 : 597 : 50 : 
l 1968 l 5(l(l(li l 237 l 511 : ·no 1 
: 1969 : 42058 : 135 : 191 : 364 : 
: 1970 l 40572 l 35 l 190 : 123 l 
: 1971 : 41234 : 179 : 23 : 141 : 
: 1972 : 55536 : 486 : !55 : 3! : 
: 1973 : 51153 : 52 : 18(1 : 70 : 
: m4 : 45899 : 
: 1975 : 37080 : 
: 1976 : 35307 : 
: 1977 : 33948 : 
: 1978 : 51582 : 
: 1979 : 33373 : 
: 1980 : 19660 : 
: 1981 : 13753 : 
: 1982 : 14194 : 
192 : l(H) : .-i·10 I 
175 : 82 : 40 : 
204 : 149 : 49 : 
69 l i5 : 27 : 
256 : 7 L 1 j 08 : 
11)7 : 101 : 33 : 
14! : 75 : 36 : 
170 : 83 : 16 ! 
.31 : 111 : 25 : 
: 1983 : 23056 : 222 : "')7 I k-1 l 46 : 
: !984 : 20061 : '13 : 95 : 14 : 
: 1985 : 9516 : !(I! : 17 : 16 . 




















































------------------ -·--------------------------------··---------- -·------. -
i Year i Effort : Age 2 : Age ::. : Age 4 i Age 5 : Age 6 : Age 7 i 
:------:--------:--------:--------:-------- ;-~·-·--· --:--------; ------··-: 
i 1966 l 4(1538 i I 13 : 20 : 
1967 : 80916 : 140 : 250 : 
1968 : 65348 : 40 : !64 : 
1969 : 106856 : 130 : !i6 : 
1970 : 118881 : 242 : 293 : 
1971 i 129187 i 183 i Bb i 
: 1972 : 142244 : 387 : 330 : 
: 1973 : 91151 : 142 : 214 : 
1974 : 88651 : 372 : 14(1 : 
1975 l 132353 : 326 : 224 : 
1976 : 139225 : 464 : 317 : 
1977 : 143574 : 186 : 389 : 
: 1978 : 127387 : 402 : !85 : 
: 1979 : 99803 : 187 : 485 : 
: 1980 : 121211 : 699 : 329 : 
: 1981 : 165002 : 1125 : 524 : 
1982 : 135280 : 368 : 616 : 
: 1983 : 112332 : !161 : 196 : 
: 1984 : 132217 : 593 l 419 : 









































































Table 12.3 ctd. 
Nation : SCO Gea~ : NTR 
: Year : Effort : Age 2 : Age 3 : Age 4 ; Age 5 ; Age .~ : Age 7 : 1----·--: --------; --------; ------·~-: --··-----: -------·-;-- ------:-------- ~ 
196!; 1it872 : 124 17 : 29 : 23 : 3 : 19f.7 135811 !li lOB ! 3(1 : 1: 1 : 1968 166713 35 134 67 : 4 : 1969 155131 146 LO 65 : 20 ry : 1970 134391 98 160 .30 : 17 
1971 : 12763B : reo JJL 57 44 ! '24 
!972 : 184997 4Ul 214 41) : 14 6 : 
1973 : 2t5031 : 242 141 61 20 16 
1974 : 186342 : Wl 85 50 : 19 
1975 : 203053 : 250 125 34 : 1! 
1976 : 224347 336 : 124 48 14 1 : 1977 196403 : 200 251 42 : 16 ·1 : 1978 : 219562 : 171 : 61 45 ; 13 
197'1 : 273713 ! 184 165 }4 18 
1980 : 254147 : 328 123 36 ! 6 : 
1981 : 286461 : 415 180 Jl : i : 
1982 : 288902 : 124 16.3 39 : 6 : 
1983 : 293396 : m J.J 25 : 7 : 
1984 315418 : 192 : 95 : i6 : Ii : 
: 1985 : 3834i2 : 394 : 49 : 24 ! 4 : 
'!'able 12.4 Results of analysis d catchabiiity coefflC!ents for COD in VIA 
F tor named gears ar.d total International F 
: Gear Estimate l Age 2 : Age 3 l Age 4 l Age 5 I Age 6 : Age 7 l ~ ---------:------------ ~: ----------\ ----------: ----------:----------:----------:----------: 
F(qea' I 0.024 0.027 (1.031 0.030 i1,(134 O.O(ib l SCl] SEI : Var F<geari : 0.00002 : 0.00002 : 0.000(:2 ! 0.00003 l !L00003 : 0,0001(1 \ l Propn(gear) : 0.03066 ! 0.01882 i 0.02164 : 0.03290 : 0.02854 l 0.01523 : i ---------; -------------: ----------: ----------: ----------:----------; ----------:----------; 
Fiqear) 0.010 (l,(ii(l 0.009 0~ 023 0.022 i SCO TRL ; 'v'ar F {gear 1 : 0 .(H)(H)(l l 0. 00000 ! 0. 00001 : (I~ OOO~j2 : 0. 00006 ~ 0. 0000~~ ~ 
: Propn(gear} l 0.02126 : 0.0!192 l 0.01506 : 0:00687 : O:Oil91 : 0.00000 : ! ---------:-------------:----------:----------: ---~------. ----------,----------; ----------
F(gear) 0.152 0.16B o.14B 0.145 o.m 0.167 l SCO LTH l Var F(gear} l 0~00031 : 0~00043 ; 0.00020 i 0.00047 ~ 0.00058 I 0,00215 ~ 
: Propn(gear} l 0.27466: 0.15083! 0.12182; 0.143.38 ~ 0,.13059; lL0995b: l---...: _____ : -------------:----------: ---------- i ----------: ----------1----------: ----------: F(gear) 0.024 0.021 0.014 -(1, 006 0.011 i SCO NTR i Var F\gearl : 0.00044 : 0.!)!)033 i 0.00006 : O.OOOI'i : 0.0002'1' l 0.00022 i 
: Propn(gear) : 0.083J4 : 0.03~77 : 0.02265 : 0.:)2645 : 0.00574 : 0,1)1531 : 
:---------:-------------:----------: ----------1----------; ----------; ----------: ----------; 
! F(gear] 0.209 0.241 tL210 tL197 0. 18.3 0.207 lAil above: Var F(gearl : f),t)0077 : O,f)(Hj['i : 0.00029 : 0.(!0070 : (i,cj(i(l97 : (I,(H)252 : 
: Propn(gear) : 0.40994 : 0.21534 : 0.18118 i 0.20960: 0.17UB : (l,13i1(19 : l---------: -------------: ----------:---------- i ----------1----------:----------: ---------- i 
: Total l : !L5il l L120 i 1.161 l 0;941 : L036 : L590 
; Internatl: Var F ~ 0.00457! 0.01704 l O.O(l8q2 : 0.01Sd2 : 0.0309.) ; 0.14864 ; 
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Table i2.-5 Values of Natural Mortality Rate and Proportion 11ature at age 
I Age I Nat Horl Hat. I 
:-----:--------1------- I 
I l 0.200 : 0.000 : 
2 : 0.200 : 0.520 : 
n o. 200 I o. 860 : 
4 : 0.200 I 1.000 I 
5 I 0.200 I 1.000 l 
6 : o. 200 : 1. 000 : 
7 I 0.200 I 1.000 I 
B I 0.200 I 1.000 I 
9 I 0. 200 I 1. 000 I 
10 .I 0. 200 I I. 000 I 
Table -~~- • 6 Total International Catch at Age !lOOO's) of COD in VIA between 1906 and 1985 
1 Age1 1906 : 1967 : me 1 1969 : 1970 1 1971 1 1972 : 1973 : 1974 : 1975 1 Agel 
:----1--------- I ... -------.... 1----... ---- I ---------1---------:---------1--------- I ---------1--------- I ---------1----t 
-- I 1 l 384] 26ll 3331 641 2561 2351 7351 10151 8431 12071 1 I 
.2 I 28831 25HJ .l364l 19741 117bl 17711 28911 15241 23181 18981 2 l 
3' : 6291 37051 32891 13321 16381 4871 15911 14421 7781 11871 3 l 
4 I 9991 6701 18381 19431 5711 7631 4091 5831 10681 5331 4 I 
5 1 e251 4421 2151 7591 m: 2231 5011 1611 2881 325: 5 : 
6 I _191 2641 1711 1491 1531 1981 lOBI 1931 721 901 b I 
411 43,1" -~}24,:. 941'. 261 641 701 631 761 121 7 l 
'5.]·.~ ~', • ,19\ 651 21! 151 W, 281. 131 131 8 I. -~~- i'l. -~,6~~i.· _I2J.;. 231· .1.1 121 101 91 91 91 
. ·- . ;~~;~t~~:~~~-~:~~'"~--~~~~~~~-,:~~;;;:~~£,~~:-·~~-J~~~~---~~~~-----~~-~~----~~~·-------~:--------~~--------~~-~~-~ 
--.------- ... ~------------:--------..,.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
l Agel 1976 l 1977. r· 1978 l 1979 l 19~0 l 1981 l 1982 l 1983 l 1984 l 1985 I Agel 
1---- I ---------1--------- l ---------l---------1---------1--------- I---------t ---------1---------1---------1----1 
t : 9701 im: m: m: 11951 4601 18271 23351 21431 13961 1 : 
2 l 36821 13111 17611 16131 32941 70151 16731 45151 23601 47321 2 l 
3 I 14671 16361 9991 21251 20011 32211 32061 11181 25641 14491 3 l 
4 l 6381 6221 6951 6821 7961 9051 11891 14001 4481 10801 4 l 
5 l 2561 2681 2861 3431 1911 1821 3671 4681 5551 1481 5 l 
o : 21s: 871 m m: m 301 1111 1481 !BSI 171: 6 : 
7 l 441 571 471 331 271 171 221 401 401 641 7 I 
8 l 7l Ill 181 161 Bl 31 101 161 141 101 8 l 
9 l 41 41 81 161 11 ll 11 21 51 61 9 I 
I 10 l 11 51 ll 41 11 Ol 11 11 10 I 
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Table 12:7 Total International Mean Weight at Age I Kg. l of COD in VIA between 1966 and 1985 
I Agel 196b I 1967 I 1968 I 1969 I 1970 I 1971 I 1972 I 1973 I 1974 I 1975 I Agel :----:---------:--------- J ---------:--------- f ---------1---------:--------- J ---------:--------- t _.., _______ ' ----1 I I 0.730 I 0.681 0.745 I 0.860 I 0.595 I 0.758 I 0.609 0.597 0.611 I 0.003 1 I 2 I 1.466 1.470 1.776 1.284 0.955 1.183 1.192 1.181 1.103 1.369 2 I 3 I 3. 474 2. 906 2. 766 2. 821 2.533 2. 745 2. 586 2. 784 2. 834 3.078 3 I 4 I 5.240 4.560 4.721 4.259 4.678 4.668 4.417 4.601 4.750 5.302 4 I 5 I 4.868 6.116 6.304 6.169 6.016 6.163 6.226 5.625 6.144 6.846 5 I 6 I 8.711 7. 394 7. 510 6. 374 7.120 6.841 7.585 7. 049 7. 729 8.572 6 I 7 I 8.809 8.150 8.023 7.529 7,350 7.945 7.968 8.208 8.931 9.769 7 I B I 11.154 7.751 9.575 8.436 8.826 8.259 9.081 8.526 9.317 I 10.301 8 I 9 I 12.285 I 10.199 8.065 8.300 8.703 9.022 I 10.369 9.981 I 12.206 I IO.S43 9 I I 10 I 10.984 I 8.555 I 13.542 7.400 I 10.815 I 9.647 I 12.878 I 10.426 I 13.046 I 10 I 
I Age! 1976 I 1977 I 1978 I 1979 I 1980 I 1981 I 1982 I 1983 I 1984 I 1985 I Agel :----:---------:---------1---------:---------:---------:---------1---------1---------1---------:---------1----1 I I 0.616 0.629 I 0.630 0.693 0.624 I 0.548 I 0.692 I 0.583 0.735 I 0.648 1 I 2 I 1.397 1.160 1.373 1.374 1.375 1.164 1.468 1.265 1.402 1.160 2 I 3 I 3.161 2.605 3.389 2.829 3.002 2.834 2.737 2.995 3.168 2.580 3 I 4 : 5.005 4.715 5.262 4.856 5.277 4.917 4.749 4.398 5.375 4.772 4 : 5 I 6.290 6.269 7.096 6.437 7.422 7.503 6.113 6.305 6.601 6.699 5 I 6 I 8.017 7.525 8.686 7.788 8.251 9.300 7.227 8.084 8.606 8.268 6 I 7 : 8.754 9 • .337 9.932 8.571 9.293 : 10.146 9.587 9.064 : 10.461 9.568 7 : 8 I 9.676 9.489 I 10.060 9.465 9.473 I 10.886 I 10.264 I 10.979 I 10.464 9.962 8 I 9 I 9.947 I 12.812 I 8.694 I 11.039 8.500 I 11.237 I 11.449 I 12.467 I 9.131 I 11.217 9 I I 10 I 10.486 I 8.461 i 10.548 I 12.736 I 10.875 i 10.509 I 10.404 I 11.882 I 10 I 
Table 12 • 8 Total International Fishing Mortality Rate at Age of COD in VIA between 1966 and 1985 
I Agel 1966 I 1967 I 1968 I 1969 I 1970 I 1971 I 1972 I 1973 I 1974 I 1975 I Agel : ----: ---------l---------1--------- ~ ---------l---------1---------; ---------1---------: ---------:---------:----: 1 I 0.028 I 
2 : 0.271 : 
3 I 0. 335 I 
4 : o. 669 : 
5 I 0. 749 I 
6 : o. 472 : 
7 : (1.652 : 
8 : 1.107 : 
9 I 0.600 I 
I 10 I 0.600 I 
0.044 : 
0. 264 : 
0.666 : 
o. 724 : 


















o. 648 : 
1. 007 : 
1.1151 
o. 921 : 
t. 101 : 
o. 717 : 
0.600 : 
(1.600 : 
0.038 : 0.025 : 
0.515 I 0. 389 I 
0.546 I 0.418 I 
0.649 I 0.533 I 
o. 737 : o. 574 : 
0.709 I 0.805 I 
0.401 : 0. 741 : 
0.812 I 0. 404 I 
0.600 : o. 700 : 
0.600 : 0.700 : 
o.m 1 o.w : 
0.476 I 0. 464 I 
0.731 I 0.465 I 
0.754 : 0.660 : 
0.826 : o. 777 : 
0.611 : 0.920 : 
0.766 : 0.900 : 
0.687 : 0.844 : 
0.700 I 0. 700 I 








0. 448 I 
0. 700 I 
0.700 : 
0.123 I 1 I 
0. 423 : 2 : 
0.598 : 3 : 
0. 664 I 4 I 
0. 554 I 5 I 
0.675 : 6 : 
0.466 I 7 I 
0.803 : 8 : 
0. 700 I 9 I 
o. 700 : 10 : 
I Age! 1976 I 1977 I 1978 I 1979 I 1980 I 1981 1982 I 1983 I 1984 I 1985 I Agel :----: ---------1---------1---------1--------- t --------- ~ --------- ---------1---------1---------1---------: ----: I I 0.178 I 0.153 I 0.087 I 0.070 I 
2 I 0.663 I 0.387 I 0.329 I 0.284 I 
3 : 0.683 : 0.714 : 0.576 : 0.842 : 
4 I 0.766 I 0.708 I 0.777 I 1.034 I 
5 : o.8oo : 0.894 : -o.857 : 1.212 1 
6 I 0.899 I 0.710 I 1.013 I 1.458 I 
7 I 0.849 I 0.645 I 1.138 I 1.274 I 
a : o.522 : o.540 : o.433 : 2.057 : 
9 I 0.700 I 0.700 I o.900 I 0.900 I 
: 10 : 0.700 : 0.700 : 0.900 : o.900 : 
0.065 I 0.087 
0.376 I 0.650 
0.682 I "0.781 
0.926 I 0.775 
0.967 I 0.560 
1.060 : 0.378 
1.669 : 0.686 
1.575 : 1.025 
o. 900 : 0. 900 
o. 900 : o. 900 
0.134 I 0.289 I 
0.510 I 0.561 I 
0.714 I 0.779 I 
o. 763 1 o:eto 1 
0.868 I 0.798 I 
0.608 I !.128 I 
0.520 : 0.813 I 
1.184 : 0.948 I 
0.900 : 0.900 : 
0. 900 : 0. 900 : 
0.142 : 0.129 : 1 : 
0.530 : 0.525 : 2 : 
o. 736 : 0. 739 : 3 : 
0.859 I O.BIB I 4 I 
0.923 : 0.798 : 5 : 
0.886 I 0.844 I 6 I 
1.160 I 0.923 I 7 I 
0.740 I 1.183 I 8 I 
0. 900 I 0. 900 I 9 I 
0.900 I 0.900 I 10 I 
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I Agel 1966 I 1967 I 1968 I 1969 I 1970 I 1971 
I 1972 I 1973 I 1974 I 1975 I Age! I I I I 
t ----l---------1---------l---------l---------l--------- :---------1---------1---------1---------:--------- t ----1 
I I 152851 66611 93641 39741 76421 104011 63011 85131 82941 114501 I 
I 
I 
2 I 133201 121671 52181 73661 31961 60251 83521 44971 60551 60311 2 I 
3 I 24221 83131 76491 30471 42581 15631 33441 42471 23161 28821 3 
I 
I 
4 I 22341 14181 34951 33231 13051 20201 8421 13171 21851 11981 4 I 
5 I 17061 9371 5631 12241 9941 5581 9711 3251 5571 8361 5 I I 
6 I 2261 6601 3721 2691 3291 3891 2581 3481 1221 2001 6 I 
7 I 971 1161 3041 1521 881 1331 1421 1141 1131 361 7 
I 
I 
8 I 81 411 561 1381 411 481 521 541 381 261 8 I 
9 I 41 21 151 291 551 151 261 211 191 201 9 I 











I Agel 1976 I 1977 I 1978 I 1979 I 1980 I 1981 I 1982 
I 1983 I 1984 I 1985 I Agel I I I I I I I I I 
I ----l---------1--------- I ---------l---------1--------- J ---------1--------- I--------- I ---------1---------1----1 
I I I 65431 98091 95451 150911 208911 61001 160431 102271 178351 127011 I I 
2 I 82871 44831 68941 71621 115161 160261 45791 114881 62741 126711 2 I I 
3 I 32351 34951 24941 40621 44141 64721 68511 22501 53651 30231 3 I 




5 I 5051 4941 5401 5281 3341 464 I 6891 9261 10011 2931 5 I 
6 I 3931 1861 1651 1871 1291 1041 2171 2371 3421 3261 6 I I 
7 I 831 1311 751 491 361 361 581 791 631 1151 7 I I 
8 I 181 291 5bl 201 Ill 61 151 281 291 161 8 I 
9 I 91 91 141 301 21 21 21 41 91 Ill 9 I 
I 10 I 31 Ill 21 71 11 11 21 21 






Table 12.10 VPA numbers (millions) for cod in the North 
Sea and to the West of Scotland age 1. 
Year Year Class VPA IV VPA VIa 
1966 1965 479 "15. 3 
1967 1966 461 '6.7 
1968 1967 185 9.4 
1969 1968 197 4.0 
1970 1969 729 7.6 
1971 1970 847 10.5 
1972 1971 160 6.3 
1973 1972 293 8.5 
1974 1973 234 8.3 
1975 1974 426 11 . 5 
1976 1975 207 6.5 
1977 1976 709 9.8 
1978 1977 426 9.5 
1979 1978 451 15. 1 
1980 1979 786 20.9 
1981 1980 259 6. 1 
1982 1981 533 16.0 
1983 1982 265 10.2 
1984 1983 527 17.8 
1985 1984 57 12.7 
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Table 12.11 Hean Fishing Mortality 1 Bioaass and Recruitment of COD in VIA between 1966 and 1985 
llean Fishing Hortal ity I Bi omass Recruits 
Ages I Ages I 1000 tonnes I Age I 
2 to 5 I 1 to 1 I 
I Year I H.Con I Disc I By-cat I Total I Sp St IY.C. !Million I 
'------1--------: --------:--------:-------:-------:----:-------: I 1966 I 0.506 I 0.000 I 0.000 l 
I 1967 l 0.594 I 0.000 l 0.000 I 
I 1968 l 0.590 I 0.000 I 0.000 I 
I 1969 l 0.779 l 0.000 l 0.000 l 
l 1970 I 0.612 l 0.000 l 0.000 l 
l 1971 l 0.478 I 0.000 I 0.000 I 
: 1972 : 0.697 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 
: 1973 : 0.591 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 
: 1974 : 0.647 : o.ooo : 0.000 : 
: 1975 : 0.559 : 0.000 : o.ooo : 
: 1976 : o. 728 : o.ooo : o.ooo : 
: 1977 : 0.676 : o.ooo : o.ooo : 
: 1978 : 0.635 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 
: 1979 : 0.843 : o.ooo : 0.000 : 
: 1980 : 0.738 : 0.000 : o.ooo : 
: 1981 : 0.692 : 0.000 : o.ooo : 
: 1982 : 0.714 : o.ooo : o.ooo : 
: 1983 : 0. 737 : 0.000 : o.ooo : 
: 1984 : o. 762 : o. 000 : 0.000 : 





















40 l 65 I 
48 l 66 I 
49 : 67 : 
38 : 68 : 
27 : 69 : 
25 I 70 l 
26 : 71 : 
25 : 72 : 
26 : 73 : 
27 l 74 I 
29 : 75 : 
23 : 76 : 
26 : 77 : 
26 : 78 : 
31 : 79 : 
39 l 80 l 
38 l 81 l 
34 I 82 l 
34 l 83 I 




















13 I 1--------------------------------------------------------------f Hean recruits at age 1 for period 1966 to 1985 I 11 I 
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Table 12 .12 Input for catch prediction of COD in VIA 
1985 Values used in Prediction 
Stock and Fishing Mortality F at age 1 Hean Wt. and Propn. Retained by Consumption Fishery 
l----------------------------------------------------------------------1 
Scaled ~ean F Hean values for period 1980 to 1985 
: Agel Stock Fishing Hortality 1980 to 1985 Hean Height !Kg.) I Prop. I 
Nu~ber I H.Con. I Disc : Ind : H.Con. I Disc : lnd I H.Con. : Disc I Ind I Stock I Ret. I 
:----! ----------1--------1--------l--------' -------1--------1--------:--------1--------1--------:--------1-------1 
1 I 12701 : 0.129 I 0.140 : I 0.638 I I 
I 0.638 : 
I 
I I 
2 : 12671 : 0.525 : 0.520 : I 1. 306 I 1.306 I I 
3 : 3023 : o. 739 : 0. 731 I 2.886 I 2.886 I 
4 : 2104 : 0.818 I 0.817 : 4. 915 : 4.915 I 
5 : 293 : o. 798 : 0.811 I b. 774 : b. 774 : I 
b : 326 : 0.844 I 0.843 : 8.289 : 8.289 : I 
7 : 115 : o. 923 : 0.952 : 9.686 I 9.686 : 
B l 16 : 1.183 : 1.098 : : 10.338 I 10.338 : 
9 : 11 : 0.900 : 0.891 : I 10.667 I 10.667 : I 
: 10 : 0. 900 I 0.891 I I 10.917 I I 10.917 I I 
: Hean F : Age 2 to 5 I Age 1 1 I Age 2 to 5 I Age 1 11 
: Unsealed I 0.720 I 0.000 I 0.727 I 0.000 I 
: Scaled 0. 720 I 0.000 I 
Recruits at age 1 in 1986 = 14700 
Recruits at age 1 in 1987 = 14700 
Recruits at age 1 in 1988 = 14700 
H at age and proprtion aature at age are as shown in Table 12.5. 
Hean F for ages 2 to 5 in 1985 for human consumption laudings + discards = 0. 720 • 
Human consumption + discard F-at-age values in prediction are aean values for the period 1980 to 1985 
rescaled to produce a mean value of F for ages 2 to 5 equal to that for 1985 
Hean F for ages 1 to 1 in 1985 for small-aesh fisheries = 0.000 • 
Industrial fishery F-at-age in the prediction are averages for the period 1980 to 1985 • 
rescaled to produce a mean value of F for ages 1 to 1 equal to that for 1985 








1. 000 I 
1.000 : 
Table 12 .13.A Predicted Catches and Biomasses I lOOO's of tonnes J of COD in VIA 1986 to 1987 
Year 
11985 11986 I 1987 
---------------------------1-----I----- ~ ----- ~ -----:----- ~ -----:-----I -----1-----1-----1----- l I Biomass I Jan of Year 
Total 47 I 52 I 54 I 54 I 54 I 54 I 54 I 54 I 54 I 54 I 54 I Spawning 30 I 35 I 36 I 36 I 36 I 36 I 36 I 36 I 36 I 36 I 36 I 
I Hean F Ages 
I Human Cons, 2 to 5 10.72 10.72 10.00 10.14 10.29 10.43 10.58 10.72 10.86 10.00 10.00 I I Saall-aesh I to I 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 I 
I Mean FlY earl /Hean Fl1985l I FO.ll F;ax I Huaan Consumption 11.00 11.00 10.00 10.20 10.40 10.60 10.80 11.00 11.20 10.00 10.00 I 
I Catch Height 
Human Consuapt ion 18 I 21 : 0 I 6 I 10 I 15 I 18 I 22 I 24 I 0 I 0 I 
Discards 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I Small-mesh Fisheries 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I Total landings 18 I 21 I 0 I 6 I 10 I 15 I IB I 221 24 I 0 I 0 I Total catch 18 I 21 I 0 I 6 I 10 I 15 I 18 I 22 : 24 I 0 I 0 I 
I Biomass I Jan of Year+! 
Total 52 I 54 I 87 : 79 I 721 65 I 60 I 55 I 51 I 0 I 0 I Spawning 35 I 36 I 67 I 59 I 52 I 46 I 41 I 37 I 33 I 0 I 0 I 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------... ---------
Table 12 .l}J:J Predicted Catches and Bioaasses I 1000's of tonnes J of COD in VIA 1986 to 1987 
Year 
I 1985 I 1986 I 1987 
---------------------------:-----: -----:-----:-----:-----:-----: -----1-----l-----1-----: -----1 lBiomassiJanofYear l I I I I 1 I 1 Total 47 I 52 I 48 l 48 I 48 I 48 I 48 I 48 I 48 I 48 I 48 I Spawning I 30 I 35 I 31 I 31 I 31 I 31 I 31 I 31 I 31 I 31 I 31 I 
I Hean F Ages I I I I I I Human Cons, 
I Sma 11-aesh 
2 to 5 10.72 10.94 10.00 10.14 10.29 10.43 10.58 10.72 10.86 10.00 10.00 I 1 to t 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 l l I IHean FIYearl/Hean Fl1985) I I I FO.!I Faax I I I Human Consu1ption 11.00 lt.Jo 1o.oo 10.20 10.40 10.60 1o.8o 11.00 11.20 1o.oo 1o.oo 1 
I Catch weight 
I Human Consuaption 18 I 25 I 0 I 5 I 9 I 13 I 16 I 19 I 21 I 0 l 0 I Discards 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I Small-aesh Fisheries 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I Total I andings 18 I 25 I 0 I 5 I 9 I 13 I 16 I 19 I 21 I 0 I 0 I Total catch 18 I 25 I 0 I 5 I 9 I 13 I 16 I 19 I 21 I 0 I 0 I 
I 
I Bio11ass 1 Jan of Year+! 
Total 52 I 48 I 79 I 721 66 I 60 I 56 I 51 47 : 0 I 0 I Spawning 35 I 31 I 59 I 53 I 47 I 42 I 37 I 33 I 30 I 0 I 0 I 
59 
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Table 13.1 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of COD in Division VIb, 




























































































Iable 14. :l Nominal catch (in tonnes) of COD in Divisions VIId and VIle, 1976-85. (Data for 1976-84 as officially reported to ICES.) 
Country 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 
Belgium 65 5.3 4.35 699 16.3 Denmark 1,506 1, 120 2, 160 2,052 6602 France 1,646 51 185 8,044 4,848 4,001 Netherlands 2 1 + UK (England and Wales) 142 581 654 485 365 UK (Scotland) 
+ USSR 4 
Total 3,365 6,940 11,293 8,084 5,189 
country 1981 1982 198.3 1984 19851 
Belgium 363 293 .389 346 537 Denmark 
717403 
France 4,486 3,349 3,.369 2, 88~1 Netherlands 4 1 4 UK (England and Wales) 428 568 650 518 565 UK (Scotland) 
USSR 
Total 5,281 4,211 4,412 3,746 8,842 
Provisional. 
Includes Divisions VIIb,c. ,/,---
Includes all of Sub-areas VII (except Division VIIa) and VIII. 
62 
Table 14.2 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of COD in Divisions VIIb,c 
and VIIg-k, 1976-85. (Data for 1976-84 as officially 
















































Catch in Division VIIg only. 













































































German Dem. Rep. 




















































































204,603 150,678 89,437 86,603 104,391 
138,591 116,577 57,886 51,741 64,886 
65,594 34,030 31,457 34,361 39,072 
418 71 94 501 433 






German Dem. Rep. 





















































8,103 7,236 4 
2,571 
1, 052 1 
314841 
17 






1, 8 945 
13,451 
111,546 
133,076 174,450 164,553 133,401 168,379 
82,996 109,.341 102,094 88,613 1 
49,197 64,83.3 62,144 44,7471 
8.3.3 276 315 41 1 
WG total incl.discards 206,9.30 225,789 232,203 213,252 251,752 
1 Provisional. 2 Figures from Norway do not include haddock caught in Rec. 2 fisheries. 3
rncluded in Division IIIa. ~Includes Division IIa. 
Jan-Nov. 
64 
Table 15 • 2 Annual ~'eight ;fld ~;u~hers of HADD~[k cau~ht in IV ~::etween 19~6 anG 1985 
Nurober ( ~i ll1 ons i 
Y;;ar ; Tot;i : H.Con : rn se : By-cat! Total H.2on : Di se By-cat i 
:------; -------;- ------:-------:-------:------- ~ -------; -------t -------: 
: l%o ~.46 ; l'1.L : 74 ! 47 : ::,!28 : 4(17 : 490 : 2232 : 
1967 24S ! i47 : 78 : Oi 
' 
1~2(1 : 272 : 449 : 700 : 
1966 ~.~)2 ; 105 : 162 34 : 1617 : 221 : 838 : 558 : 
[Q69 : 929 26(i 7{0 : 40(13 91\i J~03 : 189(1 : 
: 197rj l 806 : 525 : 101 18(! 3382 1245 ' 515 : 1622 
: ~ 971 : ~44 : 235 177 : 32 ; 2669 473 : 1282 914 : 
m: : 351 l·J• : 12B : 3t) : 172: 428 : 760 : 5.34 : 
!973 : -r.r: : ~ 71 : ~H : 1l 1280 : 449 : 66(1 : 171 : 
!'i74 : J~4 150 167 : 48 : 2384 ; 357 : 1091 : 936 
i975 ; 448 : ;q : 260 ; 41 : 2958 362 : 18[.2 : 734 : 
~ q7b : ::68 : iM : 154 : 48 t6rJ 398 l 788 : 447 : 
1977 217 : i37 : 44 : 35 ; 896 320 226 350 : 
1'178 : 173 ; !~6 : 77 : 10 : i(l4~ 192 : 419 i 433 : 
1979 : ill') 
''" 
: 84 ,£ lt· : 14b.~ : I90 288 : 985 : 
t9BO .2i7 : 99 : 95 : 22 : 145~ : 2i9 l 545 : 687 : 
19Ei! : 207 : •-r(l 60 : 17 : 1353 i 'JIC: : 299 m : 
!98~ 226 : 16o : 41 : 19 ; 970 310 ; i81 I 480 l I 
1007 : 
...,.~., : J.tJ,_;. : 04 : n : 1238 : 286 : 378 574 l 
: 1984 : 213 : 12S : 75 I 10 : 8~5 : 246 412 i 207 : 
' 





'l'able 15 • 3 Catch at age data by nation and gear used in Q analysis 
Minimum age for Q analysis = 2 
Haxi11um age for Q analysis+ 7 
Nation : SCO Sear : SE! 
l Year l Effort l Age 2 l Age 3 l Age 4 l Age 5 l Age 6 l Age 7 l 
:------:--------: --------: --------: --------: --------: --------: --------: 
: 1966 : 500668 : 6223 : 1158 : 85922 : 1082 : 87 : 35 : 
: 1967 : 514854 : 28195 : 1180 : 862 : 45337 : 360 : 45 : 
: 1968 : 548642 : 153074 : 5926 : 515 : 409 : 17787 : 71 : 
l 1969 : 491435 : 322896 : 30588 : 1069 : 272 : 215 : 3495 : 
: 1970 : 426563 : 20402 : 205829 : 6994 : 85 : 154 : 36 : 
: 1971 : 416144 : 21374 : 13554 : 108817 : 2462 : 82 : 36 : 
: 1972 : 3'12432 : 167635 : 9213 : 4693 : 39758 : 911 : 53 : 
1973 : 414898 : 193251 : 1;9361 : 1972 : 1043 : 9872 : 351 : 
1974 : 349604 : 48342 : 86495 : 13184 : 441 : 234 : 2390 : 
1975 : 329432 : 161728 : 15612 : 25837 : 3708 : 151 : 110 : 
1976 : 307165 : 32'1389 : 57469 I 2529 : 8069 : 1026 : 54 : 
1977 : 313913 : 37093 : 130091 12895 : 1684 : 1480 : 347 : 
1978 : 325246 : 69033 : 14340 44152 : 2366 : 482 : b73 I 
: 1979 : 316419 : 78815 : 17215 3040 : 8073 I 648 : 70 : 
: 1980 : 297227 : 1283(16 : 26205 3393 : 501 : 2415 : 123 : 
: 1981 : 289672 : 134260 : 55726 5181 : 702 : 102 : 579 : 
: 1982 : 297730 : 30969 : 118898 14297 : 682 : 145 : 39 : 
: 1983 : 333168 : 77289 : 30414 50115 : 6394 : 583 : 119 : 
: 1984 : 388085 : 63391 : 49286 I 9426 : 14977 : 1594 : 254 : 
: 1985 : 381647 : 163067 : 32968 : 15945 : 2289 : 2838 l 308 : 
ctd. 
Table 15·3 ctd, 65 
~lation : sco Gear : TRL 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
: Year : Effort : Age ry : Age 3 : lige 4 : Age 5 : Age 6 : Age 7 : l------l--------1--------: --------; -------- ~ -------- i -------- ~ --------: I 1966 I 194012 : 1544 : 1143 I 55864 : 752 : 66 : 31 : 
I 
: 1967 : 215319 : 13358 : 838 I 767 : 43193 : 512 : 9 : I I !968 : 218141 : 7553(1 : 3650 : .)72 : 518 : 12810 : 49 : I : 1969 : 123010 : 56898 : 14068 : :m : 225 : 322 I 1486 : I I 1970 : 133445 : 4771 : 92681 : 2917 : !53 : e~. : 26 : : 1971 : 174559 : 5343 : 7806 : 8305B : 1808 : l22 : 34 : : 1972 : 201493 : 76451 : 4199 : 4120 : 31678 : m : 32 : : 1973 I 182541 : 51518 : 37304 : 832 : 851 : 6405 : 149 : I : 1974 : 185432 : 12502 I 34222 : 7336 : 166 : 207 : 1562 : I : 1975 : 152977 : 51400 : 5715 : 14221 : 1923 : 73 : 57 : : 1976 : 121841 : 2.~814 : 20099 : 1311 : 3065 : 596 : 16 : I 1977 : 144348 : me : 36969 : 7624 : 451 : !006 : 179 : : 1978 : 135220 I ·mo I 2194 : 17293 : 1781 : 169 : 332 : I : 1979 : 87467 : 13866 : 4089 : 756 I 4587 : 336 : 57 : I : 1980 : 55475 : 20664 : 5687 : 1065 : 192 : 1159 : 104 : : 1981 : 51553 : 23582 : !2374 i 1122 : !00 12 : 320 : : 1982 : 47889 : 2865 : 20239 : .3249 : 147 : 58 : 49 : : 1983 I 48339 : 6808 : 2303 : 7683 : 1183 : 169 I 21 ' I : 1984 : 34574 : 2995 : 3717 : 776 : 1910 : 293 : 15 i : 1985 : 32674 : 16139 : 1191 : 864 : 162 : 348 : 54 : 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Nation : sco Gear : LTR 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------: Year : Effort i Age 2 : Age .) : Age 4 : Age J : Age 6 I Age 7 I I I :------:-------- i --------:-------- ~ --------; --------1--------! --------l : 1966 : 35841 : 121 : 36 : 1248 i 17 : I l I : : 1967 : 28022 : 441 20 : 16 l 468 : 2 : i 1968 : 48238 : 3153 : 121 I 21 I 38 I 235 : 1 : I I l 1969 : 63666 : 20607 : 1002 I 34 : iO : 8 i 87 : I I 1970 : 83529 : 934 : 18151 : 368 : 4 : 5 : 1 i I : 1971 : 104901 : 3052 : 1553 : 16025 : 347 : 12 : 18 : I 1972 : 121031 I 20277 : 2495 ' 1083 : 7919 I 137 13 : I I I I : 1973 : 152422 : 34299 : 9429 I 242 : 203 : 1591 48 : I : 1974 : 116982 : 8695 : 1494.3 I 2336 : 31 : 21 : 283 I I I I 1975 : 161009 : 26964 l 2450 : 5213 i 520 : 13 : 14 I I I : 1976 I 152419 i 59426 : 11343 I 637 i 1757 I 328 I 7 : I I I I : 1977 : 224824 : 6441 : 41122 : 3492 : 390 : 787 I 99 i I : 1978 i 236929 : 11471 l 2914 : 12279 : 774 : 110 : 167 : : 1979 : 287494 ' 23135 : 4109 : 714 I 3644 : 203 : 20 : I I : 1980 : 333197 I 46282 I 8062 : 755 i 197 : 1015 : 61 I I I I I 1981 : 251504 : 58146 I 13653 I 1518 i 161 : 20 I 320 : I I I I I 1982 i 250870 i 10170 I 33463 : 3937 : m : 67 : 7 : I I I 1983 I 244349 I 48680 : 6955 I 11807 : 1258 : 124 I 27 : I I I I I I 1984 : 240725 : 22191 : 13375 : 2074 I 3392 : 402 : 98 I I I I : 1985 : 267393 : 57136 : 4905 : 2782 : 412 ' 871 : 127 i I 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 15.4 Results of analysis of catchability coefficients for HADDOCK in IV 
F for named gears and total international F 
: Sea~ Esttmate : Age 2 : Age 3 : Age 4 : Age 5 : Age 6 : Age 7 : 
. ---------: -------------l----------1----------: ----------l----------1----------: ----------: 
F(gear) 0.327 0.573 0.579 0.488 0.396 0.351 
: SCQ SEl : Var F(gear) : 0.00324 : 0.00223 : O.Ot)134 : 0.00310 : 0.00263 : 0.00230 : 
: Propn(gear) : 0.29563 : 0.48996 : 0.48475 : 0.45954 : 0.39648 : 0.33545 : 
:---------:-------------: ----------:----------: ----------l----------: ----------: ----------: 
F (gear i 0.017 0.042 0.056 0.057 0.067 0.072 
: SC:J TRL : Yar F(gear) : 0.00001 : 0.00003 : 0.00003 : 0.00006 : 0.00010 : 0.00018 : 
: Propn(gear) : 0.02926 : 0.0!770 : 0.02626 : 0.03246 : 0.04864 : 0.05865 : 
: ---------:-------------; ----------: ----------; ----------:----------! ----------: ----------: 
F(gearl 0.116 0.122 0.119 0.105 0.103 0.109 
: SCO LTR : Var F(gear) : 0.00015 : 0.00013 : 0.00013 i 0.00034 : 0.00039 : 0.00045 : 
: Proon(gear) : 0.10359 : 0.07289 : 0.08457 : tL08267: 0.12172 : 0.13800 : 
: ---------! -------------:----------:---------- i ----------:----------:----------: ----------: 
: F(gear) 0.460 0. 736 (1, 754 0.650 0.566 0.533 
lAii above: Var F(gear) : 0.00340 : 0.00239 : 0.00150 : 0.00350 : 0.00311 : 0.00293 : 
\ Proon(gear) \ 0.42848 : 0.58055 \ 0.59558 \ 0.57467 \ 0.56685 \ 0.53211 : 
i ---------:-------------:----------! ----------: ----------1----------l----------: ----------: 
: Totai l 
: Internatll Var F 
\ l. 073 : 1.268 1 L 266 : 1. i30 : 0. 999 : 1. 001 
: 0.01851 : 0.007ll : 0.00423 : 0.01059 : 0.00969 : 0.01034 : 
Table 15 • 5 vaLes Df Naturai tlortallty Rate and Proportion Mature at age 





2.050 l 0.0(10 l 
1.451) : 0.010 : 
0 f 350 : !) I 320 : 
0.250 l (;, 710 : 
0.250 : 0.87(1 : 
0.200 : o. 950 : 
0.200 : i,OOO : 
0.2(10 : i.OOO : 
!},200 : l.l){l(J : 
0.2t}(: I 1, 000 
~)I 200 1. ,j:Jl) 
0.2~)(· 1. !)t~l! 
Table 15:6 Total International Catch at Age (1000's! of HADDOCK in IV between 1966 and 1985 
l Agel 1966 l 1967 l 1968 l 1969 l 1970 l 1971 l 1972 l 1973 I 1974 I 1975 l Agel 1----I---------I---------: ---------1---------: ---------I--------- I ---------1--------- I--------- I---------I----: 0 I 16669721 3052491 111051 725591 9246011 3306741 
1 : 10058891 8370101 10969621 204691 2661471 18099631 
2 : 256401 889791 nB6961 35747971 2182931 707351 
3 I 64121 48531 195381 3030701 19065731 472241 4 I 4115621 35761 19401 75841 573621 3973281 
5 I 99541 1773941 25191 24071 11761 102881 6 : 10431 24371 458041 25121 11951 4581 7 : 5991 2141 3241 190991 2561 1931 













598731 6014121 449471 0 : 
3648241 12138661 20968261 I I 
5671311 1743891 6326721 2 : 
237 498 l 326659 l 57 630 I 3 I 
60991 531371 1060481 4 I 
43991 18321 153201 5 : 




lOBI 31 l 
481 31 
9521 6 : 
6011 7 : 
26281 8 l 
2581 9 I 
611 10 I 
Ill 11 I 
I Agel 1976 l 1977 l 1978 l 1979 I 1980 I 1981 I 1982 I 1983 l 1984 l 1985 l Agel 1----:---------1---------1---------1---------:---------: ---------1--------- t ------ ... --1--------- t __ ... ______ I----: 0 : 1671741 
1 I 1676421 
2 I 10456671 
3 : 2066851 
4 I 96291 
5 I 305301 
b I 47921 
7 l 1861 
B I 671 
9 : 6831 
I 10 : 511 
































































































1378691 0 : 
1738981 1 I 
5515891 2 : 
672871 l I 
32894: 4 : 
49811 5 : 
71581 6 : 
9191 7 I 
!Bll B I 
6ll 9 : 
311 10 l 
911 11 : 
67 
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Table 15·7 Total International Hean Weight at Age ( Kg. ) of HADDOCK in IV between 1966 and 1985 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
i Agei 1966 I 1967 i 1968 I 1969 I 1970 I 1971 i 1972 i 1973 i 1974 I 1975 i Agei I I I I I 
: ----1---------1---------l---------: ---------:---------:---------:---------1---------:---------:---------:----: 
0 i 0.010 0.011 : 0.010 : 0.011 0.013 : 0.011 : 0.024 : 0.044 I 0.024 I 0.021 0 l I I 
0.088 0.115 0.126 0.063 0.073 0.106 0.116 0.112 0.128 0.101 I I I 
0.247 0.281 0.253 o. 216 0.222 0.247 0.242 o. 241 o. 226 0. 241 2 : 
0.367 0.461 0.509 0.406 0.353 0.362 0.388 0.372 0.343 0.356 3 I 
0.533 0.594 0.731 o. 799 0.735 0.505 0.506 0.585 0.548 0.450 4 : 
0.949 0.639 0.857 0.891 0.873 0.887 0.606 0.648 0.891 0.680 5 i 
1.265 1.057 0.837 1.032 1.191 1.267 1.000 o. 724 0.895 1.245 b i 
1.525 1.501 1.606 1.094 1.361 I. 534 1.366 1.044 0.953 1.124 7 : 
1.938 1.922 2.260 2.040 1.437 1.337 2.241 1.302 1.513 1.093 s : 
1.727 2.069 2. 702 3.034 2.571 1.275 2.006 2. 796 2.315 1.720 'I: 
: 10 2.963 2.348 2.073 3.264 3.950 I. 969 1.651 I. 72b 2.508 2.217 : 10 l 
I 11 I 2.040 3.869 4.306 2.899 2.020 4.152 2.854 : 11 I I I I 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
l Agel 1976 I 1977 : 1978 : 1979 I 1980 I 1981 I 1982 I 1983 I 1984 : 1985 I Agel I I 
:----:---------:---------:---------1--... ----- J ---------1---------1---------1---------:---------1---------: ----l 
0 : 0.013 0.019 0.010 0.009 0.012 0.009 0.011 0.022 0.010 0.013 0 i 
1 I 0.125 0.108 0.141 0.095 0.104 0.074 0.100 0.134 0.141 0.150 I i I 
2 : 0.224 0.240 0.250 0.291 0.284 0.21!2 0.292 0.294 0.298 0.281 2 : 
3 i 0.400 0.346 0.415 0.443 0.487 0.474 0.461 (1.446 0.486 0.487 3 : 
4 I 0.506 0.599 0.444 0.1!35 0.730 o. 735 0.781! 0.648 0.673 0.1!69 4 : 
5 : 0.580 0.1!09 0.694 0.659 1.038 1.131 1.168 0.911 0.804 0.863 5 : 
6 : 0.893 o. 753 o. 709 0.924 0.925 1.456 I. 456 I. 278 1.100 1.041! b : 
7 I 1.877 1.096 0.924 1.173 1.377 1.148 1.678 1.215 1.128 1.459 7 l I 
6 : 1.736 I. 708 1.302 1.167 1.621 1.583 1.452 I. 950 1.929 1.801 8 : 
9 : 1.235 1.977 1.806 1.455 1.597 1.690 2.624 1.429 2.462 2.306 9 : 
I 10 : 2.335 1.608 1.923 2.639 1.710 1.531 2.173 1.484 1.871 2.253 l 10 I I 
Ill : 2.528 3.189 1.800 1.618 3.269 1.464 1.870 1.843 2.454 2.072 I 11 : I 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------... -----------
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Table 15.8 Total International Fishing Mortality Rate at Age of HADDOCK in IV between 196.'; and 1985 
-------------··--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~·----------\ Age I 1966 : 1967 : 1963 I 1969 : 1970 : 1971 : 1972 l 1973 : !974 1975 I Age I l---- i ---------: ---------:------·---: ---------l---------l---------1---------: ---------; ---------\---------:----: (I I 0.075 I 0.002 I 0.002 : 0.018 I 0.033 I 0.013 : 0.035 : 0.003 : 0.014 : 0.012 : 0 : 1 : 1.258 : 0.274 ' (1.(155 : 0.023 : 0.511 : 0.496 : 0.180 : o. 389 : 0.368 I 0.351 : 1 : . , : 0.830 : 1. OB! : 0.592 I 0.669 : 1.051 I : 0~ 676 : 0.811 : o. 584 o. 957 I o. 987 I ·1 : 3 : 0.347 : 0.410 I O.BB2 : 1.375 : 1. i54 : (1,8(14 : 1.332 : 1.165 : 0.958 I 1.269 I 3 I I 4 : o. 780 : 0.353 : 0.302 I 1. 209 I 1.270 : 0.876 I 1.196 : o. 797 \ 1.009 I 1.102 : 4 I I 5 I 1.134 I 1.015 : 0.467 : o. 789 : 0.622 : 0.873 I 1.167 : o. 947 I 0.620 : 1.002 : 5 I 6 : 1.267 : 0.998 I 0.314 1.261 : 1.282 : 0.530 : 0.873 l Ll20 : 0.865 : 0. 784 I 6 : 7 \ 1.097 : 1 ~027 : 0.330 : i.OI6 : 0.384 \ 0. 7JO : (1.431 I 0.912 : 1.190 : 1.420 : 7 I I a : 1.102 : 2.007 0.534 : 0.350 : 1.105 : 0.395 ' 0.25B : Q, 463 : 0.431 : 1.134 : 8 : 9 : 0.833 : 1. 834 l 0.658 : o. 710 0.189 : i .065 : 0.116 : 0.363 : 0.169 : 1.237 : 9 : : iO : (!, 900 : o. 900 : o. 900 : o. 900 : 0.900 : o. 900 : o. 900 : o. 90(1 : o. 900 : 1), 9(H) : 10 : : 11 : 0.900 : o. 900 : o. 900 : 0.900 I 0.90(1 : o. 900 ' 0.900 : 0.900 : 0.900 : 0. 900 : 11 : I 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .. ---------
-----------------------------------------------------·----··----------~·------------------------------------------: Age: 1976 : 1977 : 1978 : 1979 : 1980 : 1981 : 1982 : 198~ : 1984 : 1995 : Agei l ----:---------I--------- i ---------I---------~---------\---------: ---------1---------1--------- i ---------:---- l 0 : 0.032 : 0.014 : 0.023 l 0.037 : 0.076 : (i, 065 : 0.048 : 0.034 : 0.020 : o. 014 \ (l : i : 0.326 : 0.350 : 0.408 : 0.186 ' o. 201 : 0.193 : 0.195 : o. 184 : 0.158 : 0.260 : 1 : 2 : 0.840 1.026 : 1.022 : 0.905 l o. 715 : 0.468 : 0.44i i 0.689 : 0.818 : 0.865 : . ., : 3 : 1.3b4 : 1.031 : I. 105 : 1.144 l 1.206 \ o. 941 : 0.81B : 1.028 : 1.113 I 1.270 : 3 J I 4 I 0.307 : 1.247 : 1.111 : 1.055 : 1.175 : 1.M2 : 0.878 : 1.123 I 1.221 : I. 270 : 4 : I 5 : 1.296 : 1.014 : I. 146 1.005 : 0.920 : 0. 773 l 0.655 : 1.246 : 1.196 : 1.130 : 5 J b : 1.073 : 1.025 : 1.037 : 1.059 : 0.957 1), 484 : 1), 743 : 0.891 : 1.113 : 1.000 : 6 : 7 I 0.337 I 0.820 I 1.179 : 0.631 I 0.981 : 0. 966 : o. 796 : o. 718 : 0.937 l 1.000 : 7 : I 8 : 0.573 : 0.358 I o. 748 I 1.048 : 1).694 : 0.616 I 1.022 : 0.430 : o. 467 I o. 900 I e : I I I 9 : 1.106 : 0.409 : 0.722 : 0.658 : 1.470 : 1. 099 : 0.262 I o. 657 : 0,427 : 0.900 I 'i I I : 10 l 0.900 : o. 900 : o. 900 : 0. 900 : 0.900 : o. 900 : 0.900 : o. 900 : o. 900 i o. 900 I 10 : : 11 : 0.900 : o. 9(1(1 I 0.900 I 0. 900 : 0.900 : o. 900 : 0.900 : (1. 900 : 0.900 : 0. 900 : 11 : I I 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------··---------------------
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Agel i966 1 1967 1 1968 1 1969 1 1970 1 1971 1 1972 1 1973 l 1974 l 1975 l Age1 
; ----:---------:--------- i ---------1--------- ~ ---------:---------:---------: ---------l---------: ---------:----: 
iJ l 5169710012989194001 131091301 94084141 o76624801 600093201 16508000 l 5575952011015411001 86381521 (I : 
j 1 2320544: 6413758: 383889401 16842391 11892781 84319111 70253401 20525921 71600691 128901301 1 : 
52604: 154787: 11441281 85205881 3860021 1674101 12170781 14945601 3264471 11625091 2 : 
·-· 
: 24525; 16157: 37002i 446051: 3075562: '150471 600301 3810341 587435: 883091 
4 : 8454121 t3qif7; S348l 11926! 8781;4 1 755774: 331351 123431 92568: 175528: 4 : 
., : 15:39'1: .3018'151 7387i 48051 27731 19212i 2450761 78071 43321 262721 5 I 
; i:. I 1569: 4189: 89555: :s7B91 me: 12191 6568: 62441 I zm: 19081 6 : 
7 : 975l 362l 1264: 324941 8791 4061 5881 2247l 160791 8541 7 1 
8 : 267; 2t.7l 106' 744l 9635: 4901 1601 3131 7391 4197: 8 : 
; 9 !"1' 73: '29; 51i 4301 2612: 2701 101: 161l 3931 
~ (l ' 41' 61: 9: 1ry' 20: 291: 7371 197: 5Bl 111: 10 : ~I 






;:qe: 1976 : 1977 : 1973 : j070 : 1980 : !981 1982 : 1983 1984 : 1995 : Age: 
:----; ---------: --------- ~ ---------:---------1---------:---------:---------:---------:---------:---------:----: 
12.~528~.(1; i 9434500! 299958 70: 542i'i48(l: 119055901 23896900: 138324901 44203470: 11069840: 236170701 (I : 
l 109:34441 15398b4; 2473608 I 37725221 67358501 1420461: 28826091 16969551 54990351 13962471 1 : 
: 212a8ot: 1859201 254437: 385896: 7J4566: 1292539 i 274771: 556541 I 3313051 11016441 ') l 
305412: 647523 I 46984: 645171 110015! 2532051 570268: 124608! 196949 I 103077: 3 : 
4 : 19328 ~ t.0&32l 1797881 121151 16(1(1(1/ 25651: 76950: 195922; 347141 503891 4 : 
: 45420l 6716: 136201 46l19l 3285i 38481 7332: 249051 496461 7970: 5 
7895: 10177l 19941 3545l mm: 1071l 1454: 3117: 58651 1229ll 6 : 
7 : 7141 2210: 29891 5791 10071 4.3451 541: 5661 10471 15781 7 : 
8 : 1691 41i: 7971 753: 252l 309: 13551 2001 226l 336: 8 : 
9 I 11051 78! 239l 3091 2lb! 103: m: m: 1061 116: 9 : 
10 : 931 m: 421 951 131 I 411 2Bi 861 1691 57: 1(1 I 






Table 15 10 VPA (millions), survey indices, catchability and estimates of year-class strength for 1-year-old haddock in Sub-area IV (low catch). 
Year VPA IYFS EGFS IYFS/VPA EGFS/VPA 
1970 1 , 18 9 28 0.024 
1971 8,432 835 0. 101 
1972 7, 62.5 740 0.097 
1973 2,053 187 0.091 
1974 7,160 1,072 0. 150 
1975 12,890 1,168 0.091 
1976 1,098 177 0. 161 
1977 1,540 162 6,634 0.105 4.308 
1978 2,474 385 12,605 0. 156 5.095 
1979 3,773 480 29,691 0. 127 7.869 
1980 6,736 896 62,392 0.133 9.263 
1981 1,420 268 17,036 0. 189 11.997 
1982 2,893 526 31,501 0. 182 10.927 
1983 1,697 304 21,762 0. 179 12.824 
1984 4,909 1,092 60,008 0.222 12.224 
1985 230 1 18,216 
1986 552 1 
Mean catchability 1981-83: 0. 183 11. 916 
Year IYFS EGFS Mean 
Estimated 1984 5,967 5,035 5,501 








lie an Fishing Mortality : Bi amass Recruits 
Ages : Ages : 11)(1(1 tonnes : Age 0 
2 to 6 : (I to 3: 
: Year H.Con : Disc : By-cat : Total : Sp St :Y.C. :Hillion: 
: ------i --------l--------1--------: -------; -------:----:-------: 
1966 : 0.686 : 0.1(13 : 0.257 : 1247 : 424 l 66 : 53697 : 
: 1967 : 0.609 : 0.142 : 0.053 : 4316 : 223 : 67 : 1.298919 l 
: 1968 : o.m : 0.090 : 0.057 : 5357 : 243 : 68 : 13109 : 
: 1969 : o. 757 : 0.093 : 0.200 : 2289 : 772 : 69 l 940:3 : 
: 1970 : (1. 761 : 0.124 : 0.270 : 2220 : 875 : 70 : 67662 : 
: 1971 I 0.602 : 0.110 : o.oeo : 2052 : 402 : 71 60009 : I 
: 1972 : 0.903 : 0.148 : 0.053 : 1767 : 285 : 72 : 16508 : 
: 1973 : (). 782 : 0.130 : 0.035 : .3224 : 278 : 73 : 55760 : 
1974 0.637 : o. !45 0.103 : 3695 : 244 : 74 : 7.101541 
1975 : o. 759 : 0.20'1 : 0.087 : 1892 : 219 : 75 8638 I I 
1976 : (1.822 : 0.159 : 0.125 : 941 : 284 l 76 : 12353 : 
1977 : o, 905 ' 0.134 0.174 : 860 : '1'}·1 : 77 19485 : 
1979 : 0.861 : 0.194 0.063 : 814 : p~ : 78 : 29996 : 
1979 : o. 913 : 0.089 0,057 : 1047 : 101 : 79 : 54291 : 
: 1980 : 0.835 : 0. 084 0.088 : 1 !36 : 14(1 l 80 : 11906 : 
1981 : 0.623 I 0.09(1 : 0.068 : 814 : 223 : 81 l 23897 : I 
1982 I 0.587 : 0.070 : 0.072 : 857 : 282 : 82 : 13832 ! I 
1983 : 0.818 : 0.151 : 0.054 : 1569 : ,,.~ : 83 : 44203 : 
1984 l o. 952 : 0.1!3 : o.o:m : 1151 : 174 I 84 : 11070 : I 
: 1985 l o. 972 l (1.108 I 0.023 : 932 l 189 l 85 l 23617 : I 
: --------------------------------------------------------------: 





Table 15 .12 Input for catch prediction of HADDOCK in IV 
1985 Values used in Prediction Stock and Fishing Mortality F at age 1 Mean Wt. and Propn. Retained by Consumption Fishery ; ----------------------------------------------------------------------: 
Scaled mean F Hean values for period 1990 to 1995 I Age: Stock 
Number 
Fishing Mortality 1980 to 1985 Mean Weight (Kg,) I Prop. I H.Con. I Disc : Ind l H.Con. l Disc : Ind : H~Con, l Disc : Ind : Stock : Ret, ~ :----:----------:--------:--------:--------:--------: --------:--------: --------:--------: -------- i --------: -------l 0 I 23617(170 (1,(!02 : (),(112 : 
I : 1396247 I 0.005 I 0.238 : (1, 017 I 
2 : 1101644 : o.m : 0.416 : 0.028 : 
3 : 103077 : 1.121 : O.llb : 0.033 : 
4 : 50389 : 1.243 : (1,(106 : 0.021 : 
5 : 7970 : 1.078 : 0.001 0.051 I I 
6 l 122'11 : (l, 996 I 0.001 0.002 I 
7 : 1578 I 1.000 l I 
8 l 336 : 0.900 ! 
9 : 116 : (1, 900 : 
10 : 57 : 0.900 l 
11 : 167 : o. 900 : 
l Mean F l Age 2 to 6 :Age 0 3: 
l L!nscal ed l i. 080 l 0. 023 i 
: Scaled 
Recruits at age 0 in 1986 = 33210000 
Recruits at age 0 in 1987 = 33210000 
Recruits at age 0 in 1988 = 33210000 
0.002 : 0.(116 : 
0.(106 : 0.136 : 0.032 : 
0.342 : 0.400 : (1.019 : 
1.039 : 0.164 : (1,()24 : 
1.249 0.(@ 0.019 : 
1.132 : 0.013 o.o1.3 : 
1.023 I 0.011 0.001 : I 
1.077 : 0.001 
OrB25 : 
0.960 ! 0.001 
!.OBO l 
1.080 I I 
Age 2 to 6 lAge 0 3l 
o. 900 : 0.057 : 
!.080 l 0.023 : 




o. 721 : 
1.004 ' 
1.216 : 
1 ~ 334 
1. 723 l 
2.018 : 
j .837 l 
2l 162 I I 
Hean F for ages 2 to 6 in 1985 for human consumption landings +discards = 1.080 • 
0.058 : 0.010 I 0.013 
0.168 : 0.042 : 0.117 
0.229 : 0.188 : O.i95 
0.294 I 0.372 : o. 474 
0.392 l 0.:581 l 0. 707 
0.544 I o. 766 : o. 986 I 
0.606 : (1, 952 : 1.21(1 
1.592 : 1.334 
I. 723 
1. 796 l 2.018 
L837 
2.162 
Human consumption + discard F-at-age values in prediction are maan values for the period 1980 to 1985 rescaled to produce a mean value of F for ages 2 to 6 equai to that for 1985 
Mean F for ages 0 to 3 in 1985 far small-mesh fisheries= 0.023 • 
Industrial fishery F-at-age in the prediction are averages for th2 period 1980 to 1985 • 
rescaled to produce a mean value of F for ages (I to 3 equal to that for 1985 
: 
: 0.049 : 
: 0.460 : 
I o.8SS : 
l 0.977 l 
' 0. 991 : 
: 0.990 I I 
: 1.000 : 
: LOOO : 
: 1.000 : 
l !.000 l 
l 1.000 : 
74 
Table 15.13.1 Predicted Catches and Biomasses ( 1000's of tonnes l of HADDOCK in IV 1986 to 1987 
: Bi oq,ass 1 J an of Year 
Total 
Spawning 
: Mean F Ages 
Year 
1 1995 11986 1 1987 
1 932 11039 :!189 11189 li189 :1189 11189 ll189 :1189 :1189 l!l89: 
189 : 169 : 144 144 : 144 : 144 : 144 : 144 144 144 1 144 : 
: Human Cons. 
: Sffi> 11-mesh 
2 to :1.08 lL08 :o.oo :0.22 :0.43 :o.65 :0.86 li.08 11.30 10.00 10.00 l 
o to 3 :0.02 10.02 :0.01 10.01 10.01 10.01 10.01 10.01 10.01 10.00 :o.oo 1 
lNean F(Yearl/Hean H19B5) : FO.Il Fmax: 
Human Consumption :1.00 1l.OO 10.00 10.20 10.40 10.60 10.80 l1.00 1 !.20 :0.00 :0.00 1 
Sr.all-mes~~ Fisherv 11.00 11.00 10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50 1(1,50 1(1.50 10.00 10JJ(l 1 
: Catch W21 ght 
Human Consumption 
Discards 
Small-i!~e·::h Fi shertES 
Total lcir;dings 
Total catch 
: f.iomas·; 1 Jan of Year+[ 
Total 
Spawning 
162 : 13) : (l : 32 : 58 : 80 : 99 114 127 
84 : 58 (1 : 20 : 38 : 54 : 70 : 85 : 99 
6 : 6 ; 4 : 4 : 4 4 : 4 : 4 : 
168 : 141 4 : 36 : 62 1 94 : 102 : 117 130 
: 252 199 : 4 : 56 : 1(1(1 : 138 : p·> : 202 l 229 
:1039 l!!89 :1507 :1448 :1398 l!355 li319 :1288 :1261 
: 169 : 144 : .m : 292 : 2ss : 225 : 200 : t7B : 161 
(I : 
0 : 0 l 
(I : 0 : 
0 : 0 : 
(I : (I : 
(I: (ll 
(I : 0 : 
Table 15.13 ~ 2 Pred1cted Catches and BiomassEs ( lOOO's of tonnes ) of HADDOCK in IV 1986 to 1987 
Year 
:1985 i 1986 : 1987 
----- ·------- ---------------:-----: -----: -----:-----:-----; -----:-----: -----1-----l-----: -----: 
~ Biomass 1 Jan of Year 
Total 
Spa~ning 
: Hean F Age; 
: 932 ll03'i l!i89 11189 l1!89 11189 il!B9 ll!S9 11189 11189 :1189 1 
189 ! 169 : 144 i 144 l 144 1 144 1 144 1 144 : 144 144 : 144 1 
: Hu~an Cons, 
: Sma ll-rnesh 
2 to 6 :LOB 11.08 :o.oo 10.22 :o.43 10.65 :u.86 :LOB :1.30 :o.oo :o.oo : 
o tu 3 :o.o2 :0.02 :u.o2 :0.02 :o.02 10.02 :0.02 10.02 :o.o2 10.00 :o.oo : 
iHean F(Yearl/Kean F(J9B5l 
Human Consumption 
s~a!l-mesh Fishery 






: Biomass 1 Jan of Year+! 
Total 
5pawni ng 
! FO.l: Fmax l 
ll.OO l!.OO :0.00 l0.20 l0.40 lO.bO l0.80 11.00 :1.20 :0.00:0.001 
ll.OO ll.OO ll.OO ll.OO ll.OO li.OO :1.00 11.00 11.00 10.00 lO.OO 1 
162 135 : (I: 32 l 58 : 80 I 98 !13 126 
84 : 58 : 0 : 19 : 37 : 54 1 70 : 84 98 1 
6 : 6 : 8 1 8 : 0 ' 7 ' 7 ' 7 ' I I 
!6B 1 141 I 8 1 4(1 : 66: 87 : 105 1 120 1 133 1 
' 
1 252 199 : s : 59 : 103 l 142 : 175 : 205 : 231 
11039 :1189 l1496 :1437 11387 l!345 :1309 11279 11252 : 














Tab le 15 .13 • 3 Predicted Catches and B1 amasses ( iOOO · s of tonnes J of HADDOCK in IV 1986 to 1987 
Year 
I 1985 I 1996 I 1987 
---------------------------[ -----: -----:-----:-----; -----:-----1-----:-----:----- ~ -----:----- ~ 
: Biom•ss 1 Jan of Year 
Total 
Spawn1ng 
~ Meon F flQeS 
I 932 1[(139 11189 11189 11189 11189 11189 11189 11189 11189 11189 I I 199 I 169 I 144 I 144 : 144 I 144 : 144 : 144 I 144 I 144 I 144 I 
i H~JWCHi Cons. 2 to .~ iL08 ~LOS :0.00 l0.22 l0.43 l0.65 l0k86 lLOS :L30 10.00 10.00 l 0 to 3 ~0.02 ~0~02 ~0.03 !0"03 10.03 10.03 :0,03 10.03 l0.03 lO.OO 10.00 : 
I :Hean F!Year)/Me-F. FU985) l F(t,t: Faax: Hum CQnsur.pticn 11.00 ILl)t} :0.00 l0.20 :0.40 l0.61) :0.8(1 li.OO l1.20 IO.UO 10.00 l Snlall-me;h fishery lLOO lLOO lL50 !L50 !L50 iL50 l1.50 IL50 a.50 ~0.00 lO.OO: 
Catch WElght 
Huinai1 Consu~~P ti on 1L·J : 135 : (l : .32 : 58 I 80 I 98 I 113 : 126 I 0 : I) : I [q scar os : 94 : 5B : (l : 19 : 37 I 54 : 69 I 84 : 98 : 0 : 0 : Sm;ll-mesh Fi sheri e; 6 I 6 I 12 I 12 : 11 : 11 I 11 11 I 10 : 0 I (l : I I I Total la~dings I 168 i i41 : 12 ' 44 69 : 91 I 109 i 123 I 136 I 0 : 0 : I Total catch I 252 i i99 I 12 i 63 ; 107 I 145 : 1713 I 207 I 233 I I) I (I : I I 
; Bicfii;ss 1 Jan of Year+1 
Total 11(139 illB\' :t4B~~ 11427 11377 11336 :1300 11270 11243 l 0 I 0 l Spawning l 169 l 144 i 329 i 286 I 250 I 220 i 195 I 174 l 157 I 0 i 0 l 
75 
76 
Table 16.1 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of HADDOCK in Division 
VIa, 1976-85. (Data for 1976-84 as officially 






German Dem. Rep. 






UK (England & Wales) 
UK (Scotland) 
UK (Northern Ireland) 
USSR 
Total 






German Dem. Rep. 






UK (England & Wales) 
UK (Scotland) 
UK (Northern Ireland) 
USSR 
Total 







1 1 115 
30 
3 
1 1 971 














2 Includes Division VIb. 





















































































Table 16:2 Annual Weight and Numbers of HADDOCK caught in VIA between 1966 and 1985 
------------------------------------------------------------------------Weight ! 1000 tonnes l Number ! millions l I Year l Total I H.Con I Di se I By-cat l Total I H. Con I Di se : By-cat: ~ ------ ~ -------:------- f -------1-------1-------l-------: -------:-------: 
: 1966 : 
: 1967 : 
: 1968 : 
I 1969 I 
: 1970 : 
I 1971 I 
l 1972 I 
: 1973 l 
: 1974 : 
: 1975 I 
: 1976 : 
: 1977 : 
: 1978 : 
: 1979 : 
I 1980 l 
: 1981 : 
: 1982 : 
I 1983 l 
l 1984 : 





























































0 : 89 : 
0 I 133 I 
0 I 233 l 
0 : 232 : 
0 : 163 : 
0 : 225 : 
0 : 237 : 
0 : 179 : 
0 : 207 : 
0 : 280 : 
0 : 155 : 
0 I BB l 
0 I 67 I 
0 : 135 : 
0 : 72 : 
0 I 142 I 
0 l 144 I 
0 : 83 : 
0 : 153 : 
0 I 121 I 
80 l 9 I 
53 I 79 I 
55 : 178 : 
as : 144 : 
117 I 47 I 
132 I 93 I 
127 : 110 : 
86 I 92 I 
50 I 157 l 
41 : 240 : 
59 : 96 : 
58 l 30 I 
48 I 19 I 
41 : 95 : 
38 : 34 : 
58 I 84 I 
87 : 57 : 
49 : 34 : 
48 : 105 : 























Nation : SCO Gear : LTR 
l 1967 : 80916 l 429 : i 7 t;l I 73 ~ 7 ; 1BB : 
: 19b8 ~ 65343 ~ 2445 : 514 i 132 ; 9 : 17 ' i 1969 i 106856 l 6101 l 273 : B2 : l 1970 l 118881 : 558 : 61 : 7189 : 94 l l 1971 l 129187 : 12957 ! 427 : ~.24 I 7Ji6 l l 1972 i i42'244 i 1479 : 20885 : 447 : 197 l i 1973 i 9115! l 559 : 1172 : 1396 : 9 l 
: 1974 : 88651 : 5163 I 950 l 706 : 42:: : I 1975 I 132353 t 20271 i 4526 I 476 : 360 : l 1976 i 139225 i 2067 : !1483 l 2(1(1.3 : i72 : i 1977 : 143574 : 1150 : 363 i 3581 : 661 : ; 1978 : 127387 : 2561 : 206 : 157 l 1412 : l 1979 l 99803 : 10347 ~ 24 20 1 163 l j.) : i 1980 : 121211 : 4938 l 3869 : 1035 l 184 l l 1981 : 165002 l 28 l !4863 l 4468 : 4°' ' ; 1982 : J.i5280 l 4954 : 959 : 17379 l 1722 l 
: 1983 : 112332 : 3169 : 5747 : 1345 l i0272 : 




































Table H~ •4 Results of analysis of catchability coefficients for HADDOCK in VIA 
F for named gears and total international F 
l Bear l Estimate ! Age 2 l Age 3 l Age 4 l Age 5 l 
l---------1------------- t ----------1----------:----------:----------: 
l F(gearl 0.126 0.169 l 0.156 0.122 
l SCO LTR l Var F(gearl l 0.00092 l 0.00072 l 0.00041 l 0.00033 l 
l Propn(gearl l 0.22271 l 0.20372 l 0.14469 l 0.10680 l 
:--------- f -------------1----------l----------l----------: ----------: 
l F(gearl 0.126 0.169 0.156 0.122 
!All abovel Var F(gearl l 0.00092 l 0.00072 l 0.00041 l 0.00033 l 
l Propn(gearl l 0.22271 l 0.20372 l 0.14469 l 0.10680 l 
~ ---------I-------------1----------I---------- t ----------1----------: 
l Total l I 0.506 l 0.932 l 1.076 l 1.140 
llnternatll Var F l 0.01856 l 0.01737 l 0.01965 l 0.02934 l 
F at highest age = 0.9 
Fin 1985, ages 6, 7, 8 0.9. 
Table 16 • 5 Values of Natural Mortality Rate and Proportion Hature at age 
l Age l Nat Hor l t1at. l 
l-----1--------: -------: 
0 l 0.200 l o.ooo l 
1: o. 200 o.OOO l 
~ I 0.200 0570 l 
3 : 0.200 1. 000 l 
4 l 0.200 1.000 l 
5 : 0.200 1.(100 l 
b : 0.2(10 I. 000 l 
1 I 0.200 1.000 l I I 
B l 0.200 1.00(1 l 
9 : 0.200 1.00(1 l 
Table 16 • 6. 'Total International Catch at Age (lOOO's) of HADDOCK in VIA between 1966 and 1985 
l Agel 1966 l 1967 l 1968 l 1969 I 1970 I 1971 l 1972 I 1973 I 1974 I 1975 I Agel 1---- '---------1---------: ---------1---------:---------:---------1---------' ---------:---------: ___ .., _____ : ----: 0 I 59531 401221 271 27421 171891 66041 142151 195891 636981 68491 0 I l I 15951 191851 1294181 841 63171 714811 207131 473871 688371 1793491 1 I 2 : 5291 193321 383931 1607061 5191 39151 851411 169071 115621 349571 2 I 3 I 11131 9511 30791 102601 951141 33281 27181 194771 107571 33391 3: 4 : 474311 2651 3561 14341 27701 799661 23361 2581 63171 33501 4 I 5 I 19261 249791 6811 2681 1731 545: 538231 12221 831 18821 5 i 6 I 641 4001 140631 3791 891 1271 5041 331931 4471 951 6 1 7 I 321 91 7271 45761 1451 71 501 1501 114631 981 7 1 B I 571 141 431 1911 5851 201 191 321 1041 34541 81 9 I 41 91 9 I 1.31 1751 61 34 I 721 9 I ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I Agel 1976 I 1977 i 1978 i 1979 I 1980 I 1981 : 1982 i 1983 i 1984 i 1985 i Agel :----: ---------:---------:--------- ~ --------- ~ ---------:---------:---------:---------:--------- ~ ---------:----: 0 : 42271 
1 : 243371 
2: 723301 
3 I 152241 
4 : 15881 
5 : 149li 
6 : 8681 
7 I 2li 
8 i 71 























219271 83911 : 



























1571 0 I 
223801 l I 
729561 2 : 
44271 3 : 
47661 4 : 
20061 5 : 
127551 6 I 
11991 7 : 
791 B i 
41 9 : ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Table 16 • 7 Total International Mean Weight at Age ( Kg. ) of HADDOCK in VIA between 1966 and 1985 
i Agei 1966 i 1967 i 1969 : 1969 i 1970 I 1971 i 1972 i 1973 i 1974 i 1975 : Agel :----:---------:--------- J ---------:---------: ---------1---------t --------- t --------- t --------- t ---------:----1 0 : 0.040 0.040 0.040 0.040 
1 : 0.162 0.160 0.159 0.158 
2 : 0.251 o. 266 0.264 0. 243 3 : 0.555 0.569 0.567 0.526 
4 : 0.572 0.573 0.823 0.916 5 : 1.041 (1.667 0.731 1.042 6 : 1.125 1.177 0.811 1.024 


















































0.040 0 : 
0.159 I : 
o. 260 2 : 
0.428 3 : 
0.581 4 I 
0.832 5 : 
1.027 6 : 
1.001 7 : 
1.009 8 I 
1.190 9 I 
i Agei 1976 i 1977 i 1978 i 1979 i 1980 i 1981 i 1982 I 1983 I 1984 I 1985 i Agei :----:---------:---------:---------:---------I ---------1---------l---------1---------: ---------I--------- I----: 0 i 0.040 i 0.040 0.068 0.032 i 0.077 0.082 i 0.038 0.050 0.059 I 0.020 I 0 I 1 I 0.159 0.161 0.134 0.182 0.134 0.252 0.157 0.178 0.149 0.147 1 i 2 : 0.256 0.274 0.278 0.325 0.319 0.245 0.273 0.282 0.319 0.261 2 i 3 : 0.459 0.406 0.388 0.457 0.572 0.467 0.376 0.461 0.456 0.493 3 : 4 I 0.592 0.684 0.516 0.730 0.719 0.887 0.746 0.557 0.688 0.656 4 i 5 : 0.831 0.800 0.827 0.777 0.998 0.975 1.126 1.002 0.667 0.783 5 I 6 I 1.095 1.128 1.045 1.040 0.985 1.376 LS39 1.370 1.087 0.948 6 i 7 I 1.585 1.337 1.152 1.491 1.143 1.294 1.549 1.716 1.392 1.168 7 : 8 i 1.084 1.117 1.399 1.944 1.565 1.347 1.514 1.558 2.075 1.302 S I 9 I 1.243 1.394 2.126 1.735 1.632 1.366 1.738 1.556 1.882 1.829 9 i 
79 
80 
Table 16.8 Total International Fishing Hortality Rate at Age of HADDOCK in VIA between 1966 and 1985 
: Age/ 1966 : 1967 I 1968 I 1969 I 1970 I 1971 I 1972 I 1973 I 1974 I 
1975 I Agel 
1---- ~ ---------l---------l---------1---------: ---------1---------1--------- t ---------1---------:--
-------l----l 
0 I 0.053 I 0.037 I 
1 I 0.050 I 0.242 I 
21 0.1'131 1.3401 
3 I 0.377 I 0.625 I 
4 I 0.571 I 0.144 : 
5 : 0.639 : 0.681 : 
6 : 0.429 : 0.259 : 
7 : 0.734 : 0.095 : 
B i 0. 900 i 0. 900 i 
9 : 0. 900 : 0. 900 : 
0.002 I 0.130 : 
0.159 I 0.006: 
l. 078 : o. 302 : 
0.805 : 1.003 : 
0. 507 I I. 200 I 
0.656 I 0.922 I 
l. 099 : o. 985 : 
1.045 I 1.561 I 
0.900 I 0.900 I 
0. 900 I 0. 900 : 
0.061 : o. 075 I 
0.492 : 0.384 : 
0.046 : 0.654 : 
0.294 I 0.460 I 
0.845 I 0.431 : 
0.423 : 0.388 : 
0.945 I 0.640 I 
1.496 I 0.159 I 
0.900 I 0.900 : 
0. 900 : 0. 900 : 
0.151 I 0.100 I 0.123 : 0.157: 0 : 
0.352 : 1.060 : 0.591 : (1.594 : 1 I 
1.115 : 0.545 : 0.831 I 0.691 I 2 I 
1. 484 : (1, 857 : 0.821 I 0.614 : 3 : 
0.691 : 0.512 : 0.771 : 0.664 : 4 ; 
0. 584 : !. 002 : o. 305 : o. 553 : 5 I 
0.759 : 0.9(12 : 1.448 : 0.690 : b : 
0.571 : 0.534 I 0. 960 : l. 982 : 7 : 
0. 900 : 0. 900 : 0.900 : 0.900 I 8 I 
0. 900 : 0. 900 : 0. 900 : 0. 900 : 9 : 
: Agei 1976 : 1977 : 1978 : 1'179 : 1980 : 1981 : 1982 : 1983 : 1984 : 
1985 I Age: 
1----1---------l---------: ---------: ---------1---------1-------~-1---------: ---------1---------: --
-------: ----1 
0 : 0.152 I 0.067 I 
1 : l. 296 : o. 953 : 
2 : 0.511 I 0.617 : 
3 : 0.754 : 0.518 I 
4 I 0.677 I 0.725 I 
5 I 0.718 : 0.706 : 
6 I 0. 537 : 0. 556 : 
7 : 0.317 : 0.369 : 
B l 0. 900 I 0. 900 I 
9 : 0.900 I 0.900 I 
0.000 : 0.011 : 
0.351 : 0.559 : 
0.371 I 0.805 I 
0.347 : 0.684 I 
o. 820 I o. 281 : 
1.095 I 0.985 I 
1. 033 I 1.104 : 
0.603 : 1.261 I 
0.900 I 0.900 I 
0. 900 : 0. 900 : 
0.000 : 0.009 : 
0.057 I o. 008 : 
0.339 : 0.309 : 
0.681 I 0.622 I 
0.895 : 0.470 : 
0.129 I 0.469 I 
1.022 : 0.048 I 
1.334 : 0.871 I 
0. 900 : 0. '100 : 
0.900 : 0.900 I 
0.003 : 0.006 I 
0.242 I 0.504 I 
0.207 : 0.570 : 
0.489 I 0.411 : 
0.538 : o. 474 : 
0.465 I 0.450 I 
0.520 I 0.654 : 
0. 522 : 0. 382 : 
0.900 I 0.900 : 
0. 900 : 0' 900 : 
Table 16 • 9 Stock Numbers at Age (lOOO's) of HADDOCK in VIA between 1966 and 1985 
0.004 : 0.001 : 0 : 
0.395 I 0.548 I 1 I 
0.643 : 0.570 I 2 : 
0.904 : 0.830 : 3 : 
l. 007 I 1. 080 : 4 : 
0.627 I 1.140 I 5 I 
0.691 I 0.900 : b : 
1.187: 0.900 I 7: 
o.9oo : o.9oo 1 a : 
0. 900 I 0. 901) I 9 : 
I Agel 1966 l 1967 I 1968 I 1969 I 1970 I 1971 I 1972 I 1973 : 1974 : 





















































100710: ' 111665 I 
2459851 764971 
890 ll 137234 : 
98821 37891 
25004ll 5107 I 
























519351 0 : 
437614i I I 
7639bt 2 I 
79471 3 I 
75341 4 I 
48471 5 I 
2081 6 I 
121i 7 I 
63281 8 i 
m: 9 1 
I Agel 1976 I 1977 I 1978 I 1979 I 1980 I 1981 : 1982 : 1983 I 1984 : 
1985 : Agei 





































































































12109li 0 I 
590001 I i 
1835321 2 I 
85451 3 : 
78251 4 I 
31951 5 : 
233671 6 I 
21971 7 : 
144: 8 : 
71 9 : 
Table 16.10 VPA Number ol lfADDOCV in VIA at Age I vs. VPA Nuaber at Age I in IV 
: Yr. Cl. Year l l V l y 1 A l Est 1 l Est 2 l Est 3 I l-------------- t --------:--------: --------: --------:--------: l 1965 in 1966 : 2.3 l 
l 1966 in 1967 l 6.4 : 
I 1967 in 1968 I 38.4 I 
I 1968 in 1969 I 1.7 I 
I 1'169 in 1970 I 1.2 ' 
I 1970 in 1971 ' 8.4 
I 1971 in 1972 7.6 
: 1972 in 1973 2.0 
I 1973 in 1974 7.2 
I 1974 in 1975 12.9 
I 1975 in 1976 1.1 
I 1976 in 1977 1.5 
I 1977 in 1978 2.5 
I 1978 in 1979 3.8 
I 1979 in 1980 l 6.7 , 
I 1980 in 1981 : 1. 4 l 
I 1981 in 1982 I 2.9 l 
I 1982 in 1983 I 1.7 I 
I 1983 in 1984 I 5.6 I 
I 1984 in 1985 I 1.4 I 
I 1985 in 1986 I 3.0 I 
36 I 81 I 54 I 
98 : 187 l 169 : 
969 I 1012 1267 I 
16 : 64 37 : 
IB I 52 25 I 
246 : 239 230 : 
76 : 218 206 I 
79 I 74 47 I 
169 l 206 192 : 
438 : 354 l 371 : 
36 : 50 : 23 : 
23 I 61 I 34 I 
59 I 85 I 58 I 
1791 1181 931 
m 1 195 1 m : 
36 : 58 : 31 : 
79 : 96 : 70 : 
40 I 66 I 39 I 
333 : 164 I 144 : 
58 I 31 I 






















I Coefficient of Deteraination l 0.86 I 0. 77 I 0.89 I 
Values of t in 1985 corresponding to each recruitment estimator 
I Age I Est t' : Est 2 I Est 3 : 
:----- t -------- t --------:--------1 
l 0 : 0.001 : 0.002 : 0.001 : 
I 1 I 0. 548 I 1. 503 I X l.701412E+38 : 
Est 1 VPAyia A + B VPAIV A 





Est 3 Cleveland's nonparametric estimator using 14 nearest neighbours. 
Est 1 chosen. 
81 
82 
11ean Fishing Hortality , Biomass and Recruitment of HADDOCK in VIA between 1966 and 1985 
Hean Fishing Mortality l Biomass Recruits 
Ages l Ages l 1000 tonnes l Age 0 
2 to 6 l 1 to 11 
l Year l H.Con l Disc l By-cat l Total l Sp St lY.C.lHillionl 
: ------1--------l--------: --------: -------1-------:----l-------1 
l 1966 0.413 l 0.029 l 0.000 l 87 l 76 l 66 l 126 l 
: 1967 0.404 : 0.205 l 0.000 : 114 l 46 l 67 l 1228 l 
l 1968 0.656 l 0.173 l 0.000 l 197 l 35 l 68 l 19 l 
l 1969 0.808 l 0.074 l 0.000 l 187 l 113 l 69 l 25 : 
l 1970 0,493 I 0.018 l 0.000 l 176 l 159 l 70 l 319 l 
l 1971 0.403 0.112 l 0.000 l 188 l 144 l 71 l 101 l 
l 1972 o. 718 0.208 l 0.000 l 129 l 97 l 72 l 112 : 
: 1973 O.b58 0.105 : 0.000 l 84 l 57 l 73 l 227 l 
l 1974 0.683 0.152 : 0.000 l 88 l 35 l 74 l 605 l 
l 1975 I 0.522 0.120 l 0.000 l 110 l 30 l 75 l 5" I L I 
l 1976 l 0.539 0.100 l 0.000 l 82 l 53 l 76 l 33 l 
: 1977 l 0.528 0.097 l 0.000 l 61 l 53 l 77 l 771 
l 1978 l 0.073 0.062 l 0.000 l 5' I I I 33 l 78 l 218 l 
: 1979 : o. 711 0.073 : 0.000 : 80 : 25 l 79 : 554 : 
l 1980 l 0.577 0.036 l 0.000 l 106 l 30 l 80 l 44 l 
: 1981 l 0.306 0.077 l 0.000 l 134 l 80 l B! l 98 : 
l 1982 : 0.375 0.069 l 0.000 : 122 l 104 l 82 l 49 l 
l 1983 l (1,401 I 0.110 l 0.000 l 123 l 89 l 83 l 409 l 
l 1984 l 0.658 l 0.116 l 0.000 l 121 l 64 : 34 l 71 l 
l 1985 : o. 797 : 0.107 : 0.000 : 93 : 62 : 85 : 121 : 
1--------------------------------------------------------------l 
Hean recruits at age 0 for period 19b6 to 1985 l 224 l 
Table 16 .12 - Input for catch prediction of HADDOCK in VIA 
83 
1985 Values used in Prediction Stock and Fishing Mortality F at age 1 lfean Wt. and Propn. Retained by Consumption Fishery : ----·-----------------------------------------------------------------1 Scaled mean F Mean values for period 1980 to 1985 :Age: Stock Fishing Mortality 1980 to 1985 Mean Weight (Kg.) :Prop. : Number : H.Con. I Disc I Ind I H.Con. I Disc I Ind I H.Con. I Disc I Ind I Stock I Ret. I :----! ----------:--------! --------1--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:--------: --------:--------~ -------: 0 I 1210'11 I O.OOi I 0.006 I 0.054 I 0.054 : l I 58000 : 0.016 : 0.532: 0.016 : 0.420 I 0.310 : 0.13'1 : 0.170 I 0.171 I 
I 
ry I 
<I 183532 : 0.109 I 0.461 : 0.225 : 0.432 : 0.376 I 0.236 : 0.283 I 0.340 I 3 : B545 I 1), 797 I 0.043 : (1.815 : 0.165 : o.soa : 0.301 I 0.471 I 0.812 I I 4 I 7825 : 1.064 I 0.016 I 1.087 : 0.024 I o. 716 I o .. m : 0.709: 0.979 : 5 l 3195 : 1.136 : 0.004 o. 799 I O.OIB I o.m: o.m: 0.925 I 0.981 I 6 I 23367 I 1).889 I 0.011 0.'152 I 0.003 I 1. 202 : 0.353 : 1.201 I 0. 999 : 7 I 2197 I 0.900 I 1.294: 1.377 : 1. 377 I 1. 000 I 8 : 144 : o. 900 I 1.345 I 1. 560 : 1.560 I 1.000 : 'I: 7 I o. 900 I 1.345 I I. 667 I 1. 667 I 1. 000 l 
: Mean F I Age 2 to 6 I Age 1 11 Age 2 to 6 I Age I 1 I I Unsealed I 0.904 I 0.000 I 0.605 l 0.000 I : Sealed o. 904 I 0.000 : 
Recruits at age 0 in 1986 = 171000 
Recruits at age 0 in 1987 = 171000 
Recruits at age 0 in 1988 = 171000 
H at age and proprtion mature at age are as shown in Table 16.5, 
Hean F for ages 2 to 6 in 1985 for human consumption landings+ discards= 0.904 • Human consumption t discard F-at-age values in prediction are mean values for the period 1990 to 1985 rescaled to produce a mean value of F for ages 2 to 6 equal to that for 1985 
Mean F for ages I to I in 1985 for small-mesh fisheries= 0.000 • Industrial fishery F-at-age in the prediction are averages for the period 1980 to 1985 • rescaled to produce a mean value of F for ages I to I equal to that for 1985 
Table 16.13 Predicted Catches and Biomasses ( lOOO's of tonnes l of HADDOCK in VIA 1986 to 1987 
Year 
I 1985 : 1996 I 1987 
---------------------------:-----: --··--: ----- t ----- i -----:----- ~ -----1-----l-----: -----1-----: : Biomass I Jan of Year 
Total 93 : 91 : 771 77 : 771 771 771 771 771 771 77: Spatming 62 62: 38 I 38l 38: 381 38 I 38 I 381 381 381 
I Hean F Ages 
I Human Cons. 2 to 6 10.90 10.90 10.00 10.18 10.36 10.54 10.72 10.90 11.08 10.00 10.00 I I Small-mesh 1 to I 10.1)0 :o.oo 10.00 :o.oo 10.00 :o.oo 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 I 
lHean F(YearJ/Hean F(l985l I FO.ll Fmaxl Human t:onsumpt ion 11.00 11.00 :0.00 10.20 l0.40 10.60 10.80 11.00 11.20 10.00 10.00 I 
I Catch weight 
Human Consumption 24 34 : 6 l 12 I 16 I 20 I 23 : 25 l 0 I 0 I Discards 17 I s : 2 : 4 : 6 : B I 9 I 11: 0 l 0 I Small-mesh Fisheries 0 I 0 l 0 l 0 : 0 l 0 I 0 : 0 : 0 I 0 I Total landings 24 l 34 I 6 I 12 I 16 I 20 l 23 : 25 I 0 : 0 : Total catch 42 : 43 I 9 I 16 : 22 : 27 I 32 : 36 0 : 0 I 
I I Biomass I Jan of Year+! 
Total 91 I 77: 116 I 105 : 'lb I BB : 81 75 : 70 I 0 I 0 I I Spawning 62 l 38 I 70 : 591 51 I 441 :£ I 33 : 381 Ol o: 
84 
Table 17.1 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of HADDOCK in 
Division VIb, 1976-85. (Data for 1976-84 as 
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Table 17.2 HADDOCK in Division VIb, Rockall. 
Age composition in 1985 from the commercial fishery. 
Human Consumption Discards 
Age England Scotland Eng. & Scot. Total Scotland Total 
10-3 1 N X 10-3 10- 3 
Int. _
3 N X 10- 3 
Int. 
N X w w N X w N X 10 w N X 10- 3 
914 0.10 1, 173 
2 0.29 55 0.35 58 0.35 58 459 0.22 589 
3 149 0.42 524 0.49 673 0.47 675 42 0.28 54 
2,217 0.51 9,302 0.50 11,519 0.50 11,560 2,948 0.32 3,782 
828 0.58 2,457 0.52 3,285 0.54 3,297 491 0.37 630 
6 30 0.63 80 0.67 110 0.49 110 0.82 
7 0. 96 3 1.34 5 1. 19 
1.08 59 0. 76 62 0.78 62 
102 0. 80 93 0. 92 195 0. 86 196 106 0.32 136 
10 1.17 1 1. 17 1 
11 1.60 1.27 1. 38 
12 1.37 1. 38 
13+ 
Total 3,336 12,576 15,912 15,968 4,960 6,364 
Tonnes 1, 781 6,397 8,178 8,207 1,363 1,749 
1 SOP's corrected. 
86 
1ble 17.3 HADDOCK. Division VIb - Rockall - Scottish and German tra\<ll surveys. 
Numbers per 10 hours fishing (weighted average of surveys) . 
Age 
1rvey Vessel Hauls 
year 0 8+ 
367 E 11 153 115 124 150 174 168 215 38 
168 E 211302 69 11 76 66 66 60 50 58 51 
169 E 71431 78 8 28 25 13 19 29 24 




174 H 421250 51410 
l75 
400 180 20 50 20 
)76 
l77 H 61 117 131581 21587 41366 54 80 163 5 
178 
•79 EH 212 819 61110 686 843 119 3 16 
80 75 11309 151357 82 1 1583 604 428 
181 RH 391329 321098 161596 613 1 1675 171320 236 808 45+ 
182 SH [- J 30,094 201923 136 104 737 31306 176 280 30 
183 
184 
)85 c 489 511284 214 31 41218 676 145 23 







Table 17.4 HADDOCK. Division VIb- Rockall English trawl survey. 




1981 78,658 21,256 72 36 1,221 5,709 93 122 13 
1982 211504 15,513 410 346 1,461 51068 - 444 255 
1983 6 18,541 7,961 233 24 193 1,210 57 
Table 18.1 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of HADDOCK in Divisions VIId and VIIe, 1976-85. (Data for 1976-84 as 






































































Table 18.2 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of HADDOCK in Divisions 
VIIb,c and VIIg-k, 1976-85. (Data for 1976-84 as 








































































































German Dem. Rep. 







UK (England and Wales) 
UK (Scotland) 
USSR 
Total Sub-area IV 
Total Division IVa 
Total Division IVb 
Total Division IVc 






German Dem. Rep. 







UK (England and Wales) 
UK (Scotland) 
USSR 
Total Sub-area IV 
Total Division IVa 
Total Division IVb 
Total Division IVc 







































































190,672 120,128,103.443 141,284 109,412 
100,001 61,499 42,837 48,554 42,529 
69,908 42,911 40,943 68,775 41,156 
20,763 15,718 19,663 23,955 25,727 



































1984 1985 1 
2,7981 2,167 
1 9 , 7 3 51 1 2 , 000 
19, 20~ 17, 909 4 
286 












96,409 100,004 99,149 98,922 74,477 
33,799 35,665 47,110 51,966 1 
40,145 45,311 35,288 41,312 1 
22,465 19,028 16,751 5,6441 
182,272 131,881 154,236 
2 Included in Division IIIa. 
3 Jan-Nov. 
4 Includes Division IIa. 
90 
Table 19.2 Annual Weight and Numbers of WHITING caught in IV between 1966 and 1985 
M2i ght ! 1000 tonnes ) Number I millions ) 
l Year l Total l H.Con i Disc l By-cat: Total : H.Con : Disc : By-cat: 
l------1-------: -------l-------:-------l-------:-------1-- -----; -------: 
1966 : 24(1 l 105 : 84 l 51 i 1334 : 366 l 546 I 422 I 
1967 l 234 68 ! 143 I 23 : 1579 l 246 : 1103 I 231 l 
1968 l 261 : 88 : 115 : 58 : 1646 l 299 : 754 : 593 : 
1969 : 324 : 57 l 115 l 152 : 28(13 : 204 l 626 197 4 I 
1970 l 268 : 
1971 : 192 l 
1972 : 188 : 
1973 : ibb : 
I 974 ! 290 : 






















































115 : 2507 : 
72 : 2118 l 
61 : 1927 : 
90 : 2164 : 
130 : 2572 l 




































381 : 1854 : 
458 ! 1475 : 
398 : 1352 : 
659 : 1273 : 
477 : 1846 : 





















Table 19 ·3 (.;tcr iJt ;o~ "3ta o• r.auon and qear l!Serl ir ~ ;n<L;:s 
Minis"J@ aqe +or d analysis '· 
Ma;;Imurn age fc•r [t analvs1:; '~" 
!i;;b on : SCO Gear : TRL 
: 'iear : Effort l AoE i : Age 3 i !l~e 4 : Aoe 5 : Aqe 6 : A~e 7 : 
:------; -·-------! ---··----· ~ --------l-· ------1--------:--------:--------: 
?.792 : 867 l 13467 : 143i) : 
;9[:.7 I 2153tti ! 77(!4 ~ 5071 : 
''n9 : 218141 , 21139 ' o637 : 
1'i6q ; 1?3010 ! ,1623 l o5"6 1 
mo ~ mm : m : 14338 : 
1971 : i7455q : 251i : 453 l 
1972 i 201493 ! 7642 : 2421 l 
!n3 : 18524: : 16097 : 4608 : 
1974 l 185432 i 1708(1 : 7424 ; 
1975 ; 152977 : 5987 : 13288 l 
1976 l 121841 : 8120 : 2848 : 
1977 : 144348 : 6341 : 13(156 : 
1978 i 13522U i 12979 l 15501 l 
1979 : 87467 : 14814 l 11(168 : 
1%0 ! 55475 l 1060;) : 10100 : 
! 1981 : 51553 I 6656 : BI02 : 
: 19il2 : 4 7889 : 
: 1983 : 48339 : 
: 1984 : 34574 : 

























































































Table 19·3 ctd. 
91 Nation : sco Gear : SEJ 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------I Year : EH ort : f1ge 2 : Age 3 l Age 4 : Age 5 l Age b : Age 7 : 1------ ~-------- ~ --------:--------:--------:-------- i -------- ~--------1 I 1966 : 500668 : 47443 86(15 l B2291 : 7236 l 723 : 293 : 1~67 : 514854 l 56306 : 21666 : 288C : 24824 l 204!) : 233 f f 1968 : 548642 : 112615 : 17!63 6305 : 6Q8 : 685z. : 570 : i9b9 l 491435 l 70980 : 25683 f 4178 f 1599 111) : 1742 l f ' 1970 : 426563 : ~377 : 50806 : 8738 : 1(186 : 553 : 38 : !971 416144 : 22237 : 3628 : };·;·p : 3858 I 520 I 172 : 197Z : 392432 : 27826 : 4850 : 346 : 14887 : 2587 : 178(1 : !F3 l 414898 : 49677 : l26q3 : 2514 : 245 4100 : 487 1974 34960~ : 55720 2555S' : 4326 : 720 : J(l2 : 1175 : : 1975 : 329432 : 31191 : 3q772 f 10131 : 835 f 103 : 19 f 1Qfb 307165 67580 : 12457 : 1088b : 189(1 : 264 : 43 I 1977 313913 : 50660 : 37036 : 3336 ~ 2528 : m : 31 1978 : 325246 : 2'n()B : 43711 : 153'10 : 1058 : 1409 : 201 : 1979 : 3!6419 : 411)92 f 28124 f !4745 I 6084 : 677 : 156 : f 1980 : ~97227 : 73704 : 37658 : 11915 : 9368 I 2556 i 260 ! : J-181 : :?89672 : 22244 : 25043 : 1(1552 : 2402 : 2084 : 374 : 1932 : 29773::) -l(l3~ : 26194 13117 : 2713 : 539 : 277 : :983 ! 3T5168 14957 : 21690 : 34199 : 9831 : .LJ.J.._I 4fl7 1984 : 388(}35 : 24016 : 2\167(1 : 14986 : 2i269 : 4715 : 960 i ! JVg5 : 381647 : 2D2b3 : l%% I 8956 : 47% : 8013 : 1361 f 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
~4at 1 on : 5CO IJ~~r L t~t 
------------------------- ---- ------------------- ~-------- ---------------: \'ear ; El"ort : Age L : Age 3 : lige 4 : Age 5 : ilge 6 : AQe 7 : l------: --------: -------1--------; --------:--------: -------- ~ -------- : 1966 m41 1254 : 162 : 1665 : 125 : 11 5 : ~ 19b' ; 29on : 1156 : 41(1 : 66 : 409 : 46 : 4 : 1 ~·~~ 48238 3277 : 542 : l'ib : 35 : 181 : 14 : 1 !:to9 : 63666 5074 : 1678 : 2£7 88 : 7 f 102 : t ·:: ~-, : S35i9 ; 135\i I 4'i'16 : 1089 : 127 : 87 : 4 : 1971 : 104901 : 3085 : 610 : 6131 i 769 : 124 : 61 : 197~ : 121(131 10222 : 1785 : \o\ •• 1,_) ; 4!54 i 508 : 80 f 197;. : 15242~ : 15192 : 35t17 : 710 : 71 : 1430 : 183 : 1974 
' 
116982 : 166!:2 : 5208 : 774 : 148 : 15 : 423 : !975 161009 : n:m : 18383 : 3497 f 424 : 34 f 5 : f 1976 : 15241'1 : 30121 : 5298 : 5248 : 876 : !95 I 18 ! 1977 : 224824 : 29945 I 24840 : 1664 : 2419 : 460 : 34 : 1978 : 236944 199)0 : 30722 : 14473 : 956 : 1612 635 : : 1979 : 287494 42910 I 23155 ; 17996 : 4058 : 377 : 286 : 1961) I :;:n!97 ! 58382 : 38436 : 9525 I 9430 : 1864 : 144 : : !S'SI 251504 I 19069 : 2155(1 : 9706 : 1777 : 1455 : 310 : : !~82 : 250870 : 8197 26681 12945 : 3334 I 647 : 339 : 1983 : 24431,9 I i792b : 12535 f 19234 : 6124 : 1217 : 183 f ' : 1984 : 240775 ! 16048 : 10784 : 6301 : 9(11'1 : 2371 : 479 : : 1985 I 267393 : 9359 : 7614 : 3085 I 1333 : 2901 : 443 : ----------------------------------------------------·-------------------
92 
Table 19 •4 Results of analysiS of catc~aboil tv c:aeffic1ent5 for \~H!TING 1n ] 11 
F for narn2d gears and total International F 
: Gear Estimate l Aqe 2 : Aqe 3 : Age 4 : AqF. 5 : Age b ! Age 7 1 
:--------- ~ -------------:----------:----------: ----------: ---------~ ; ----------:---------- j 
: f\qear) 0.(11)4 1;,016 <).(128 0,(135 0.051) 0.037 
: SCO TRL l Var Flge;;r; l 0.0000':0 : 0.00000 : 0.00001 : 0.0(1002 : 0.00008 l 0.00006 l 
l F'ropn\ge.;r) l 0.02332 l 0.02180 ; 0.01425 : 0.02989 : 0.03613 : 0.02906 : 
l---------: -------------:----------:----------:----------:---------- ~ ---------- i ----------: 
: Flgearl 0.051 i),!H 0.231 0.284 0.364 0.296 
i SCO SE! : Var Flqearl : 0,(ll)t:<11 l 0.00025 l O.•j(l(:66 i O.u0129 : 0.00372 : ;),00697 : 
: Propn\gearl : 0.13823 : 0.25210 : 0.2·\:!21 : 0.35752 : 0.45549 : (1.45007 : 
1---------:-------------1----------: ----------: ----------; ----------:----------1---------- i 
: Hgear) 0.043 (1, 094 (l,!fl ' 0.17:1: 0.220 1), 244 
: SCO LfR : 1/ar f(qear) : 0,00003 : O.OOO•)B : (1.00028 : 0,!)0033 l 0.00177 : 0.0(1918 l 
i Propn(gearl : (1,06385: 0.09746: 0,(!8344: 0.1/1938 l 0.1649(1: 1).14634; 
:---------:-------------; ----------: ----------:----------:---------- ~ ----------: _ .... ________ : 
: F\gearl 0.098 0.254 (!,402 0.491 (1,634 1),577 
lAll above: 'Jar Flgear-) : 0.00015 \ 0.00033 : (•.00095 : O.N1165 : (1.00557 : 0.01620 : 
: Pror;nigearl : 0.22540 : 0.3713~ : ~.33990 : 0.48678 : 0.65652 : (1,62547 : 
:---------:-------------:----------:----------: -··--------: ----------1-·--------- i ----------: 
i Tc,tal l 
i lnternatl: Va;· F 
: 0.437 * l 0.683 l l.181 : 1.009 ; fJ.%6 : 0.922 
i (l,002S'1 ~ 0,(H)'239 i 0.(10820 l 0.00696 i (1,01292 l (1,04!42 i 
* Not used in assessment. 
Table 19 ·5 Values of Natural tlortalltv Rate and Proportion Mature at age 
i Age : Nat Nor: ttat. : 
l-----: --------:-------I 
0 : 2. 250 : 0. 000 : 
1 : 0.95(1 : 0.110 : 
., I 
L I o. 450 : (1.920 : 
3 l 0.350 : !. 000 : 
4 : 0.300 : 1.000 ! 
5 : 0.250 : 1.000 : 
b : 0.250 : 1.000 : 
7 : 0.200 : 1. (1(1(1 : 
B : o. 200 : 1.000 : 
q : 0. 200 : !. 000 : 
1(1: 0.200 : 1.000 l 
Table l9, 6 Total lnternatiDnal Catch at Age (lOOO's) of WHITING in IV between 1966 and 1985 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------































1047511 12060871 11870951 12328371 
8288551 3741221 606631 I 6207001 
5168651 10197441 823581 1061871 
1085481 1547981 5630901 181451 
477371 278111 502001 1231351 
71701 127121 !10231 130211 





































238839: 0 I 
954764 I I l 
4035991 2 : 
2956291 3 I 
538%: 4 : 
8792 I 5 : 
75241 6 : 
!091 7 I 
13031 B I 
1321 9 : 
21 11) : ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
: Age I 1976 I ! 977 : 1978 I 1979 : 1980 : 1981 : 1982 I 1983 I I 984 I 1985 I Age I :----: -·--------: ---------:--------- ~---------1--------- i -------·-- ~ --------- ~ ---------! ---------:---------:----: 0 : 4247251 6673581 6872511 
1 I 4783641 1019667: 4188661 
L I 1111503: 480805 I 335869: 
3 : 1626261 261\3901 2035461 
4 : 75259 I 31459: 69034 I 
5 : 130001 !82731 76(111 
6 : 2651: 4628: 5369: 
7 I 5561 4051 14091 
8 I 21 I 1671 2451 
91 2711 41 7: 




































































185956: 0 : 
I 978061 1 I 
!465881 2 : 
78128! 3 : 
36977: 4 : 
134141 5 : 
17592l 6 ; 
3028: 7 l 
8871 B I 
951 9 : 
141 10 i ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Table 19 • 7 Total International Mean W!?!ght at Age ( Kg. ) ot WHlTHlG in IV between 1966 and J985 











































(1.043 : 0.020 : 
0.097 : 0.110 : 
0.173 I 0.203 I 
0.261 I 0.24(1 I 
0. 362 : 0.348 : 
1).414 : 0.455 : 
0.416 I 0.452 I 
0.535 I 0. 512 I 
0.670 : 0.628 I 
0.787 : 0.785 : 









o. 560 : 
0.728 I 




















0. 738 I 
0.860 I 








o. 541 : 
0.786 : 
1. 032 I 
o. 966 : 
0. 030 \ 0 I 
0.100 I I : 
0.215 : 2 I 
0.277 : 3 : 
0.376 I 4 I 
0.470 I 5 : 
0. 356 I 6 : 
0.817 : 7 I 
0. 596 I B I 
0. 712 : 9 : 
1.022 I 10 I 























(l,t)14 : (I \ 
o. 094 I 1 I 
0.187 : 2 : 
0.268 : 3 I 
o. 324 I 4 : 
0.393 I 5 : 
o. 430 : 6 : 
(i,470 l 7 I 
0.422 : 9 : 
0. 4BB I 9 : 
0.636 : 10 I 
93 
94 





Age: 1966 : 1967 : 1%8 : 1969 I 1970 I 1971 : 1972 : 1973 I 1974 : 1975 I AQel I I I I 
: ----l---------1---------: --------- t ---------l---------1---------l---------l---------l---------: ---------l----1 
(I 0.005 : 0.0(15 : 0. (127 : 0.169 : 0.103 : 0.062 I 0.021 I o. 013 : 0.022 : 0. 014 : 0 I I I I 
1 : 0.41(1 I 0. 406 I 0.158 : 0.792 : (l, 749 : (1,396 : 0.328 I 0.292 : 0.396 I 0.236 l I : I I I I 
'• : 0. 70B I 0.575 l 0.808 I 0.565 : 0.838 I 0.544 : o. 721 l 0.830 : 0.891 : o. 775 I 2 : I I I I 
3 : 1.00! : 0. 781 : 0.89! I 0.822 : 0. 97B : 0.578 : 0.61! : 1.070 : 1.087 : 1.06! : 3 : I 
4 : o. 964 : 0. 913 : 1. 054 : o. 722 I 0.855 : o. 709 : 0.591 I 0.637 : 1.024 : 1.055 I 4 : I I I 
5 : 1.273 : 0.832 l o. 945 l I. 074 I 0. 807 I 0.626 : 1), 969 : !.425 I 0.365 I !.073 I 5 : I I I I I 
6 ! 2.027 ; 1.122 : 1.358 I O.b37 l !.187 : 0.385 1.122 : 1.027 : !.994 I 2.154 : 6 : I I 
7 : 2.131 I 1.668 : 1.024 : 1.193 : 1.477 I 0,819 : 1. 980 : 1.496 : 1.262 : 1. 421 I 7 : I I I 
B : 1. 944 : 1.383 : o. 941 : 1.309 I 1.041 : 0.872 : o. 784 : 1.635 : O.BB1 : 1.320 I 8 : I I 
9 : 1.200 : 1.200 : 1.200 : 1. 200 : 1.200 : 1.200 : 1.200 I 1. 200 I 1.200 : 1.200 : 9 : I I 







I Age: 1976 : !977 : 1978 : 1979 : 1980 : 1981 I 1982 : 1983 I 1984 : 1985 : Age: I I I 
l----l---------! ---------l---------1---------l---------:---------: ---------1---------:---------: ---------l----1 
(I : (\,1)25 : 0. 040 0.039 : 0.029 : 0.054 : 0.076 I 0. 017 l 0.043 : 0.011 : 0.012 : 0 : I 
1 : o. 181 : 0.428 : 0.1b1 I 0.229 I o. !03 : 0.171 : 0.184 I 0.216 : 0.137 I 0.122 I 1 : I I I I 
'-
: 0. 9q8 0.530 I 0.463 : 0.506 : 0.459 : 0.323 I 0.284 I 0.4b4 : 0.537 I (1,145 : 2 : I I I I 
3 I !.210 : (1, 941 I o. 587 : o. 797 : 0.841 : o. 756 I 0.501 : 0. 721 l 0.%0 : 0.683 : .J : I I I 
4 : 1.104 : 1.013 : 1), 853 : 0.633 : I. 039 : 0. 960 I 0.696 : o. 735 : o. 975 : 1.181 I 4 l I I 
5 : 0. 91b 
' 
1. 047 I 0.827 I !.02S' I 1.447 : 1.032 : 0.857 : 0.892 I 0.940 : 1.009 : 5 : I I I I 
6 : 1.352 : L145 1.191 : 1.102 I 1.303 I 1.324 : 1.134 : 0. 956 I 1.155 : o. 966 I 6 : I I I I 
7 : 1. 276 I o. 814 : 1. 686 : o. 91>3 I 1.086 I 1.341 : O.B86 : 1.272 1.022 : 0.922 : 7 I I I I 
8 : 1.332 I 2.652 : 2. 363 : 1.263 : 2.094 : 1.200 I 1.263 I 1.255 I 1.192 : 1.200 : 8 I I I I I I 
9 : 1.200 : 1.200 : 1.200 I 1.200 : 1.200 I 1.200 I 1.200 : 1.200 : 1.200 : 1.200 : 9 I I I I I 





Table 19.9 Stock Numbers at Age <1000's) of WHITING in IV between 1966 and 1985 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I Age I 1966 I 1967 I 1968 ' 1969 \ 1970 ' 1971 \ 1972 ' 1973 I 1974 I 1975 I Age: 1 ' ' ~ ----1---------:---------! ---------l---------1---------l--------- ~ --------- ~ --------- ~ ---------1--------- ~ ----1 0 : 416355281 829301681 9726986 I 18927814 I 299667141 51120288: 66743424 I 33371154: 66937564 I 42452612 I 0 ' 
' I 
' 
2308193 I 436M3! I 86937841 9975801 16844201 2849324 I 50647051 6888457 I 3470839: 69042581 1 I 2 \ 915875\ 5926471 11246001 28717221 1747351 3081021 7412821 14107651 19887251 9034661 2 I 
·' 
' 1688551 2561B61 21268131 3197501 1040330 I 48174 I 114047\ 2298221 392281\ 5200141 .3 ' ' 
' 4 I 4584651 437361 f!26771 614941 990411 2757121 190431 436101 55524 I 93261 I 4 I 
·' 
I 56506 I 1295751 130061 21351 I 221291 312181 1004931 78161 170801 147741 5 ' 
' 6 I 10448\ 12321\ 439001 39391 5691 I 76911 129981 2970131 14641 9231: 6 I 7 I 18001 1071 I 31251 87901 16221 13501 40761 32971 82881 1551 7 I 8 ' 4161 175\ 1651 9191 21831 3031 4871 4611 604\ 19211 8 l ' 9 ' 1981 491 361 531 2031 631! 1041 1821 741 2051 9 ' ' 
' 10 l 51 71 21 251 41: 9921 771 311 21 10 l 
--------------------------------------------------------.-------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l A gel 1976 ' 1977 l 1978 I 1979 ' 1980 ' 1981 ' 1982 I 1983 ' 1984 ' 1985 1 Age\ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ~ ----\ ---------1---------l--------- ~ ---------1---------l---------l---------: ---------:---------: ---------1----l 0 ' 42717588 l 426545761 45421440 I 413392921 15636925 I 17630958 I 15235415\ 39424232\ 25362674 I 39127468 l 0 I ' 1 I '1411315: 4390302: 4320067: 4606414 I 42314831 1560876 I 17230631 1579263\ 39793751 2642787 I 1 I 2 I 2108534 I 14234491 11068281 14229141 14173391 14766471 5087321 554361l 4921551 13413641 2 l 
.1 ' 265456\ 4957201 534309 I 4443171 546758 I 5710981 6917711 2440741 2223501 1834681 3 I ' 4 ' 126850: 55787 I 136378 l 2093711 1410521 1660961 188971\ 2912451 83662 I 60020 I 4 I ' 5 l 24046 l 311461 150101 43060 I 823721 369551 47131: 69790 I 103429: 23375: 5 I 6 l 3934 I 74961 85111 51111 119901 150981 102551 15581 I 222691 314751 6 l 7 I 8341 7921 18571 2015l 13221 25371 31301 25701 4662l 54641 7 l B ' 311 191: 2871 2821 63(1\ 3651 5431 10571 5901 13741 B l ' 9 : m: 71 Ill 22l 65l 631 901 1261 2471 147: 9 I I !(J ' 361 209: Ill 2! 191 54: 361 51: 34l 221 1(1 l ' 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
96 
Table 19. 10. 1 VPA (millions), survey indices, catchability 
and estimates of year-class strength for 1-
year-old WHITING in Sub-area IV. 
Year VPA IYFS 
1970 1, 684 69 
1971 2,849 274 
1972 5,065 332 
1973 6,888 1, 156 
1974 .3,471 .322 
1975 6,904 893 
1976 4, 411 679 
1977 4,390 418 
1978 4,320 513 
1979 4,606 457 
1980 4,2.31 692 
1981 1, 561 227 
1982 1,723 161 
1983 1, 5791 128 
1984 1, 812 4.37 
1985 290 
1986 447 
































0. 119 5,702 
0.099 4,346 
0. 164 71 10'1 












value obtained using catchability-tuned F. 
Not used in assessment. 
Table 19.10.2 VPA (millions), survey indices, catchability 





































































Table 19.11 Hean Fishing Mortaltty , Biomass and Recruitment of liHJTING in IV betHeen 1966 and 1985 
----------------------------------------------------------------
Mean Fishing Mortality l Biomass Recruits 
Ages I Ages \ 1000 tonnes \ Age 0 I 
2 to 6 l 0 to 41 
I Year I H.Con \ Disc I By-cat I Total I sp st iY.C. !Million I I 
1------l--------: --------1-------- I-------l-------l---- l -------: 
I 1966 i 0. 908 l 0.175 i 0.132 i 3618 i 368 I 66 I 41636 I I I I I 
l 1967 i 0.614 I 0.203 I (1.033 i 5881 i 298 l 67 I 82930 I I I I 
I 1968 I o. 727 I 0.226 l 0.073 I 1675 i 421 l 68 i 9727 I I I I I I 
I 1969 l 0.409 I 0.195 I 0.284 l 1523 : 589 i 69 i 18928 l I I I 
I 1970 I 0.606 l 0.231 l 0.242 i 1125 I 352 i 70 i 29967 : I I I 
l 1971 l 0.412 : 0.135 I 0.064 I 2380 l :219 I 71 I 51120 l I I 
I 1972 I 0.582 I o. 141 l 0.117 I 2064 I 268 l 72 l 66743 l I I I I 
I 1973 I 0.685 l 0.170 I 0.161 I 1819 l 378 i 73 I 33371 I I I I 
l 1974 l 0.606 I 0.139 I 0.300 I 2411 l 435 I 74 I 66938 l I I I I 
l !975 i 0.864 l 0.227 I o. !46 : 2368 I 446 I 75 I 42453 I I I I 
I 1976 I 0.670 I 0.173 l 0.278 l 1846 I 566 l 76 l 42718 l I 
l 1977 I 0.596 l 0.127 l 0.219 I 1972 I 537 I 77 42655 l I I I I 
l 1978 l 0.6(17 l 0.082 I 0.105 l 1171 l 410 l 78 l 45421 I I I 
I I'm I 0.632 \ 0.075 l 0.105 \ 1251 I 471 I 79 l 41339 I I I I 
1980 l 0.713 l 0.228 l 0.094 l 994 I 479 l BO I 15637 l I I 
l 1981 l 0.635 I 0.082 l 0.169 I 783 : 454 : 81 I 17b31 I I I I 
I 1982 I 0.477 l 0.098 I 0.097 I 895 l 354 : 82 I 15235 i I I I I I 
: 1983 l 0.552 I 0.145 I 0.065 I 1037 I 310 l B3 l 39424 l I I I 
l 1984 : 0.708 l 0.129 l 0.075 I 1016 I 261 I 84 l 25363 i I I 
I 1985 I 0.669 I 0.073 I 0.049 I 1154 I 352 : 85 I 39127 I I I I I I I 
:--------------------------------------------------------------: 
!'lean recrur ts at age 0 for period 1966 to 1985 I 38418 \ I 
----------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 19 .12 lr-put tar catch prediction oi WHITING ;n IV 
1985 Values used 1n Prediction 
Stocf: aiid Fishing Mortality F at age , !lean Wt. and Propn. Retained bv Co"sumpb on Fi sherv 
: --- ------------------------------------------------------------------- l 
Mean values for period 198(1 to 1985 
!I·Jel Stoc~ Ftshlr.q f!orta!Jty 
Sealed tiiean F 
1980 to 1985 tiean We1ght O(g. i l Prop, : 
' Number ~.Con. : D1sc : lnd H.Con. : D1sc ! lnd H. Con. : Di 5C : lnd : Stock : Ret. : 
---- --------- ; -----··--: --------:--------: --------:--------:--------:--------; --------: --------1--------l-------l 
: (I : ~91n468 1 O.O(i~:· IJ,(Ii)j (1,011 
1 : 2~~2781 1),1)(11 1).09~ o. 029 
m1364 : !), !)57 (!, 047 i), 041 
' 1 183468 : I), 46~' :;.128 0.086 
4 : 60 1)~:) : 1,(1(19 0.092 : 0.(181j 
:. : 23375 : \'.903 (!.(155 0. 051 
; 6 : 3147~ ; c:. 908 ! :),1)4:< o. 015 
7 5464 '.:. Q"l,.) (1,1)19 0. 0')8 
8 i374 : j .21}\1 : 
147 I 1. 201) : 
1(1 22 : 1.2(11) : 
flt:Jr. F Age ~ to lHQE 0 
; Unscal ed : o. 14i : 
! 5caleci 
HECr'.'i.S c;t .;;qe 0 lr. 1986 = .:,8418\44 
11er•u!ts at 3.ge r; i" J48; = 38418144 
f:EWJ>ts at age (I ir, 1988 = 38418144 
0,049 
0.000 l (1,(1(12 : D.Ol8 I 
(1,1)04 0. 079 0.038 : 
0,097 : 0.161 : 0.058 : 
0.411 O.lll : 1), 084 : 
: 0. 711 : 0.119 : 0. 049 : 
: 0.846 : o. J 10 0.033 : 
: 1.025 : 0. 061 : 0.022 
l.04B 0.018 : 0.005 
1.347 : 1),(1•)3 : 
1.185 : 
1.185 : 
4l Age 2 to 6 ;Age 0 4: 
l 1). 752 : 1),1)9:2 I l 
0. 742 : 0.(149 : 
M «t •qe and prop!·tlon mature at age a1·e as shown in Table 19,5, 
0.138 : 
o. 195 I 
0.236 i 
0.282 : 
0. 337 : 
0.392 : 
(1, 448 : 
o. 504 : 
(1. 582 : 
o. 644 
0.833 : 
riear, F ior age~ 2 tu 6 1n 1985 for human consumption landings + discards = 0. 742 • 
0.041 l (1.015 : (•.017 I 
0.108 : o. 052 : (I, (!84 
0.168 : 0.148 : 0.180 
0.:212 il,263 ! 0.259 
(1, 241 0. 379 : 0.327 
0.263 (1.460 : 0.382 
0.263 0.541 0.444 
0.268 : (l, 498 1).500 
0.365 : 0.582 
(1, 644 
0.833 
Human co~;;umptJon + di ;card F-at-age values in prediCtion are rnean values for the period 1980 to 1985 
rescaled to produce a ffiean value of F for ages 2 to b equal to that for 1985 
i·IBn F for ages 1) to 4 1n 1'i'85 for s,nall-a,esh fisheries= 0.049 . 
Jr,dustri31 flsherv F-at-age in the prediction are averages tor the period 1980 to 1985 • 




: (1, 697 
: 0. 849 I I 
: 1),892 l I 
: (1, '145 : 
: 0. 982 : 
: (1, 998 : 
: j,(H)(l : 
I 1.01J(l i I 
Table 19.13.1 Predicted Catches and Bio;1asses I lOOO's ot tonnes l of WHITING in IV 19Bb to 1987 
Year 
11985 11986 I 1987 
---------------------------:-----:-----:-----: -----!-----: -----l-----! -----1----- :-----l-----~ 
: Biomass 1 Jan of Year 
Total 11154 11370 i1430 11430 1mo l!n(i 114301143011430 1143011430: Soawning ! 352 I 414 I 476 I 476 : 47& : 476 : 476 : 47b i 476 l 476 l 476 l 
I Mean F Ages 
: Hu~an Cons. 
: Smal J -mesh 
2 to 6 !0,74 10.74 10.00 10.15 10.30 10.45 10.59 10.74 10.89 10.00 10.00 1 
0 to 4 10.05 l0.T5 10.02 10.02 10.02 10.02 10.02 10.02 :0.02 :0.00 10.00 : 
lMee.n 'IY?.<.• .M~;n F11985l 
Human Consumphon 
Smal !-mesh Fi sherv 
: FO. t: Fmax I 
ll.OO ll.OO 10.00 l0.2li ,11 .4<.1 ili.bO 10.80 11.00 11.20 10.00 :0.00 l 
\1.00 11.00 10.50 :o.so li).5(l :o.5o 10.50 :o.so l\1.5(\ 11),(1(1 1(1.(10 : 
I Catch weight I 




1 B;omass l Jan of Year+! 
Iota! 11370 l1430 11647 11608 11572 11540 l!Sll 11484 11460 0 l 0 : ~.pawninq 1 414 : 476 l 688 : 649 : b!l l 582 : 553 : 527 1 503 : 0 : 0 : 
Table 19.13 • 2 F'red1cted Catches and Biomasses 1 100(: sot tonnes J of WHITING 1n IV 1986 to 19ll7 
Year 
:1985 :1986 : 1987 
---------------------------:----- t -----1-----:-----1-----:-----:-----:----- i-----1----- l -----I 
: B1oma;s 1 ,tan of Year 
Total 
Spawni nq 
: Mean F Ages 
l 1154 l 1370 l 1430 :1430 11430 l 1430 11430 11430 l 1430 1 143U I 1430 l 
: 352 : 414 ; m : 476 1 m 1 476 1 476 : m 1 476 1 476 : 476 : 
1 Human Cons. 
: Smal 1-me:h 
2 to 6 10.74 l0.74 10.00 10.15 l0.30 10.45 10.59 10.74 lO.B9 l{l,OO lO.OO : (;to 4 10.05 10.05 IO.IJ5 10.05 10.05 10.05 \0.05 10.05 10.05 10.00 10.00 l 
ll1ean F!Year)lt1ean F!1985l 
Human Consumption 
Smal J -mesh Fishery 






1 Bio~ass I Jan of Year+! 
l FO.I1 Fmaxl 
1!.00 11.0010.00 10.2(1 10.4010.6010.80 11.00 1!.20 10.0010.00 l 
11.00 11.00 ll.C!O lLOO ll.OO 11.00 11.00 11.00 l!.OO 10.00 \ti.OO l 
53 : 89 : 0 I 25 : 47 67 I 85 l i01 116 1 0 : 0 l I I 
28 : 57 0 : 14 1 27 1 39 : 50 : 61 72 1 0 : I) : 
15 : 2b 1 31 30 : 29 : 28 : 27 1 26 : 26 0 : 0 : 
68 : 114 .}1 55 I 76 i 95 I 112 I 127 1 141 1 0 : 0 I I 
96 : 171 31 68 : 103 : 134 : 163 : 189 : 213 I (i : 0 : I 
Total !1370 11430 11627 l1588 11554 l1523 11494 11469 11445 : 0 l 0 i Spawnrnq 1 414 1 476 : 671 1 633 1 599 : 568 1 540 1 515 1 491 : 0 1 (I 1 
99 
100 
Table 19.13 ·3 Pred1cted Catches and Bio;;asses I 1(11_•0·s of tonnes I of WHITWG if• IV 1986 to 19Bi 
Yeo.r 
: 1965 1 1986 1 1987 
--------------------------
-:-----1-----:-----:-----:-----:-----: -----l----- i -----l----- \-----: 
1 Biomass I Jan of Year 
Total 
Spawning 
1 Mean F Ages 
:tt54 :1370 11m 11430 11430 11430 :t430 :1430 :1430 11430 11430 1 
1 352 : 414 1 m 1 4 7 6 : m : q n 1 m 1 m : 41 b 1 m 1 4 n : 
: Human Cons. 
: Small-mesh 
2 to 6 :o.74 10.74 10.00 10.15 10.30 :o.45 :0.59 !(1.74 :0.89 :0.00 1\:.oo: 
0 to 4 10.05 10.(•5 :0.07 10.07 10.07 10.07 l0,!)7 :0.07 10.07 10.00 :0.00 : 
!Mean F!Year)/!1ean F(J985l : F0.11 Fmax 
rlurnan Consumption 11.00 11.00 1(1,(10 10.20 10.40 ;:).6(1 ;l),il(l :1.00 11.20 10.00 :o.oo I 
Small-mesh F i sherv : 1. (:0 1 !. 00 : 1. 50 1 I. 5\1 1 1. 50 :I. 5o 1 !. 50 1!, 50 1 !. 50 1!). 00 10. i)(l l 
: Catch we1 ght 
Kuman [onsumpt! on 53 
' 
89 1 () 1 2!:1 1 -!7 : 67 ! 84 : j(l(l : 114 () : (i : 
[li scards 28 : 57 I) i 14 1 26 : 3E. S'r) : 61 : 71 1 0 i 0 : 
Soall-mesh F1 sheri es 15 : 26 : 45 I 44 43 : 41 : 41) : 39 1 3B 1 I) : (I : I 
Total i and1 ngs 68 : 114 : 45 69 1 89 : 108 : 124 : 139 : 152 : u : 0 
Total catch 9b : 171 1 45 : 82 1 llb 1 146 1 174 : 200 ; 223 : 0 : u : 
: B1 Oltass 1 Jan of !ear+ I 
Total l137(' 11430 llbfi7 11570 11536 11506 11478 11453 11430 i 0 l 0: 
Spawning : 414 1 476 l 654 : bl7 : 584 l 554 : 527 1 502 1 480 l (I l (I i 
1 01 












U.K. (England & Wales) 
U.K. (Scotland) 














U.K. (England & Wales) 
U.K. (Scotland) 



























2 Includes Division VIb. 


















































































Table 20.2\Annual Weight and Numbers of WHITING caught 1n VIA between 1966 and 1985 
Weight t 1000 tonnes l Number t millions ) 
l ~ear : Total : H.Con i Disc : By-cat i Total i H.Con l Disc ' By-cat l 
' 
1------ l -------1-------: -------l-------l-------l-------: -------I------- I 
: 1966 l 16 l 16 ' 0 ' (I : 45 ' 45 i 0 i () l 
' ' ' 
l 1967 1B : 18 ' (I l 0 l 58 l 58 l 0 i 0 l 
' 
i 19b8 i 14 l 14 l 0 l 0 l 42 l 42 l (I l (I : 
l 1%9 : 12 l 12 l (I l (I l 41 : 41 i 0 l I) : 
! 1970 : 11 : 11 ' 0 : (l : 40 ' 40 l 0 
' 
0 l l 
' 
l 1971 l 16 i 16 l 0 l 0 52 l 52 l 0 l 0 i 
: 1972 l 15 15 l 0 l 0 l 50 l 5(1 l (I ' 0 l 
' 
' 1973 : 17 ' 17 : 0 : 0 62 i 62 : 0 i 0 : 
' ' 
: 1974 l 17 I 17 i 0 l (I : 72 ' 72 l (I i 0 ' 
' ' 1975 i 20 ' 20 l 0 : 0 ' 71 i 71 i 0 i (l i 
' ' 
1971J : 25 : 25 : (I : I) 9(1 l 9(1 l (I ' (I i 
' 
l 1977 i 17 l 17 : (I ' 0 l 63 ' 63 : 0 l (I : 
' ' 
: 1978 : 15 l 15 (I l (I : 54 l 54 : (I : 0 ' 
' 
: 1979 ' 17 : 17 : 0 l 0 ' 61 : 61 : 0 : 0 l 
' ' 
1980 : 13 ' 13 : 0 ' (I i 45 l 45 l 0 l () i 
' ' 




: 1982 i 14 : 14 i 0 ' (I : 48 : 48 i (I : 0 : 
' 
1983 : 16 i 16 l 0 l 0 i 49 l 49 l (I l 0 : 
: 1984 l 16 : 16 (I i 0 l 5(1 : 50 l (I ' 0 l 
' 




Table 20.) Catch at age d;ta b't ne.tion and gear u~>:?d 1n l! anaivs1s 
M1n,,;urn <qe •or ii analysis ~ 
Ma~J IDUII age tor Q analvsls + 
N«tian : sco Sear : 1RL 
--------------------- -·- ------------ ,_-----------------
: Year : Effort : Age 2 l Age 3 i Age 4 ' Age 5 : 
' 
! -- ----.--------; --------1--------l--------;-------- j 
; 1%6 : 7\5~5 i 375 91 : 4bl6 : 298 l 
: 1967 : 54231 : 628 i 842 : )8 : 1550 : 
: 1968 ' 50001 1245 i 773 : 597 l 39 : 
' 
' 1969 l 42058 i 174B i 952 ' 26'1 l 143 : 
' ' 
: l97U : 40572 : 13 ' 2024 l 464 ' 64 i 
' ' 
l 1971 : 41234 : 133 l 98 ' 3035 : 167 l 
' 
l 1972 i 55536 ' m : 235 i 56 : 1274 l 
' 
! 1973 : 51153 l 9'15 : 626 : 223 l 47 l I 
1m i 45899 i 1817 l 905 l 192 : 56 : 
1975 : 37081) l 326 ' 1530 : 217 i 31 : 
' 
1976 ' 35307 ' 1733 1 BOB : 1172 : loB : 
' ' 
1977 ' 33948 l 376 2033 ' 229 : 450 ' 
' ' ' 
1978 ' 51582 i 642 l 719 : 2453 l 246 i 
: 1979 : 33373 : 2112 : 1826 ' 899 ' 714 i 
' ' 
l 198(1 : 19060 : 38(; ' 1182 : 494 : 301 i 
' 
' 1981 l 13753 : 967 ' 1117 i 490 i 150 : 
' ' 
' 1982 ' 14194 : m : 1431 l 853 : 115 i 
' ' 
: I'?B3 : 23056 : 435 : 545 : 2442 i 555 ' 
' 
l 1984 ' 2006! ' 419 : 507 : 2bb ' 1426 : 
' ' ' 




Table 20.3 otd. Table 20.3 otd. 103 N<tlGn : SCO G~ar : SE! Nation : SCO Sear : L TR 
te3r i Effort i Age 2 I Age; 3 \ Age 4 i Age 5 i l Year : EHort l !lge 2 : 1\g~ 3 l Age 4 ! Age 5 : ---+·-- i --------:--------:-------- ~ --------:--------: :------:--------:--------! --------:--------:-------- i l'i66 : 1565il : 
i 96 7 i 158208 i 
1968 : 150094 l 
1969 i l'i(l718 i 
!970 : "15629 : 







illl I 11421 ! 
4618: :m : 
3909 : 124i : 
3!BO l 914 \ 
7184 : 714 : 







I 966 : 4(1538 l 
1'167 l 80916 : 
1968 : 65348 : 
1969 ~ 1(16856 : 
197(! : 118881 : 












859 I 1971 : 71)741 I 4184 ' 919 : 523 ! 3(12(1 ) 19i2 : 142244 l 25!l2 l 1433 l : 1973 ; 595Q6 J 95t'2 ; 1610 t 33~ l 94 t I 973 i 9115 I : 6988 I 564 : : !97d 5t-44B : 
l 1975 : 564 2(1 ; 
! 1976 ~ 57(1Q(; i 
1977 : 419.2(1 : 
1 q7B ~ 33599 : 
! 1 ~·79 : 3846~ : 
!980 : 3864(• ; 
1'181 : 37108 : 
' 198? i 3ob89 i 
1983 : 3808(~ ! 
1984 : 29561 : 


















































ilati on : SC[I Ge;;r : NTP 
I 974 ! 88651 l 
1975 : 132353 \ 
! 976 : 139225 : 
1977 : 143574 : 
1978 : 127387 : 
1979 : 99803 : 
19fW l 121211 l 
1981 : !65i)(l2 : 
1982 : 135280 l 
198Z. I 112332 : 
1984 : 132217 : 














i;-,ar l Effort l Aqe 2 l Ag~ 3 : Aqe 4 l Aoe 5 : :------! --------:--------:--------: --~-----:--~----- ~ 
: l%6 : 116972 : 
! 1~,~7 ; 135811 : 
: 1968 : 16b7i3 : 
l%9 : 15!\131 : 
l !97(1 l l34BG 1 i 
: 1971 ! W63B ; 
197~ : 184qq? ; 
1973 l 215031 : 
1974 : 186342 : 
1975 : 203053 : 
: Ft7 b : 224347 i 
: 1977 : 1%403 : 
1978 : 219562 : 
1979 : 273713 : 
!980 l 254147 : 
1981 : 286461 : 
1982 l 288902 : 
1983 I 293396 I 
: 1984 1 :m938 : 









































































































305 l 5206 I 


























Table 20.4 Results of analvsis of catchabillty coeH!Clents ior llHlTING 
1n ViA 
F for named gears and total international F 
: Gear Estimate : Age 2 i Aqe 3 i Age 4 : 1\ge 5 : 
:---------:------------- ~ ----------:----------:----------:----------: 
: F\gear) 0.007 0.024 (:.038 0.050 
i SCO TRL i Var F!gearl i 0.00000 : (l.(t0001 I 0.00004 I 0.00008 i 
i Propn!gear) i 0.00874 : 0.03243 I O.Ob253 : 0.05400 : 
1---------:-------------:----------:----------:----------1----------: 
: F!gear) 0.035 (1, 071 0. 057 0.106 
: SCO SEJ : Var Flgearl I 0.00024 I 0.00032 I 0.00:.!19 I 0.00034 ; 
I Propn \gear) : 0.14756 : 0.12052 i 0.1 l 056 : 0.10180 l 
; ---------1------------·-: ----------:---------- ~ ----------:----------: 
: F\gear) 1),(,70 0.168 0. !59 0.219 
: SCO LTR l Var Figearl : (:.(1(1069 : 0.00063 : 0.0007o : 0.00329 i 
: Propn(gearl : 0.25071 : 0.23735 I 0.20678 : 0.21355 l 
1---------l------------- I ----------1----------1----------:----------1 
l F(gearJ 0.013 0.029 0.010 0.032 
i SCO NTR i IJar F(gear) : 0.00013 : O.O(t010 i (1,(10038 : 0.00082 i 
l Propn\gear) l 0.07579 i 0.05887 : O.u8843 l (l.05b06 : 
l---------1------------- ~ ----------: ---------··1---------- i ----------; 
: f(Qearl 0.125 0.292 0.262 o. 407 
lAll above: Var Ftgear) l 0.00106 l 0.00106 : 0,(10137 : 0.00453 : 
i Propn(gea.r) : 0.4858\i : \1,44918 : :).46830 : 0.42541 : 
l--------- i ---------··---1----------l----------: ------··---: ----------: 
: Total l : 0.1:57 : 0.650 : 0.560 : (1.956 
! lnternatl l Var F : 0. 00451 : o. 00526 : o. 0062b : o. 02503 : 
Table 20,5 IJalues of Natural Mortality Rate and Proportion Mature at ag
e 
l Age l Nat Mor l Hat. l 
: -----l--------1-------: 
1: 0. 200 : Q.OOO l 
2 I 0.200 : 1.000 : 
.) I 0.200 : 1. 000 : 
4 l 0.200 : 1.000 l 
5 : 0. 200 : l. 000 : 
6 : 0. 200 l I. 000 : 
7 : 0.200 l 1.000 : 
B l 0.200 : 1.000 : 
Table 20.6 Total International Catch at Age (1000's) of WHITING in VIA between 1'i66 and 1985 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------... --------------------------------
: Agel 1966 : 1967 : 1968 I 1969 I 1970 I 1971 I 1972 I 1973 I 1974 I 1975 I Agel :----:---------:---------: ---------1--------- ~ --------- ~ ---------1---------l--------- ~ ---------1--------- f ----: 1 I 16851 51691 72651 8731 7301 23871 167771 140781 90831 14917l I I 2 1 !05441 260231 164841 251741 64231 86171 120281 361421 510361 167781 2 I 3 I 22291 106191 92391 8644\ 280651 41221 4013\ 5592: 100491 36318: 3 : 4 1 281851 b971 36561 25661 32411 347841 13631 1461i 11661 28191 4 I 5 I 18611 145741 3241 12061 6701 !33Bl 147961 3571 1801 2811 5 I b : 186l 7891 50361 1181 2141 240\ 7931 42921 521 571 6 l 7 : 361 1131 3281 21131 161 701 77l 2771 8171 71 7 1 8 I 101 13l 221 2101 4721 1 I 2BI 261 3li 2351 8 l ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
: ilgel 1976 1 1977 : 1978 l 1979 I 1980 I 1981 l 1982 I 1983 1 1984 I 1985 I Agel ; ---- ~ --------- J ---------; ---------:---------:---------1---------:--------- ~ --------- ~- -------- ~ ---------: ----: I l 8500l 
2 I 46421l 
3 I 15757l 
4 l 17423l 
5 : 15(181 
6 I 66: 


































3593 I 29S'l l 
24395 I 5783 I 






















51671 I I 
24558} 2 ~ 
77491 3 I 
24891 4 l 
!bill 5 I 
35031 6 : 
4031 7 : 
64: a : ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Table 20.7 Total International f1ean Weight at Age 1 f:g. ) of WHlfiN6 in VlA between 1966 and 1985 







0. 238 : 0. 204 I 0. 2(16 : 
0.243 I 0.240 I 0.263 l (1.325 : 0.319 : (1,366 : 
0.374 : 0.424 I 0.444 I 
0.610 : 0.412 : 0.554 : 
0.720 : 0.639 : 0.538 I 
0.818 I 0.822 I 0.701 I 






































0. 532 : 
0.654 : 









0.209 : 1 : 
o. 245 : 2 : 
0.305 I 3 I 
0.471 : 4 : 
0.651 : 5 : 
0.615 I 6 I 
0.841 I 7 : 
O. 713 i B I 
l Agel 1'176 I 1977 i 1978 i 1979 I 1980 : 1981 l 1982 : 1983 I 1984 : 1985 I Agel ~ ---- ~ ---------:------.:..--:---------:---------:---------:--------- ~ --------- t ---------:---------:--------- i ----: 1 I (1.201 : 0.200 : 0.199 I 0.218 I 0.172 : o. !92 I 2 I 0.242 I 0.244 : 0.235 I 0.232 I 0.242 : 0.228 : 3 : 0.309 : 0.296 I 0.286 I 0.306 : 0.330 : 0.289 : 4 : 0.361 l 0.392 : 0.389 I 0.404 : 0.420 : 0.382 : J I 0,497 ~ (1,43! : 0,516 : 0.536 : 0.492 I 0.409 : 6 : 0.687 : 0.629 I 0.549 : 0.678 : 0.595 I 0.409 I 7 I 1.050 I 0.848 I 0.602 I 0.694 : o. 722 : 0.542 : B i 1.160 l 0.973 i 0.644 I 0.876 : 0.751 I 
0.184 : 
0.220 I 






















0.188 : 1 : 
0.241 : 2 : 
0.301 : 3 l 
o. 403 : 4 : 
0.413 : 5 I 
0.450 : 6 I 
o. 525 : 7 I 
0.521 I 8 : 
105 
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Table 20 • 8 Total International Fishing Mortality Rate at Age of WHITING in VIA heb;een 1966 and 1985 
: Age: !'166 : 1967 : J%8 : 1969 : 1970 : 1971 : 1972 : 1973 : 1974 : 1975 : Agel 
:----:---------1---------: ---------:---------I---------:---------: ---------1---------: ---------l--------- I ----l 
; I l 0.0.32 : (1,!0B : 0.039 : 1),049 : 0.037 l 0.089 l 
: 2 ~ (l' 404 : 0' 923 : 1).585 : 0.184 l 0.601 l (1, 762 l 
~ ' 0. 871 : 0. 933 : 1.067 l 0. 709 : 0.320 : 1.025 : 
~ 4 : 0.042 : 0.759 : 1.044 : 1.041 : 0.641 : 0.834 : 
J I 0,729 i 0,837 : !.028 : 1.339 : 0.880 : 0.604 : 
6 : 0.619 : 0.810 : 1), 8(15 : 1.578 : o. 951 : o. 962 : 
7 : I. 000 : 1. 000 i i. uoo : I. 000 : I. 0(11) : I. 000 : 
8 : I. 000 : I. 000 : 1.000 : I. 000 : I. 000 : 1.000 : 
0.221 : 
0.835 l 
I. 042 : 
1.271 : 
1.121 : 


















1. 000 : 
0.116 : 1 : 
0.493 l 2 l 
o. 757 : 3 l 
o. 768 : 4 : 
1. 261 : 5 l 
1.184 : 6 : 
I. 000 : 7 : 
1.000 I B : 
: Aqel 1976 : 1977 : 1978 : 1979 \ 1980 : 1981 l 1982 l 1983 : 1984 : 1985 l Aoel 





(l, 2tJ4 : 
Of6'20 : 
1.282 : 
j ,(178 : 
l.nBl 
1.~81 : 









0.191 : 0.095 : 
0.4'13 : 0.681 : 
0.624 ; 0.832 i 
0.902 : 0.772 l 
1. 013 : 1. 084 : 
I. 09 2 ' 0. 991 : 
J ,(l(li) : 1.000 : 
1.000 : 1.000 : 
0.070 : 
0.246 : 
(1. 728 : 
o. 688 : 












0. 091 : 
0.244 l 
(), 398 : 
o. 470 : 
0. 466 : 





o. 627 : 
1). 626 : 
1.038 : 
o. 710 : 
1.000 : 
1.000 : 
Table 20 • 9 Stock Nu!!bers at Aqe (1!)(l0"sl ot WHlTJNG 1n VIA between 1966 and 1985 
0.053 : 
o. 498 : 






0.109 l 1 l 
0.257 l ., ' 
0. 650 l 3 l 
0. 560 l 4 : 
0. 956 : 5 l 
1.000 : 6 l 
1.000 l 7 t 
1.000 : 8 : 
: Aqel 1966 : i%/ l 1%8 l 1969 : 1970 : 1971 : 1972 l 1973 : 1974 : 1975 : Age: 


















5537 4: 20'1704: 19936: 
46939: 406751 165133: 
19(116: 15274: 18555: 
14281 6122l 43031 
279721 548\ 1765: 
15471 99151 160l 
1941 563\ 3628\ 

































1505151 1 : 
471461 2 : 
74544\ 3 l 
57281 4 : 
424\ 5 : 
B9l 6 l 
12l 7 l 
4031 8 l 
l tigel 1976 l 1977 l 1978 : 1979 : 1980 : 1981 : 1982 l 1983 l 1984 i 1985 : Age: 
















































































550001 1 : 
1190501 2 : 
17698\ J I 
63461 4 : 
28431 5 : 
60151 6 l 
6921 7 I 
1091 8 : 
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Table 20.10 VPA Number of WHITING in VIA at Age 1 vs. VPA Number at Age I in IV 
l Yr. CL Year : IV : VIa l Est 1 l Est 2 : Est 3 l 
:-------------- f --------: --------l--------1--------l--------l 
I 1965 in 196b : 2308.0 : 59 : 49 : 47 : 49 : I 
: 1966 in 1967 : 4366.0 : 55 l !00 : 92 : 96 : 
! !967 Jn 1968 : 8694.0 : 210 : 207 : 192 : 214 : 
: 196B in 1969 : 998.0 : 20 : !7 : 19 : 21 
: 1969 in 1970 : 1684.0 : 22 l 34 : 77 I ._\.} : 35 : 
I 1970 in 1971 : 2849.0 : 31 I 63 : 58 : 67 ~ I 
: 1971 in 1972 : 5065.0 : 931 118 : lOB : 115 : 
I 1972 1n 1973 l bB8B.O l 195 \ 163 : 15(! : 164 : 
: 1973 !0 1974 : 3471.0 : 68 : 78 : 72 : 80 : 
I 1974 1n 1975 : 6904.0 : 151 I 163 : 150 : 164 I I I I 
: 1975 in 1976 : 4411. 0 l 51 I 101 : 93 : 961 I 
: 1976 in 1977 : 4390.0 : 80 : 101 I 93 : 96 : I 
: 1977 in 1978 l 4320.0 I 112 : 99 : 91 I 95 l I 
1978 in 1979 l 4613.0 l 77 : !Ob : 98 : 101 I I 
!979 in 19BO l 4260.0 l 191 : 98 : 90 : 94 : 
1980 In 1981 l 1589.(; : 40 : 3"1 i. I 31 : 33 : 
1981 in 1982 : 1847.0 : 38 : 38 : 37 : 38 : 
\ 1 982 in 198 3 l 1813.0 \ 47\ 37 : 36 : 37 : 
: 1983 in 1984 : 384 7. 0 : 153 : 87 : 81 : 88 : 
: 1984 in 1985 : 2548.0 : 55 : 52 f 55 : 
: 1985 in 1986 : 3928. 0 : 89 : 82 : 89 : 
\ Coefficient of Determination \ 0.67 \ 0.66 \ 0.68 I 
Values of F in 1985 corresponding to each recruitment estimator 
l Age : Est 1 : Est 2 l Est 3 : 
: -----: --------: --------:--------: 
l 1 l 0.109 : 0.116 : 0.109 : 
Est I VPA = A + B * IV : A = -7.650 B = O. 025 
Est 2 VPA =At IV ~-. B : A= 0.012 B = 1.066 
Est 3 = Cl eve I and's nonpar ametri c estimator usJ ng 14 neart'st ne1 ghbours 
Est 1 chosen 
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Table 20.11 Hean Fishing Mortality , Biomass and Recruitment of WHITING in VIA between 1%6 and 1985 
----------------------------------------------------------------
11ean Fishing Mortality : Bi ornass Recruits 
Ages Ages ' 1000 tonnes I Age I 
' 
2 to 4 : 0 to o: 
: Year : H.Con : Disc ' By-cat ' Total ' Sp St lY.C.lNillion: 
' ' ' 
:------:--------:--------:--------:-------:-------:----:-------: 
1966 : 0.639 ' 0.000 ' 0.000 ' 51 l 37 : 65 ' 59 : 
' ' ' ' 
: 1967 : 0.872 l 0.000 : 0.000 ' 42 : 31 
' 
66 : 55 : 
' : 1968 : 0.899 l 0.000 : 0.000 : 68 : 25 : 67 : 210 : 
: 1969 : 0.645 ' o. 000 ' 0.000 : 52 : 49 : 68 : 20 : 
' ' 
' 1970 : 0.521 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 43 ' 38 : 69 : 22 : 
' ' 
' 1971 l 0.874 ' o.ooo : o. 000 : 36 
' 
29 l 70 ' 31 : 
' ' ' 
: 1972 ' 1.049 ' 0.000 ' 0.000 ' 40 l 20 l 71 l 93 : 
' ' ' ' 
: 1973 ' 1.337 l 0.000 l 0.000 : 61 : 22 ' 72 : 195 l 
' ' 




' 1975 l 0.673 : 0.000 ' 0. 000 ' 69 l 38 ' 74 : 151 
' ' ' ' 
' 1976 : o. 993 l 0.000 l 0.000 l 56 : 45 ' 75 : 51 I 
' ' ' 
i 1977 : 0.802 l 0.000 l 1).000 : 44 I 28 : 7b : 80 : I 
I 1978 l 0.673 l 0.000 l 0.000 : 48 l 25 I 77 l 112 I I I I 
l 1979 ' 0. 762 I 0.000 I 0.000 : 49 : 32 l 78 l 77 : I I 
' 
: 1980 l 0.554 l 0.00(1 ' 0.000 I 63 l 31 : 79 l 191 ' 
' 
I I 
l 1981 ' 0. 379 : 0.000 I o.ooo : 58 I 51 l 80 : 40 : I I I 




1983 I 0.525 : o.ooo I 0.000 : 47 l 37 l 82 : 47 l 
' 
I 
1984 : o. 710 I 0.000 l 0.000 : 62 : 29 I 83 I 153 l I 
' ' 
1985 : 0.489 I 0.000 : 0.000 I 51 ' 41 : 84 l 55 : I I 
' 
:--------------------------------------------------------------: 
Mean recruits at age 1 for period 1966 to 1985 l 87 l 
----------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 20.12 Input for catch prediction of WHITING in VIA 
1985 Values used in Prediction 
Stock and Fishing Mortality F at age , tiean Wt. and F'ropn. Retained by Consumption Fishery 
: -----------------··----------------------------------------------------~ 
Mean values for period 1980 to 1985 l Agel Stock 
Number 
Fishing Mortality 
Se a! ed mean F 
1980 to 1985 
l H.Con. l Disc i 








: 55000 I I 
: 119050 : 
I 17698 I I I 
: 6346 I I 
l 2843 : 
I 6015 : I 
: 692 I I 
l 109 I I 
: Hean F : 
l Unsealed : 
l Sealed 
o. 109 I I 
0.257 : 
0.650 : 
0.560 I I 
o. 956 : 
1.000 I I 
1.000 l 
1.000 I I 
Age 2 to 4 
0.489 
JAge 0 o: 
l 0.000 l 
Recruits at age 1 in 1986 = 89000 
Recruits at age 1 in 1987 = 87339 
Recruits at age 1 in 1988 = 87339 




0.797 I I 
0.917 I I 
0.969 l 
0.969 : 
Age 2 to 4 
0.505 
0.489 
lAge 0 !)l 
: 0.000 : 
: (1.000 l 






0.486 I I 
0.543 : 
0.632 : 









Human consumption + discard F-at-age values in prediction are mean values for the period 1980 to 1985 
rescaled to produce a mean value of F for ages 2 to 4 equai to that for 1985 
Mean F for ages 0 to 0 in 1985 for small-mesh fisheries = 0. 000 • 
Industrial fishery F-at-age in the prediction are averages for the period 1980 to 1985 • 
rescaled to produce a mean value of F for ages 0 to 0 equal to that for 1985 
I 1.000 I I I 
l 1.000 I I 
l 1.000 l 
l 1.000 : 
l 1.000 I I 
I 1.000 l I 
I 1.000 : I 
: 1.000 : 
11 0 
Table 20.13 Predicted Catche£. and B1omasses ( lOOO's of tonnes ) of WH!TJNG in VIA 1986 to 1987 
Year 
I 1985 I 1986 i !987 
---------------------------:-----:-----: -----l-----l-----: -----:-----:-----: -----l-----: -----1 
: Biomass 1 Jan of '/ear 
Totai 51 55 I 56 I 56 : 56 I 56 l 56 : 56 I 56 : 56 I 56 I I 
Spawning 41 38 I 39 I 39 1 39 1 39 I 39 : 39 I 39 I 39 I 39 I I 
: Mean F Ages 
l Hu11an Cons. 2 to 4 10.49 10.49 10.00 10.10 10.20 10.29 10.39 10.49 10.59 10.00 10.00 I 
l Small-mesh 0 to 0 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.01) :o.oo 10.00 10.00 I I 
IKean F!Year)/f!ean f(1985) I F0.1 I Fmax I 
Huaan Consumption I 1.00 I 1.00 1o.oo 10.20 10.40 1o.6o :o.ao 11.00 11.20 1o.oo 10.00 I 
: Catch weight 
Hum".n Consumption 13 I 15 l 0 I 4 7 I 10 I 12 I 1" I 17 I 0 I 0 I I I .J I 
Discards (l I (I I 0 I (I I 0 I (I I 0 I (I : (I I 0 I 0 I ! 
Small-mesh Fisheries 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 : 0 I 0 I (I I 0 I 0 I 
Total landings 13 : 1" ' .J I (I I 4 I 7 I 10 I 12 I 15 I 17 1 0 I (l I I 
Total catch 13 : 1r ' ~ ' 0 I 4 ' 10 I 12 I 15 I 17 I 0 I 0 I 
: Bi ornass 1 Jan of Year+! 
Total sr ' 56 I 73 I b9 I 66 I 62 ' 60 I 57 I 55 I (1 I (1: .J' I 
' 
I 
Spawni nq 3B I 39 l 56 1 52 I 49 I 45 I 43 I 40 : 3B I 0 ' 0 I 
' 
I I 







U.K. (England & Wales) 






















































Table 22.1 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of WHITING in 
Divisions VIId and VIIe in 1976-85. (Data for 
1976-84 as officially reported to ICES.) 
Country 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 
Belgium 103 36 85 92 85 
Denmark 18 21585 6 
France 81390 8,886 81010 51352 71690 
Ireland 11 12 13 
Netherlands 5 1 2 2 
UK (England & Wales) 11504 11342 11038 930 839 
Total 101020 101276 91148 81960 81635 
Country 1981 1982 1983 "1984 1985 
Belgium 102 101 94 83 105 
Denmark 2 
France 81842 81051 51708 71239 101821
2 
Ireland 
Nethe.rland::; 2 70 .399 
UK (England & Wales) 11 136 11222 11210 811 561 
Total 101084 91444 71411 81 133 111487 
1 Provisional. 
2 Includes all of Sub-areas VII (except Division VIIa) 
and VIII. 
Table 22.2 SUM OF PRODUCTS CHECK 
·/HiriNG Il\: THE ENGLISH CHA/'JiJEL (FISHit~G Ar<Ei-IS VIIE IH'D VllD) Revised 
CATEGORY: rorAL 
CA TC. H .£:·J ~!U :-1o Et< S UNIT: thousands 
----------------
1916 19(( 19/3 197 9 19SU 191:11 '19 8L 19 8.3 1984 1985 
) 140 0 150 0 .S3 0 0 0 3 0 1 u1n 1384/ 1 9949 (:;35 lt.J 15 2"lb4 lfi39 4.H5 41Hl4 7 01 2 /313 13804 920'1 7'-lf:2 'I 'I o28 'I 0670 '121:;63 133 24 13151 12478 s :i0/4 Z8.:S~ 4o49 4~4.:: ~ 103 1UR:)1 'l.:i4 8 ( 6 ( 66 11 I 8 :s ii70 4 "14"1 0 l34.) 1556 24e2 2037 8200 263'1 2412 2448 '11 73 5 5.::1 25 j 4j:; 6.39 523 32 'I r 11 0.:> 62U 11.54 490 5 (4 46 3l"> 9.5 s~ 1044 .)to? 'IS 2 .336 72 1 0 8 0 1 0 0 68/ 1 02 4:5 a 6 
•) 0 0 fj u :3 1 0 3 "11 28 9+ 0 (; (.; lJ 0 l.J 4 2 0 0 
TOTi\L 2. I 2':>.; 3083 6 .:i6026 2.508"1 .::3/65 374'14 .38.5 82 2 76 70 336Y2 2n1s 
Table 22.3 
~EAN WEIGHT AT AGE IN THE CATCH Ut'd T: kiloyri'lm 
-------------------------------
1 9 76 1977 1978 J97'Y 19 dO 1 9 c 1 1982 19 83 1 y 84 1 Y dS 
0 • 218 • 000 .1:)0 .(J[JU 
-195 • IJ(,(J • UUl; • uoo • IS 8 • uoo 
1 .2o0 • zs e .2 07 • <: 99 • 282 • 1 ':> ., • "I T3 • I 90 • "I~ 1 .214 2 • .:S/4 .341 • ~ 60 .:;79 • ..).;6 • z:.B .LU9 .L28 • .:os .185 
3 .479 .496 .346 .43~ .4.56 • 25 9 .2ts2 .2'12 .26 0 .26R 4 
-594 .64t.. .412 • ':> 11$ • 4 o1 .291 • .:>48 .::541 • .S52 • .:i45 
.6Y6 .749 .o6(; • ~ 94 .~.:i8 .3(0 .40? .364 .296 -~ 01 6 • 14 2 .85U • ( 11 1. [J5 L • o..:i3 -4~5 .41 i' • 546 • .S.i8 .408 
7 • i j i] () .955 .000 .4?9 .ooo • .51:52 .41 s .49'-1 .454 .~1Y 3 . uoo • uou • lJOU .080 • 9 15 1. 082 .((.) • I 09 .4 .)3 .419 9+ • 01)0 .ono • ono .6~0 .000 • iJOO .4 <.$4 1. 037 .uuo . ():)() 
w 
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Table 22.4 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of WHITING in Divisions 
VIIb,c and VIIg-k, in 1976-85. (Data for 1976-84 as 












































































































German Dem. Rep. 




















German Dem. Rep. 































































































1, 142 363 






















































11 728 4 
51411 
91734 
1251672 156,873 1561150 1841206 1841657 
11280 5,003 1,445 51616 71895 
1261952 1611876 157,595 189,822 1921552 
1Preliminary. 2 Data from national labs. ~~~~=~~~~ Division rra. 
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Table 23.2 Annual Weight and Numbers of SAITHE 





Weight ( 1000 tonnes ) Nu~ber ( millions ) 
: Year I Total : H.Con : Di se I By-cat: Total : H.Con I Oi se j By-cat: I I I 
:------ ~ -------:-------l-------1-------l-------: -------:-------:-------: 
1970 : 222 : 163 : 0 : 59 I 142 I 95 I 0 I 47 : I I I I 
: 1971 : LJ.:t I 218 : (1 I 35 : 176 : 143 : 0 I 33 : I I I 
I 1972 : 246 : 218 : 0 I 28 : 17b : 153 : 0 : 23 : I 
I 1973 : 22b I 195 I (1 : 31 : 169 : 142 : (I : 27 ' I I I 
: 1974 : 273 : 231 : 0 : 42 : 165 : 120 : 0 : 45 : 
: 1975 : 278 : 240 : 0 : 38 : 189 : 142 I 0 : n 
I 
I I 
I 1976 : 320 : 253 : 0 I 67 I 310 I 223 : (1 : 87 : I I I I 
: 1977 : 1% : 190 : 0 : 6 : 121 : 117 : (I : 4 I I 
I 1978 : 142 : 140 : 0 I 3 : lOO : 98 : 0 : 2 : I I 
I 1979 : lib : 114 : 0 I 2 I 68 I 67 : (I : I : I I I I 
I 1980 : 123 : 123 : 0 I 0 I 65 I 64 : 0 : 0 : I I I I 
I 1981 I 127 I 126 I 0 : 1 : 72 I 71 I (I : 2 : I I I I I I 
I 1982 I 169 : 164 I 0 : 5 : 110 : 105 : (1 : 5 I I I I I 
: 1993 : 173 : 171 I (1 : I : 115 I 114 I (l : l : I I I 
I 1984 : 19B ~ 192 : 0 I 6 I 170 : 164 I (1 : b : I I I I 





Saithe in Sub-area IV. Table 23 • 3 Catch at age data by nation and gear used in fl analysis Minimum age for Q analysis = 2 
Naxiilum age for Q analysis + 12 
Nation : SCO Sear : TRL 
I Year I Effort i Age 2 I Age 3 : Age 4 : Age 5 I Age 6 I Age 7 l Age 8 I Age 9 l Age 10 l Age 11 l Age 12 I 1------ ~--------: --------1--------: --------:--------:--------:--------:--------:-------- t -------- ~-------- ~ -------- ~ I 1974 I 185432 l 1352 I 2198 I 572 I 227 I 326 I I 1975 I 152977 I 2684 I 1877 I 424 I 160 I 64 : I 1976 I 121841 I 1372 I 4969 I 1168 I 131 I 77 I I 1977 I 144348 I 597 I 1787 I 1705 I 141 I 75 : I 1978 I 135220 I 2242 I 1751 I 1455 I 1030 I 144 I I 1979 I 87467 I 392 I 1214 I 307 I 266 I 202 : 119801554751 3541 2111 1271 541 511 ! 1981 I 51553 I 360 I 667 I 58 I BB I 38 I I 1982 l 47889 I 435 I 707 I 936 I 51 I 28 I I 1983 I 48339 I 340 I 483 I l15 I 169 : 78 I 
: 1984 I 34574 I 314 I 480 I 144 ! 106 I 132 I 
: 1985 I 32674 I 557 I 1728 I 353 I !01 I 66 I 






































































: Year I Effort I Age 2 : Age 3 : Age 4 I Age 5 I Age 6 l Age 7 l Age 8 I Age 9 I Age 10 1 Age 11 l Age 12 : : ------l--------1--------1--------: --------1-------- J --------l--------1--------: --------:--------:--------:--------: l 197 4 l 116982 I 232 I 175 l 55 I 
: 1975 : 161009 : 541 : 196 : 36 I 
I 1976 I 152419 l 404 l 278 I 148 l 
: 1977 : 224824 : 276 : 156 l 249 : 
: 1978 l 236929 : 1050 1 93 I 31 I 
: 1979 : 287494 I 382 l 126 I 13 I 
l 1980 I 333197 I 880 I 37 l 25 : 
: I 981 l 251504 l 1 027 l 198 I 13 I 
l 1982 1 250870 I 1379 : 441 1 13(1 : 
: 1983 : 244349 I 915 : 390 : 45 1 
l 1984 : 240775 I 428 I 153 l 57 1 
l 1985 : 267393 : 229 : 636 1 217 l 

































































































: Year : Effort I Age 2 l Age 3 I Age 4 l Age 5 I Age 6 1 Age 7 I Age 8 1 Age 9 I Age 10 I Age 11 I Age 12 : l------ ~-------- ~--------: --------1-------- f --------:--------:--------1--------1--------:-------- ~ --------1--------l : 197 4 : 44 937 : 
l 1975 1 46202 l 
: 197 6 : 59066 I 
I !977 : 68287 : 
: 1978 : 62627 l 
l 1979 l 68906 l 
1 1980 : 61681 1 
: 1981 I 70037 : 
: 1982 : 67479 : 
l 1983 l 62530 : 
: 1984 : 56492 : 











2045 : 1758 : 3195 : 
4279 : 2670 1 1186 : 
8900 : 4365 : 1707 : 
6042 : 6318 1 3082 : 
807 : 5405 : 6103 I 
831 : 5364 1 6822 1 
2519 1 4980 1 3970 : 
637(1 : 5689 1 3584 : 
5275 : 8777 : 5819 : 
4379 i 7006 I I 0272 I 
3469 l 10760 1 5501 1 
























































































Table 23.3 ctd. 
Nat1on : EN6 Sear : TRL 
Saithe in Sub-area IV. 










: Year : Effort : {\ge 2 : Age 3 : Age 4 : Age 5 : Age b 
1 Age 7 : Age 8 : Age 9 : Age 10 : Age 11 : Age 12 : 1 
: ------: --------l--------1--------: --------~--------I --------1-------- ~ --------:--------:-------- 1--------:-------- l 
: 1974 : 72830 : 352 : 559 : 43B : 165 : 260 : !56 
1 69 : 24 : 21 : 15 1 11 : 1 1 
: 1975 : 80614 : 787 : 641 : 235 1 105 : 61 
1 73 : 79 : 40 : 16 : 12 1 7 : 1 1 1 
: 1976 : 93424 : 737 1 2896 : 591 : 118 : 72 
1 34 : 75 1 36 : 34 : 10 : 7 : 1 1 1 
: 1977 : 117180 : 1175 : 941 1 717 : 128 : 32 
1 26 1 20 : 21 : 23 1 I! 1 4 : 1 1 1 1 1 
1978 : 115899 : 1933 1 1567 : 647 : 444 : '12 : 39 
1 34 : 29 1 59 : 56 : 27 1 1 1 1 1 
: 1079 : 70427 : 521 : !038 : 266 : 144 : 119 : 32 : 21 : 13 
1 12 : 23 : 18 : 1 
: 1980 : 40962 : m : 334 1 100 : 43 : 69 : 28 : 7 : 4 : 2 : 2 : 4 : 1 
: 198! : 3967! : 665 1 ! 113 : 153 : 91 1 32 
1 27 : 23 : 7 1 4 : 2 1 2 1
 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
!98'2 : 33539 : 969 : 936 : 865 : 81 : 66 : a : 9 : 5 : 1 : 1 
1 1 : 1 
:983 : 35033 : 47b : 1021 : l4b : 143 1 3! : 31 : 10 : 7 
1 10 : 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 
! 984 : 32216 : 436 : 643 1 I !9 : 80 : 78 : 17 : 7 : 1 : 1 : I :
 
1 
1985 : !3867 : 51 1 316 : 128 1 33 1 12 
1 16 : 2 : 3 : 1 1 1 1 
11 9 
Table 23 • 4 1 Results of analysis of catchability coefficients for SAITHE in IV 
Ffornaaedgearsandtotalinternationa!F 
l Sear I Esthate I Age 2 : Age 3 I Age 4 ~ Age 5 I Age 6 : Age 7 : Age 8 : Age 9 : Age 10 : Agell I Age 12 l---------'-------------l----------l----------l----------l----------l----------l----------1----------l----------l----------l I 
\F(gear) 0.001 \ 0.003 \ 0.003 \ 0,004 I o.o10 I 0.007 I 0.009 I 0,006 I 0.005 I 0.004 r 0.002 ISCOTRLIVarFigearl I 0.000001 0.000001 0.00000\ o.ooooo: 0.000001 0,000001 0.000001 0.000001 o.oooool 0.0000 o.oooo IPropnlgearJ I 0.141451 0.01544 I 0.006561 0.008791 0.014491 0,031141 0,006491 0.017051 0.000001 o.oooo 0.01370 l---------l-------------:----------l----------l----------l----------l----------l----------1----------l----------l----------l 
l Flgear) 0.004 I 0.004 \ 0.001 \ 0.001 \ 0.003 I 0.008 I 0.010 I 0.014 I 0.009 I 0.011 0.016 
\SCOLTRIVarFigearl I 0.00001 I 0.000001 0.000001 0.000001 0.000001 0.000001 0.000011 0.00001\ 0.000001 0.0000 ! 0.00002 
\Proon<gear) I 0.058291 0.005681 0.004041 0.003921 0.004291 0.011221 0.021041 0.027641 O.\l3731 \ 0.0399 0.04443 :-------- '-------------:----------:----------1----------l----------:----------:----------:----------:----------:----------: 
IFigear) 0.001 I 0.004 I 0.002 I 0.002 I 0.003 \ 0.005 \ 0.003 I 0.002 I 0.002 I 0,002 0.003 
\EHSTRl\VarFigearl I 0.000001 0.000001 0.000001 0.000001 0.000001 0.000001 0.000001 0.000001 0.000001 0.0000 o.oooo 
IProonlgear) \ 0.01295\ 0.00282\ 0.00238\ 0.002981 0.002651 0,00684 I 0.004811 0.01421 I 0.000001 0.0000 o.oooo 
:---------'------- ---!----------:----------:----------:----------:----------\----------l----------:----------1----------l 
\Ftaear) 0.005 I 0.037 I 0.196 I 0.294 I 0.247 I 1),108 I 0.067 I 0.035 I 0.072 \ 0.062 0.053 
IFRAALLIVarFigearl \ 0.000031 0.00012\ 0.000611 0.001251 0.000601 0.00051 I 0,00041 I 0.000431 0.000151 0.0002 0.00025 IPropntgearl I 0.000001 (1,042491 0.27344\ 0.37651 I 0.360671 0.235031 0.04794 I 0.066331 0.281421 0.3032 0.24521 \---· ~---:-------------:----------:----------:----------:----------:----------:----------:----------\----------i----------1-
IFiqearl 0.011 \ 0.048 I 0.203 I 0.302 I 0.263 I 0.128 I 0.098 I 0.057 I 0.086 I 0.078 0.073 
lAllaboveiYarFigear) I (1,000041 0.000121 tl.00061 I 0.001261 0.000611 0.00051 I 0.000421 0.000441 0.000161 0,0002 0.00027 
lPropnlgear) I 0.212701 0.066431 0.286431 0.392001 0.382101 0.284221 0.09017\ 0.125231 0.318731 0,3430 ; .0.30335 :---------1-------------:----------:----------:----------:----------:----------:----------:----------:----------l----------:-
I I Total I 0.050 I 0.719 I 0,708 I 0.770 I 0.699 I 0.449 I 1.098 I 0.452 I 0.270 I 0.229 ; 0.242 
I 11nternatll VarF (1,001)971 0,027441 0.007461 0.008171 0.004171 0.006331 0.065511 0.027901 0.00156 I 0.0018 ;0.00297 
·120 Table 23 • 5 Values of Natural Mortality Hate and Proportion Mature at age 
I Age I tlat Mar I Mat. I 
:-----:--------:-------: 
1 I 0. 200 I 0. 000 I 
2 : 0.200 l 0.000 l 
3 l 0.200 I 0.000 I 
4 I 0.200 I 0.150 I 
5 I 0. 2(11) I 0. 700 I 
6 I 0. 200 I 0. 900 I 
7 I 0. 200 I 1. 000 I 
e 1 o. 200 1 1. ooo 1 
9 I 0. 200 I 1. 000 l 
10 : Q. 200 : 1. 000 i 
11 I (l, 200 I 1. 000 ! 
12 I 0. 200 I l. 0(1!) : 
13 I 0.200 I 1.000 I 
14 I 0. 200 I 1. 000 I 
15 : 0. 200 : 1. 000 : 
Table 23.6 Total International Catch at Age UOOO'sl of SAITHE in IV between 1970 and 1985 
I Agel 1970 I 1971 I 1972 I 1973 I 1974 I 1975 I 1976 I 1977 I 1978 : 1979 I Agei 
i ----:---------:---------:---------: ---------1---------: ---------:--------- ~ ---------:--------- i ---------l----1 
I l 






I 10 I 
I 11 I 
I 12 I 
13 I 
I 14 I 










































































































I Agel 1980 l 1981 I 1982 l 1983 I 1984 I 1985 I Agel 














l 14 l 

















17892 I 248051 
192771 250151 












2651 7 41 346 l 1 I 
341911 321601 39371 2 I 
235711 784161 111942l 3 1 
187931 317521 537191 4 I 
260321 118081 114641 5 I 
4673: 123561 45331 6 I 
44441 1318 I 2340 I 7 1 
1262: 10631 4161 a 1 
895l 2551 2111 9 I 
3031 180l 78l 10 : 
2051 971 73 1 1l I 
76l 711 66l 12 l 
891 281 21l 13 l 
381 401 231 14 I 































fl70l 1 I 
169b8l 2 I 
101961 3 I 
148181 4 I 
128641 5 I 
73931 b : 
2b40 I I I 
8731 B : 
4701 9 l 
2B2l 10 I 
404l 11 I 
344l12 I 
1571 13 l 
541 14 l 
99l 15 I 
121 
Table 23.7 Total International Mean Weight at Age ( Kg. ) of SAITHE in IV between 1970 and 1985 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Age: 1970 : 1971 : 1972 : 1973 : 1974 : 1975 : 1976 : 1977 : 1978 : 1979 : Age\ :----:---------1---------:--------- j ---------:---------:---------:---------:---------:--------- ~ ---------; ----; 1 : 0.434 : 0.495 : 0.304 I 0.154 : 0.26B : 0.198 : (1, 461 : 0.429 : 0.353 : 0.437 I 1 : I I 2 : 0.697 I O.b09 : 0.510 : 0.392 : 0.494 : o. 494 : 0.501 : 0.424 : 0.513 : 0.387 I 2 : 
I 
I 3 : 0.931 : 0.838 : 0.743 : o. 780 : o. 849 : 0.887 0.690 : o. 759 : o. 752 I o. 910 : 3 : I 4 : 1.442 : 1.357 : 1.158 : 1.407 : 1.556 I 1.497 : 1.302 : 1. 254 I 1.262 I 1.469 : 4 : I I I 5 : 2.073 I 2.203 : 1.897 : 1.575 : 2.489 : 2.478 : 2.175 \ 1. 903 : 2.051 : 2.189 : 5 I 
I 
I b : 2. 708 : 3.007 : 2.364 I 2.543 : 2.729 : 3.275 : 3.036 : 3.110 I 3.347 : 3.026 I 6 : 1 I I 7 3.598 : 3.804 : 3.869 : 3.339 : 3.353 : 3.684 1 4.007 : 4.151 : 4.660 : 3.904 : 7 : 1 8 : 4.420 1 4.635 : 4.184 
' 
4. 657 : 4.386 I 4.190 : 4.325 I 4.556 I 5.292 : 5.030 : 8 : 1 I 1 9 : 5.615 I 5.168 l 4.m : 4.502 I 5.538 : 5.481 : 4.981 I 4. 787 l 5. 727 : 5.885 : 9 1 1 I 1 : 10 : 5.826 I 5.b29 l 5.538 : 5. 601 : 6. 407 I b. 827 1 6.008 : 5.181 : 6.069 : 6.258 1 10 : I I I I 1 11 : 6.698 I 5. 476 : 7.319 I 5.788 : 7.640 I 7.347 I b. 901 I 6.494 1 b. 726 : b. 774 : 11 : I I 1 1 I I I : 12 1 7.212 l 6.555 : 6.693 1 7.468 I 8.500 l 7.719 I 7.422 I 7. 400 I 7. 674 : 7.617 : 12 : I I I I I I 13 I 9.170 : 7.680 1 9.258 : 7.264 I 9.098 : 8.495 1 8.017 1 8.696 : 8.601 I 8.081 l 13 1 I I I 1 I 1 I I : 14 : 8.874 I 9.350 : 7. 931 I 8.593 I 11.841 : 10.668 : 8.105 I 8. 948 : 9.69~ : 8.200 : 14 : I 1 I : 15 : 8.854 : 9.260 : 8.170 : B. 744 I 8.521 : 10.198 : 8. 732 : 8.979 I 9.104 : 8.699 : 15 : I I 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
: Agel 1980 : 1981 I 1982 : 1~83 : 1984 : 1985 I A gel I 1 : ----1---------l---------: ---------; ---------:---------: ---------l----1 
1 : 0.297 : 0.285 I 0.273 : 0.422 : 0.185 : 0.163 : 1 1 I I 2 : 0.463 : 0.556 : 0.542 I 0.460 I 0.491 : 0.465 : 2 I I 1 I 3 : o. 963 I 0.897 I 1.089 l 0. 966 : 0. 711 : 0.654 l 3 : ' 4 I 1.798 I 1.625 : 1.516 I 1. 703 I Lb10 : 1.183 : 4 I 1 I I I 1 
J 
I 2.447 1 2.489 : 2.292 l 2.126 : 2,234 : 1.895 I 5 1 I 1 I I 6 : 3.274 I 3.356 l 3.004 I 3.076 : 2. 701 : 2.773 : 6 : I 1 7 l 4.690 1 4.418 : 3. 983 : 3.569 I 3.857 : 3.446 : 7 : 1 1 8 : 5.620 I 5.354 I 4.891 I 4.567 : 4.542 I 4.658 : 8 : I I I 1 9 : 6.302 : b.338 1 5. 765 I 5.383 1 5. 9b1 I 5.171 : 9 : I 1 I I : 10 : 7.436 : 7.233 : 6.513 : 6.223 I 7.147 : 6. 609 I 1(1 ! 1 I 1 I 11 I 7.835 : 7.525 : 7.510 1 6.913 : 7. 758 : 7.377 I 11 : I I I I 12 1 7.912 I 7. 996 1 7.848 1 7.693 I 7.427 I 8.000 \ 12 I 1 I I I 1 I 13 i 8.442 l 8.664 i 8.102 I 9.236 : 8.189 : 8.350 : 13 I 1 1 1 i 14 i B. 946 1 8.267 I 8.407 I 7.805 : 8,4(11 i 8.354 : 14 I I I I I : 15 I 9.609 I 8.829 : 9.304 I 10.035 1 9.339 I 8.838 1 15 I I I I I I 1 I 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
1,22 









: Age: 1970 : !971 : 1972 : 1973 : 1974 : 1975 : 1976 l 1'177 : 1978 : 1979 
: Age/ 
l----: ---------! ---------:---------:---------:---------\---------:---------:---------:---------:--------- ~ --
--l 
0.001 ' 0.003 I 0. 002 I 0.018 I o. 007 : 0.002 : 0.002 ' 0.018 
I 0.012 : 0.004 : I : 
I I I ' 
I 
0.0\lb : 0.063 : 0.124 : 0.190 : 0.084 : 0.166 : 0.223 : 0.124 : 0.198 : 0.239 : 2 
3 : •j,149 o. 276 : 0.352 : o. 470 : o. 688 I o. 406 I o.m : 0.251 
I 0.461 I 0.183 I ~ I I 
' 
I I 
4 : ll. 4'i5 : u.362 1 0.434 : 0.548 : 0.661 : 0.621 : 0.922 : 1), 684 
I 0.532 : o. 449 : 4 I 
5 : 0.457 0.393 I 0.263 : 0.310 : 0.398 : 0.400 : 0.589 : 0. 658 : 0.500 
I 0.523 l 5 I I 
6 : (!, 5•J3 : 0.219 : 0.503 : 0.277 : 0. 440 : 0. 401 : (1, 420 : 0.632 l (1.397 I 0.421 : 6 : 
7 : (!,292 : 0.305 I o. 321 : (!,368 : 0. 432 : 0.553 : 0. 354 : 0.5()8 : 0.300 : o. 541 ' 7 : I 
8 : 0.189 0.330 : 0.387 : 0.264 : 1), }47 : 0~535 : 0.425 : O.b48 : 0.306 : 0.398 : 8 : 
9 : 0.117 : o. 288 : 0.354 : 0. 277 : 0.244 : 0.490 l 0. 358 : o. 630 : 0.291 : 0. 219 : 
[r) (i, 096 : o.m : 0.298 : 0.3% : 0.172 1), 467 : 0.287 : 0.411 : 0.239 
I 0.185 : 10 : I 
: 1! : (:, 091 : (:, 33B I 0.204 : 0.278 : 0.188 : 0. 356 I 0.321 l 1), 4!9 




: I~ 0.058 I 0.046 I 0. 365 : o. 370 I 0.128 : 0.25!:l : 0.237 : 0.488 : 0.331 : 1), 186 : 12 : I I 
I 13 0.387 : o. 1)33 : 0.176 : 0.435 : 0.257 : (1,305 : 0.194 : 0. 593 : 0.569 : o. 210 : 13 : I 
: 14 l 0. 300 I o.:!.oo o. 300 : 0.300 : 0.300 : 0,3(10 : 0.300 : 0.300 ' 0.300 : 0.3(10 
I 14 I I 
' 
I 
: 15 0. 300 : 0.300 : 0.300 : 0.300 : 0.300 : 0,31)0 : 0.31j(l : 0.300 














Age: 19E(I : 1981 : 1982 i 1983 : 1984 : 1985 : llgel 
1----:---------:---------:---------:---------:---------:---------:----: 
1 : (1,007 : 0.032 
' 
0.005 : t\,(11)1 : u.ooo l (1,0(!2 : I : 
2 i 0.1 1)5 : 0.165 : 0.197 ' 1),127 : O.lt7 : 0.023 I 2 ' I ' I 
·' 
: 0.243 : 0.151 : 0.364 : (!,290 : 0.475 : (1, 719 I 3 : ' 
4 : 0.300 : 0.321 : o. 455 : 1),515 I o. 796 l o. 708 : 4 : I 
5 : 0.585 : 0.332 I 0.812 I o. 719 : o. 723 : 1), 770 : 5 : I I 
! b : 0.529 : 0.5'15 : o. 612 I 1.043 : o.m : 0.688 : 6 ' I I 
7 : o. 487 : 0.5b3 : 0.562 : 1.112 ' 1.005 : 0.449 : 7 I I 
B : 0.392 : o. 811 : 0.537 : 0.937 I o. 912 
I 1.098 : 8 I I I 
' 
9 : o. 417 : (1,5[2 : 0.678 I o. 777 ' o. 489 : 0.452 : 9 ' ' I I 
10 o. 292 : 0.458 0.480 ' 0.422 : 0. 343 : 0.270 l 10 : I 
: 11 : 0.314 : 0.514 i 0.321 : 1),681 : 0.232 : 0.228 : 11 : 
t 12 : 0.147 : o. 694 : 0.336 : 0.374 : 0.539 I o. 242 : 12 
I 
I 
: 13 l 0.168 : 0.352 0. 455 ' 0.388 I 0.233 
I (!,300 l 13 I 
' ' 
I I 
: 14 : 0.300 : 0.300 ' 0.300 : 0.300 : 0.300 ' 0.300 : 14 ' 
' ' 
I 
15 : 0.300 : 0.300 : 0.300 : 0.300 I 0.300 









Table 23.-9 Stock Numbers at Age <1000's) of SAITHE in IV between 1970 and 1985 
: Age: 1970 l 1971 : 1972 : 1973 I 1974 I 1975 : 1976 l 1977 l 1978 : 1979 l Age! l----: ---------:--------- ~---------1---------l---------; ---------:---------:---------:--------- ~ --------- ~ ---- i 1 : 236173\ 
2 : 383454 i 
3 : 273174: 
4 : 208442\ 
5 : 394081 
6 I 318991 
7 : 158371 
8 : 101841 
9 I 27721 
I 10 : 9641 
: 11 : 299i 
I 12 : 2861 
~ 13 : 13 f 
:14: 1b: 



































































































: 11 I 
; 12 ! 
: 13 ! 
I 14 I 












































































2499331 1 : 
1909581 2 : 
238038 I ,) ' 
1154631 4 : 
232591 5 : 
99421 6 : 
7085: 7 : 
6771 8 I 
6361 9 : 
363: 10 I 
m: 11 1 
3361 12 : 
89: 13 : 
97: 14 : 































2518661 1 : 
8ma: 2 : 
669641 3 : 
448761 4 I 
34546: " ' 
235601 6 I 
6906: 7 : 
29151 8 : 
2627: 9 : 
18371 10 : 
2309: 11 : 
22371 12 : 
911: 13 : 
2291 14 I 
421: 15 : 
Table 23.10 i1ean Fishing Mortality, Biomass and Recruitment of SAITHE 1n IV between 1970 and 1985 
Mean. F1sh1ng Mortality : Biomass 
Aqes : Ages : 1000 tonnes I 
3 to 6 : 0 to 41 
Recruits 
Age 1 
! vear : H. Con : DlSC I By-cat I Tot~.l : Sp St lY.C. ll1i1lionl ; ------ ~ -------- ~ --------1--------: -------1-------:----:-------1 l 1970 : 0.332 : 0.000 : 0.056 l 1221 l 308 l 69 I 236 I : 1971 I 0.271 \ 0.000 I 0.035 : 1207 : 414 : 70 : 234 : : 1972 : 0.346 l 0.000 I 0.034 I 1009 : 460 l 71 l 243 I : 1973 i 0.310 l 0.000 I 0.073 I 886 l 489 I 72 I 275 I 1 1974 I 0.4\11 : 0.000 I 0.121 : 1071 I 537 l 73 l 634 l i 1975 : t\362 : 0.000 : 0.085 : 1003 : 459 : 74 : 211 I : 1976 I 0.616 : 1),000 I 0.095 : 857 I 334 : 75 : 147 : 1977 I 0.541 ! 0.000 : (1.010 l 608 : 275 : 76 : 124 I I !978 l 0.465 l 0.000 I 0.005 : 515 I 250 l 77 l lOB l I !979 I 0.386 I 0.000 I 0.005 I 532 I 241 l 78 I 252 l : 1980 : 0.414 : 0.000 l 0.002 : 535 : 246 : 79 I 159 : I 1981 l 0.347 l 0.000 I 0.003 I 558 I 221 I 80 I 193 I : 1982 I 0.544 I 0.000 I 0.014 I 623 I 180 l 81 l 386 l l 1983 l 0.636 l 0.000 l 0.003 l 707 l 182 I 82 I 399 I I 1984 : 0.713 : 0.000 I 0.014 I 619 : 145 : 83 : 233 : : 1985 : 0.690 I 0.000 l 0.019 l 535 I 118 I 84 l 250 l : --------------------------------------------------------------I 11ean recruits a.t age 1 for period 1970 to 1985 : 255 : 
123 
124 
Table 23 • ll Input for catch prediction of SAITHE 1n IV 
1985 Values used in Prediction 
Stock and Fishing Mortality F at age I Mean Wt. and Propn. Retained by Consurnpti on F! s
hery 
l------.:.. _______________________________________ ------------------------: 
Sealed ~eao F Hean values for period 1980 to 1~85 
: Age I Stock Fishing Mortal! ty 1980 to 1985 Mean We1 gh
t (!(g.) ! Prop. 
Number i H.Con. : Disc : Ind : H.Con. : Di se : Ind : H.Can. 
I Di se : Ind : Stod : Ret. : I 
l----1----------l--------l-------- I--------:-------- l -------- l --------1--------} --------1--------·1-------- l ------ -l 
1 : 249933 i 0.002 : 
2 I 190958 : 0.023 : o. 000 : I 
3 : 238038 : (1, 673 I 0.046 I
 
I I 
4 I 115463 I o. 657 : 0.051 : I I 
5 I 23259 I o. 746 : 0.024 : I I 
6 : 9942 I 0.685 i o. 003 : I 
7 : 7085 : (1. 448 I (l,tj(l! : I 
B : 677 : !. 090 : 0.008 : 
9 \ 636 I 0.452 l 
10 I 363 : 0.270 I I 
11 : 395 : 0.228 I I 
12 : 336 : 1).242 : 
13 I 89 0.300 I I I 
14 : 97 I 0.300 I I I 
15 : 132 : 0.300 : 
i Mean F 
: Unsealed l 
i Scaled 
Age ~. to 6 
0.690 
\Age 0 41 
: 0.019 : 
Recruits at age 1 in 1986 = 255287 
Recruits at age 1 in 1987 = 255287 
Recruits at age 1 in 1988 = 255287 
0.009 : 
0. 148 : 
0.436 : 
o. 614 I I 
0.805 : 
0,907 I I 
0.862 : 
0.965 I I 
0.686 : 
o. 467 : 


















IAge () 4\ 
: 0.009 : 
: 0.019 : 




1. 580 i 
2.251 : 
3. 031 I I 
3. 994 \ 
4. 939 : 
5.820 \ 
6.860 : 





Nean F for ages 3 to 6 in 1985 far human consumption landings + discards = 0.690 • 
0.194 I O.L'71 I 
0.437 : o. 496 
o. 700 i 0.880 
1.348 : 1.572 
2.160 : 2.247 
2. 770 i 3.0:H 
3·.sso I 3. 994 I 
4. 947 : 4.939 
5. 970 I 5.820 I 






Human consumption + discard F-at-age values in predicbon are mean values for the period 1980
 to 1985 
rescaled to produce a mean value of F far ages 3 to 6 equal to that far 1985 
Mean F for ages 0 to 4 in 1985 for small-mesh fisheries= 0.019 • 
Industrial fishery F-at-age in the prediction are averages for the period 1980 to 1985 • 
reseal ed to produce a mean value of F far ages 0 to 4 equal to that far 1985 
: l. (l(l(l : 
: j,r)(H) : 
: 1.000 : 
I 1.00(1 I I I 
: 1. 000 : 
: 1.000 : 
: 1.000 \ 
: 1.000 : 
: !.000 i 
: 1.000 : 
: 1.000 \ 
I 1.000 : I 
: 1.0(10 : 
: 1.000 I I 
: 1.000 : 
Tab le 23 .12 .1 Predicted Catches and Bi amasses I 1000's of tonnes ! of SAITHE in IV 19Bb to 1987 
Year 
11985 11986 I 1987 
--------------------------- ~ -----1----- ~ ----- ~ ----- ~ -----1-----:-----:----- f -----:-----:----- i I lliomass I Jan of Year 
Total I 535 I 630 : 592 l 592 : 592 I 592 l 592 I 592 I 592 l :m l 592 I Spming l 118 I 164 I 158 i 158 i 158 I 158 I 158 I 158 l 158 l 158 I 158 l 
: Hean F Ages 
l Human Cons. 
i Small-mesh 
3 to b 10.69 10.69 10.00 l0.14 10.28 10.41 \0.55 l0.69 10.83 lO.OO 10.00 I 0 to 4 10.02 \.0.02 10.01 :0.01 :0.01 10.01 :0.01 10.01 :0.01 :0.00 10.00 I 
ii'lean FfYearlil1ean F<19B5l I F0.1l Fmaxl Human Consumption \1.00 11.00 10.00 10.20 10.40 10.60 10.80 11.00 l1.20 lO.OO lO.OO l Sii\all-mesh Fishery ll.OO 11.00 l0.50 10.50 l0.50 10.50 \0.50 \0.50 10.50 lO.OO 10.00 I 
I Catch weight 
Human Consul!lption l 178 I 208 : 0 I 49 I 92 l 130 l 164 l 194 I 220 I 0 : 0 : l l Discards 0 : (I: 0 : 0 l 0 0 : 0 I 0 I 0 : 0 : 0 
' Small-mesh Fisheries 8 I 9 l r 1 5 l 5 : 4 : 4 l 4 I 4 : 0 : (I: l "l l Total landings : 186 : 217 I 5 f 54 I 97 I 134 : 168 : l'i'B l 224 I 0 I 0 l I Total catch 1B6 I 217 : 5 : 54 i 97 I 134 : 16B I 198 I 224 I 0 I (lj 
I Biomass 1 Jan of Year+! 
Total I 630 I 592 I 824 : 760 I 704 I 655 : 611 I 572 I 537 I 0 : 0 I Spawning I 164 I 158 I 2<;7 I 257 I 223 I 193 I 168 : 146 l 127 I 0 I (I I 
125 
126 
Table 23.12 • 2 F'red1cted Catches and Biomasses ( 1000's of tonnes 1 of SA!THE 1n IV 1986 to 1987 
Year 
11985 11986 I 1987 
---------------------------! -----: -----l-----1----- 1-----: -----l-----l-----1-----: ---·--1-----l 
; B1 amass I Jan of Year 
Total 
Spawning 
I Nean F Ages 
' ' 
' ' 
I 535 I 630 I 592 I 592 I 592 I 592 : 592 I 592 I 592 1 592 I 592 1 
1 118 : 164 : 158 1 158 : 158 : !58 I 158 : 158 : 158 : 158 : 159 1 
l Hu,;an Cons. 
l Smal !-mesh 
3 to b 10.69 !0.69 10.00 10.14 10.28 10.41 10.55 10.69 10.83 10.00 10.00 : 
0 to 4 10.02 10.02 10.02 10.02 10.t)2 10.02 10.02 1(1,02 10.02 10.00 10.00 1 
1 i1ean F (Year J /~lean F (j 985) 
Human Consu~pti on 
Srna 11-liiesh Fishery 
; Catch ~1ei ght 
Human Consumption 
Discards 
Small-mesh F i shen es 
Total landings 
Total catch 
: Bi ornass 1 Jan o·f Year+! 
1 1 FO.ll Fmax1 
11.00 11.00 1o.oo 10.20 10.40 10.6(1 1o.ao 11.00 11.20 1o.oo 10.00 1 
1 I. 00 1 1. 00 1 1. 00 1 1. 00 1 1. 00 l 1. 00 1 1. 00 1 1. 00 : 1. 00 I 0. 00 I 0. 00 I 
178 I 208 I (I 1 49 I 91 129 I 163 1 192 : 219 I (I I 0 I 
0 I 0 I 0 1 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I I) I 0 I 0 I 0 1 
B 1 9 I 10 I 10 I 9 I 9 1 8 I 8 I a I 0 I (ll 
1 186 I 217 I 10 I 58 I 101 ' 138 I 171 I 200 I 226 I 0 1 0 I 
' 
186 I 217 1 10 I 58 I 101 1 138 I 171 I 200 I 226 1 (I I 0 I 
la tal I 630 i 592 I 815 1 753 I 697 I 648 I 605 I 567 : 533 1 0 I 0 1 
Spawn1ng I 164 I 158 I 294 I 254 I 220 I 191 I 166 I 144 I 125 1 0 I 0 : 
Table 23.12 • 3 Predicted Latches and Biomasses i 1000's of tonnes ) of SAITHE in IV 1986 to 1987 
Year 
I 1985 I 1986 : 1987 
--------------------------- t ----- ~ -----:-----:-----:-----:-----1-----:----- t ----- ~ -----:-----: 
I E:1omass 1 Jan of Year 
Tolal I 535 : 630 : 592 1 592 I 592 I 592 I 592 I 592 I 592 I 592 I 592 I 
Spawning : 118 I 164 I 158 I 158 I 158 : 158 I 15B : 158 I 158 1 158 : 158 I 
: t1ean F Ages 
: Human Cons. 
i Sma !!-mesh 
3 to b 10.69 10.69 10.00 10.14 10.28 10.41 10.55 10.69 10.83 10.00 10.00 I 
ll to 4 10.02 10.02 10.03 10.03 10.03 10.03 10.03 10.03 10.03 10.00 10.00 I 
IMean F!Year)/11ean F(I9B5l I F0.11 Fmaxl 
Human Consumption 11.00 11.00 10.00 10.20 10.40 10.60 10.80 11.0(1 11.20 10.00 10.00 1 
Small-mesh F1shery 11.00 11.00 11.50 11.50 11.50 11.50 11.50 11.50 11.50 10.00 10.00 I 
I Catch lieight 
Human Consumption 178 1 208 I ()I 48 I 91 1 129 I 162 I 191 I 218 I 0 1 0 I 
Discards 0 1 0 : 0 I 0 1 0 1 0 I 0 1 0 I 0 l 0 1 0 I 
Small-mesh Fi shen es B 1 9 I 15 I 14 1 14 : n: 12 I 10 I '-I 11 I 0 I 0 I 
Total landings I 186 I 217 1 15 : 63 I 104 I 141 17 4 I 203 I 22'1 I 0 I 0 I 
Total catch I 186 I 217 : 15 I 63 1 104 : 141 1 17 4 I 203 : 22'1 I 0 1 (I I 
I Bioroass 1 Jan of Year+! 
Total I 630 I 592 : 807 I 745 I 690 : 642 1 600 1 562 : 528 1 0 : 0 I 
Spawning I 104 : 158 1 290 I 251 : 217 : 188 1 163 1 142 I 123 I 0 I 0 1 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Weight ( 10(1!) tonnes ) Nurnber ( mi ll1ons l 
: Year : Total : H. Con : Disc I By-cat l Total : H. Con : DISC i By-cat: I 
:------ ~ -------l-------1------- ~ ------- ~ ------- ~ ------- i -------:-------: 
1970 : 15 : 15 : 0 : 0 : 8 : B : {_l : u : 
: 1971 : 20 : 20 0 : 0 : 11 : 11 
I 0 i 0 : I 
: 1'172 : 29 : 29 : (l 
I 0 : 19 I 19 : (I : (I : I I 
: 1973 : 34 : 34 : 0 : (I : 23 : 23 : 0 : 0 : 
: 1974 : 36 : 36 : () : (I : 1B 
I 18 : (l : 0 : I 
1975 : 31 I 31 : 0 I 0 : 16 : \6 : 0 : 
!) : 
I I 
1'176 I 42 : 42 : (l I 0 : 20 : 20 : (l : 
(; 
I I 
1977 : 27 : 27 : 0 : Q : 13 : 13 : 0 : 
(l : 
1'178 : 33 : 33 : (I : () : 16 
I 16 : (I (l : I 
1979 : 22 I 22 I !) : 0 : 7 : 7 : 0 : 0 : I I 
1980 : 22 : 22 : 0 : 0 : B : 8 : 0 : (I : 
1981 : 24 : 24 : 0 I 0 
I i1 : 11 I 0 : 0 : I I I 
1982 : 24 : 24 : 0 : (I : 11 : 11 : (I 0 : 
I 1983 I 29 : 29 : 0 : 0 
I 14 : 14 : 0 0 I 
I I 
I I 
: 1984 : 22 : 22 : 0 : (! : 13 : 13 : 
(I : 0 : 
: 1985 : 25 I ·>C' : 0 : (l : 14 
I 14 : c : 0 : 









Table 24.3 Catch at age data bv nation and gear used 10 Q anal ys1s 
MinimUiiJ age for Q analysis = 2 
Maximum age for Q analysis t 12 













\ Year : Effort \ Age 2 \ Age 3 l Age 4 l Age 5 : Age 6 : Age 7 : Age 8 : A
ge 9 : Age 10 l llge 11 1 Age 12 : 
:------ i --------1-------- ~ --------:--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:--------1--------1--------
:--------: 
: 1974 : 70557 : 109 : 2177 \ 1487 : m: 425 : 631 491 
307 : 316 I HO : BB l I 
1975 l bb411 : 523 I 1919 : 1133 : 896 : 559 
I 768 \ 515 : 135 : 54 : 63 : 63 : 
I I 
1976 : 90042 : 670 : 4038 : 1319 : 1297 : 846 : 524 : 413 : 
446 : 269 : 334 : 151 : 
1917 : 71393 : 127 I 1056 : 1469 : 1184 l 544 : 451 315 :
 224 : 242 : 216 : B4 
I 
1978 : 83500 : 476 : 1880 I 1674 : 919 
I 518 : 154 : 143 : 94 ~ 188 : 260 : 203 : I I 
: 1979 : 65600 l n: 1148 : 885 : 650 : 357 : 244 I 107 
: 159 I 124 I 131 : 104 : I I 
1980 : 60976 : 243 : 2262 : 601 
I 463 : 424 : 352 : 167 I 59 : 921 140 : 121 l I I 
1981 : 60628 I 435 : 2045 : 1455 : 507 : 371 
I 305 : 185 : 133 l 114 : 113 : 106 I 
1982 : 54098 : 313 : 2795 : 1157 : 1047 : 438 : 319 : 1'13 l 
117 : 57 : 42 : 56 1 
1983 : 62295 : 335 : 2951 I 1842 : 676 : 633 : 454 l 135 
\ B6 l 74 : 49 : 60 : 
I 
I 1984 : 60036 : 440 : 2675 : 2153 : 721 : 542 : 240 : 109 :
 431 30 : 8 : 3 : 
I 
I 1985 : 70976 : 1166 : 3318 \ 2293 : 1196 : 965 : 465 : 140 
\ 77 : 38 I lb : 4 : 
I 
I 
Table 24.4 Results of analysis of catchability coefficients for SAITHE in VI 
F for named gears and total international F 
: Sear Estimate i Age 2 l Age 3 l Age 4 i Age 5 l Age 6 l Age 7 l Age 8 l Age 9 i Age 10 : Age 11 
: ---------:-------------1----------: ----------1---------- l ---------- l ----------1---------- :----------I----------f ----------1 
I FCgearl : 0.028 I 0.340 I 0.429 I 0.352 I 0.582 I 0.812 I 0.674 : 0.614 l 0.674 : 0.347 I 
I FRA ALL l Var FCgearl i 0. 00003 : o. 00078 : 0. 00087 : 0. 00533 : 0. 00250 : 0. 00711 : 0.00537 : o. 00878 : 0. 02043 : o. 0025 
I Propn(gearl I 0.52845 l 0.69004 : 0.76453 : 0.86444 I 0.82434 i o. 80715 : 0. 79238 I 0. 82157 l 0. 80968 I o. 7474 
1---------l------------- ~ ----------1---------- ~ ---------- ~ ---------- : ---------- ~ ----------1---------- ~ ----------1---------- ~ 
I F!gearl : 0.028 I 0.340 I 0.429 l 0.352 l 0.582 I 0.812 I 0.674 l 0.614 l 0.674 : 0.347 
I I 
I I 
lAll above: Var F!gearl I 0. 00003 I 0. 00078 I 0. 00087 I 0. 00533 l 0. 00250 I 0. 00711 i 0.00537 I 0.00878 i 0. 02043 : 0.0025 
i Propn !gear! i 0.52845 i 0. 69004 : 0. 76453 : 0. 86444 : 0.82434 : 0.80715 : 0. 79238 : 0.82157 i 0.80968 I 0. 7474 
: --------: -------------:----------: ----------: ----------: ----------: ----------: ----------: ----------: ----------: ----------: 
: Total : F : 0.053 : 0.492 : 0.560 I 0.407 I 0.706 I 1.006 : 0.850 : 0.747 : 0.832 : 0.464 















130 Values of Natural Mortality Rate and Proportion 
Mature at age 
: Age : Nat Hor: tiat. : 
I----- i --------:-------1 
1 : 0. 201) : 0. 0(1(1 : 
2 I 0.200 : 0,(1(1(1 i 
3 I 0.200 I 0.000 I 
4 : 0.200 : 0.000 : 
5 I 0. 200 : I. 000 : 
6 I 0. 2QO l i. 000 : 
7 : 0. 200 : I. 000 I 
8 l 0. 200 I 1. 000 l 








1), 200 I 1. 000 : 
0.201) : 1.001} : 
0. 20(1 : 1. 000 : 
0. 2(10 : !. 000 : 
0. 200 : 1. 000 I 
0.20•j : 1.000 : 
Table 24,6 Totai Interrationai Catch at Age \1000's) of SAITHE in VI between 1970 and 1985 
: ~qel l'i70 1 1971 I 1972 : 1973 : 1974 : 1975 : 197b I 1m : 1978 : 1979 : Age! 





: 6 : 
: i I 
j 1; 




~ 12 : 
: n: 
. 14 : 


























































































1 Age: 1980 1 1981 1 1982 : 1983 : 1984 : 1985 1 Age: 









: 10 1 
: 11 I 
12 l 
I 13 l 
: 14 : 












































































51 1 : 
22061 2 : 
48(191 3 : 
29991 4 : 
13841 5 : 
1171 I 6 : 
5761 7 : 
1771 B I 
94: 9 I 
471101 
21 I 11 I 
91 12 : 
181 13 : 
231 14 : 














































91 1 l 
9691 2 : 
1828\ 3 : 
1194\ 4 : 
115!: J I 
7081 6 : 
3681 7 : 
1561 8 : 
191: 9 l 
1521 10 : 
164 I 11 : 
1371 12 : 
131: 13 : 
!101 14 : 
b2l 15 : 
131 
Table 24·7 Total International ne an Weight at Age ( Kg. ) of SAlTHE in VI between 1970 and 1985 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Age\ 1970 : 1'i11 : 1972 : 1973 : 1974 1975 : !976 : 1977 : 1978 : 1979 I Agel ~ ----! --------- i ---------:---------:---------1--------- i ---------:--------- ~ --------- i ---------:---------:----: 1 t 0.507 : 0.311 : (1,3()9 I 0.46(1 : 0.444 I 0.383 0.412 : 0.513 : 1 I I I I 2 !), 592 0.64(1 : 0.164 : 0.621 I 0.590 I 0.737 : 0.6B1 0.577 I 0.490 : 0.70(1 l 2 I I I I I 3 I !.066 I 0.935 1.139 : 1.102 : 0.987 I (i, 939 : 1.005 : o. 794 I 1.091 I 1.323 : 3 : 
I I 
I 
I I 4 : 1.401 : 1.240 I 1.815 I 1.400 : 1. 622 : 1.5(14 : !.442 
' 
1.353 : 1.674 I I. 980 : 4 : 
I I 
5 : 1.954 : l. 762 : 2.631 : 2.516 : 1.743 I 2.575 : 2. 732 : 2.207 ' 2.583 l 2.405 : 5 I ' ' 
' 
6 l 2. 911 ' 2. 697 l 2.598 : 3.080 I 3.534 I 3.497 I 3.230 : 3.199 : 3.813 ' 3.366 : 6 : ' 
' 
7 : 3.622 : 3.454 : 2. 'i79 : 3.694 I 4.542 : 4. 779 : 4.174 I 4.253 : 4.657 : 4.609 : 7 l I B : 4.816 : 4.626 : 5.018 ' 4.833 : 5.03B : 5.589 : 4.930 I 5.030 : 5.278 : 5.815 : 8 : 
I 
' 9 6.178 : 5.196 : 6.118 : 6.705 6,(166 ' 6.522 ' 5.785 5.829 I 5. 979 : 6.967 : 9 : I I ' : 10 : 6.425 : 5.816 I 7.320 : 7.329 : 7.370 I 7.119 : 6.405 : 6.518 I 6.853 : 7.559 : 10 : 
I 
' 




: 13 a. 3(19 : 8.287 : 9 e.-,,., 9.274 : 9.830 : B. 995 : 8.592 : B. 736 : 10.030 I 10.154 I 13 I 
.~.u.t.. 
I I I : 14 : 8.290 ~ 8.267 : 10.4138 : 10.550 ' 10.567 : 11).638 : 9. 477 : 9.604 : 10.961 I 11.091 : 14 : I I I 15 : 8.684 : 8.661 : 11.377 : 11.550 ' 11.969 : 11.883 10.296 : 10.590 I 9.548 : 11.734 I 15 : 
I 
' I I --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------fige l 1981) 1981 : 1982 : 1983 : 1984 : 1985 : Age: \ --·--1---------l---------: ---------; --------- ~ ---------1---------l---- \ 1 (1, 417 : 0. 400 : 1).432 ' 0.378 : 0.472 : o.m : I I I 
' 2 ' 0.650 : 0.676 I o. 717 : 0.665 ' o. 723 ' 0.683 : 2 I 
I I 
' 
I I 3 : 1.165 : 1.096 : 1.078 ' 1.246 : 1.109 : 1.03(1 : 3 I ' 
' 4 : 1.932 : 1.699 \ 1. 779 : 1.833 : 1. 786 : 1.659 ' 4 : I 5 : 2.651 I 2.963 : 2. 736 : 3.074 I 2.663 : 2.608 I 5 : ' I 




' 9 l 6.524 : 7.222 : 7. 765 : b. 975 : 7.609 I 7. 467 l 9 : ' 10 : 7. 902 : 3.304 : 9.148 : 8.16(1 l 9.028 : 8.938 : 10 : 11 : 8.680 : B. 473 ' 9. 374 ' 8.802 : 8.832 : 9.707 I 11 I I I I I I 12 : 9.482 I 9.3!1 : 10.411 : 9.827 : 9.988 : 9.331 : 12 I I I : !3 9. 753 : 10.121 : 10.580 : 11.254 ' 11.291 : 10.384 I 13 : ' I 
' 
14 : 1(1.774 : 10.978 : 10.779 : 12.055 : 11.597 : 12.092 : 14 : 
' 15 : 11.957 I 12.314 : 12.130 : 13.153 : 12.452 I 12.987 : 15 ' ' ' ' I -----------------------------------------------------------------------
132 










: Agel 1970 I 1971 : 1972 : 1973 : 1974 : 1975 1976 l 1977 : 19
78 1979 I Agel I 
:----1---------:---------:---------1---------:---------:--------- ~ ---------\---------1---------:---
------:---- ~ 
I l 0.002 l 0.010 l 0.028 l 0.001 l O.ti02 l 0.009 l 0.002 
I 0.001 l 1 l I 
2 l 0.001 l 0.011 I 0.145 l 0.287 I 0.142 
I 0.110 l 0.166 I 0.100 l 0.464 l 0.073 l 2 l I I I I 
3 I 0.110 l 0. 068 I o. 342 l 0.449 l 0.437 ' 0.484 l 0.629 l 0.449 l 
0.651 ; 0. 303 l ~ : 
I I 
4 I 0.166 I 0.249 l 0.270 I 0.355 l 0.268 
I 0.338 : o. 398 : 0.438 l 0.454 l 0.343 l 4 I 
I I I 
I 
5 I 0.183 
' 
0.197 : 0.189 l Q, 207 I 0.248 I 0.235 
I 0.443 : 0.457 l 0.410 : o. 409 : 5 l 
I I 
I 
6 I 0.120 I o. 160 l 0.062 I 0.101 I 0.096 l o. 160 l 0.322 0.329 : 0.36! 
0.392 l 6 I 
I I I 
7 I 0.062 I 0.129 l 0. 062 l o. 082 : 0.156 
I 0.226 l 0.178 I o. 264 l 0.223 I o. 319 : 7 : 
I I 
I I 
8 I 0.054 l 0.125 l 0.057 I 0.082 
I 0.243 I o. 170 I 0.173 l 0.149 l o. 191 : 0.167 l 8 
I 
I I I 
I 
9 I 0.087 I 0.111 : 0.042 I 0.094 : o. 179 : 0.077 : 0.207 l o. i39 l ll.OBb I 0.2
06 t 9 I 
I 
I 
! 10 : 0.112 l 0.152 : 0.039 I (1, 122 l 0. 303 I 0.044 
I 0.176 l 0.150 : 0.209 I (1, 110 : 10 I I I I I 
l 11 : 0.104 I 0.267 : 0.098 I 0.079 l 0.162 
I o. 093 : 0.284 I 0.220 I (), '1.97 : 0.168 l !I 
I I I 
I 
: 12 : 0.208 : 0.145 : 0.088 I 0.476 I 0.107 
I 0.10! : 0.284 I 0.106 l (1.344 : (1, !67 : 12 I I 
l 13 : 0.224 : 0.558 I 0.095 I 0.106 I 0.436 I 0.050 : 0.315 I 0.125 I 0.33& 
: 0.286 I 13 I 
I 
l 14 I (1, 300 I 0.300 I 0.300 I 0.300 I 0.300 : 0.300 : o. 300 l 0.300 l 0.
30(1 l 0.300 I 14 
' I 
I 15 I 0.300 l 0.300 l 0. 300 I 0.300 : 0.300 

















: Age I 1980 I 1981 I 1982 : 1983 I 1984 : 1985 : Age: 
1----1---------:--------- I ---------1---------l---------l--------- i ----l 
I I 0,002 : (1,007 I 0.001 0.002 I 0.007 I 1).000 I 1 I I I 
2 I 0.076 I o. 142 I 0.074 I 0.212 I o. 178 l o. 135 I 2 I I I 
3 I 0.382 I o. 469 : 0.416 I 0.429 I 0.496 
I 0.492 I 3 : 
I I 
t 
4 : 0.253 : 0. 411 : 0.368 l 0. 459 l 0.389 l 0.560 : 4 I 
5 : o. 334 : 0.247 : 0.492 I 0.331 I 0.272 I o. 407 : 5 l I 
6 I o. 414 I 0.346 I 0.401 l 0.662 I 0.482 l o. 706 l 6 
I 
I I I 
I 
7 I 0. 490 I 0.413 I 0.636 I o. 777 l 1), 588 
t 1.006 l 7 I 
I I I 
I 
8 : 0.217 l 0.459 l 0.591 l 0.608 I 0.496 
I o. 850 I B : I I I 
9 l o. 139 : o. 369 : o. 568 I 0.561 l o.m l 1), 747 
I 9 I I I I 
I 10 I o. 181 I 0.275 I 0.294 I 1.015 l 0.499 l 0.832 
I 10 : 
I I I I I 
I 
I 11 I 0.174 I 0.317 I o. 176 : 0.408 I 0.445 
I 0.464 l 11 l 
I I I I 
I 
l 12 : 0.213 : o. 169 l 0.259 l 0.360 
I 0.083 I 0.503 l 12 ! I I 
I 13 l 0,363 : 0.308 I 0.139 l 0. 431 t (1, 108 I 0.300 
I 13 : 
I I 
I I 
I 14 I 0.300 I 0.300 l 0.300 I 0.300 : 0.300 : 0.300 : 14 l I I I 
I 15 I 0.300 : 0.300 I 0.300 I 0.300 l 0.300 
I 0.300 : 15 I 








Table 24.9 StocK rJumbers at Aqe \1000's) of SAITHE in VI between 1970 and 1985 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------: Age: 1970 l 1971 l 1972 \ 1973 l 1974 I 1975 I 1976 : 1977 I 1979 : 1979 I Age: I I I I :----! --------- i --------- i ---------l---------i ---------:--------- ~ ---------l---------: ---------:---------:---- i 1 I 451881 36276\ 35354\ 31288\ 326661 24394\ 174621 183661 18518! 18409\ 1 : 
I 
2 I 28266: 36997: 29700\ 28899\ 253531 260tn IS'951! 14265\ 148951 15127: 2 : 
I 
3 : 302001 23113l 299451 210331 17766: 180031 190781 138341 10567l 7671: 3 : 4 I 16775\ 22150\ 176741 174101 10994! 9400: 9081l 83301 72281 45101 4 1 
I 
5 I 118751 116301 141371 110481 9995\ 68851 5489\ 4993\ 44021 3756\ 5 I 
I 
I 6 : 5828\ 8097\ 7819\ 9586\ 73511 63831 44541 28851 25881 23931 6 : 7 : 4414\ 4231: 5652\ 6016\ 7097: 54701 44521 2644\ 17001 14771 7 : 8 \ 4068\ 33971 30451 43491 45371 4971: 3572\ 3051: 1662\ 11141 8 : 9 \ 538\ 3154\ 2455\ 2354\ 32791 2914! 3433\ 2459\ 2151: 11241 9 \ \ 10 I 595\ 404\ 23121 1928\ 17541 2245\ 2208: 22861 17521 !616\ 10 1 
I 
\ !I I 228\ m: 284: 18201 1397i 10601 17591 15161 1610\ 1164\ 11 I I 12 I 119\ 1681 2731 2111 13771 9721 7911 !OB4l 996: 980\ 12 l I I 13 l 6" 791 1191 2051 1071 1014: 7201 4871 799\ 5791 13 I I 11 14 : 171 44: 371 89 I !51 1 57l 789: 4301 3521 467\ 14 \ I 15 I 35l 1311 74: 66\ 2381 104: 4261 4481 3561 2621 15 \ I ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------: Age: 1980 I 1981 I 1982 : 19B3 : 1984 : 1985 : Agel i I l ---- l ---------:--------- l ---------:---------:---------:---------1---- I 1 I 249131 247911 28334: 241891 236501 234771 I : 2 : !5064: 203561 201631 231641 197661 1923ll 2 I I 3 : 11511: 11427: 14460\ 15328\ !53411 135431 ;) \ 4 I 46371 6431l 5851: 78101 8173; 76461 4 \ ! 
~ : 26201 2949\ 3491: 33161 4041: 4535\ 5 I I 6 I 20431 1537: 1885\ 1747: 19491 25211 b \ I 7 I 13241 1105\ 8901 10341 738\ 9861 7 I I I 8 : 879\ 6641 5991 3861 3891 336\ B \ 9 I 7721 5451 3441 2721 172i i94\ 9 \ 10 I 7491 5501 3091 159\ 127\ 90\ 10 \ I I 11 I 11861 5111 3421 !BB\ 471 631 11 \ I I I 12 : 8051 816\ 305l 235\ 1021 251 12 I I I 13 I 679\ 5331 5641 1931 134: 77\ 13 I I I I I 14 : 3561 3871 3211 402\ 103\ 99\ 14 I I 
: 15 : 503\ 397\ 5601 5741 228\ 331: 15 I I 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 24.10 Mean Fishing Mortality, Biomass and Recru1trnent of SAITHE in VI between 1970 and 1985 
-----------------------------------·-----------------------------
Mean Fishing Mortal 1 ty : Bi ornass Recruits 
Ages Ages ; 1000 tonnes i Age 1 
3 tG 6 : 0 to 4: 
·ljear : H.Con : L!SC : By-cat : lotai : Sp St l'I.C. lHillioni 
:------:-------- ~ --------l--------: -------l-------l----: -------I 
! 1970 I 0.145 : (l,(l(I(J : 0.000 : 159 : B6 : 69 : 45 : I 
1971 : 0.168 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 171 : 98 : 70 : 36 : 
1972 : 0. 216 : O,f;(lO : (l,(l(l(l : 235 : 128 : 71 : 35 : 
1973 ! 0.278 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 226 : 15(1 I 72 : 31 : I 
1m : (}. 262 0.000 : 0.000 I 221 : 160 : 73 : 33 : I 
: 1975 : (1,305 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 219 : 157 : 74 : 24 : 
: 1976 : 0.448 I 0.000 : 0.000 : 190 I 136 : 75 : 17 : I I 
1977 : 0.418 : 0.000 : 0.000 I 146 I lOB : 76 l 18 : I I 
: 1978 : 0.46'1 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 138 : 99 : 77 I 19 1 
' ' 
: 1979 : 0.362 ' 0.000 : 0.000 : 122 : 83 : 78 ' 18 : 
' 
: 1980 : (1.346 : o.ooo : 0.0(1(1 : 113 I 70 : 79 l 25 : I 
: ]Q81 : 0.368 : 0.000 : (1.000 : 107 : 60 ' 
' 
80 : L.J : 
198£ : 0. 41'i : 0.00(1 : 0.000 : 106 : 54 : 81 : 28 I 
' 
1983 : 0.470 : o.ooo : 0.000 I 104 : 46 I 82 : 24 l 
' ' 
1984 : 0.410 : 0.000 : 0.000 : 90 : 33 l 8~ : 24 l 








Table 24 .11 input for eaten prediction of SAfTHE In VI 






1 I 23477 : I 
2 I 19231 
3 : 13543 : 
4 : 7646 : 
"' J I 4535 : 
6 : 2521 I 
7 : 986 : 
8 : 336 l 
9 l 194 : 
iOl 90 l 
11 l 63 : 
12 : 25 : 
Fl ~ I 77 : 
14 : 99 l 
1~ 
.J : 331 l 
! Mean F 




(1, 492 : 
0.560 : 
0.407 ' I 
o. 706 l 
1.0(16 l 
0.850 l 
0. 747 : 
0.832 : 
0.464 I I 




Age 3 to 
0.541 
lAge (l 4l 
l o.ooo l 
Recruits at age I in 1986 = 26705 
Recruits at age I In 1997 = 26705 
Recruits at age I in 1988 = 26705 
l),(l(i4 : 
0.173 l 
o. 569 : 
0.517 : 

















lAge 0 41 
l 0.000 : 
: 0.000 : 
M at age and proprtion 11ature at age are as shown in Table 24 ·5 • 
0.412 : 
0.686 
1.121 I I 




6.004 I I 
7.260 l 
8.580 : 





















Huillan consumption + discard F-at-age values in prediction are mean values for the period 1980 to 1985 rescaled to produce a mean value ot F for ages 3 to 6 equal to that for 1985 

















Table 24.12 Predicted Catches and Biomasses ( 1000's of tonnes l of SAITHE in VI 1986 to 1987 
¥ear 
I 1985 I 1986 I 1987 
-----------
-----------
----- t ----- i ----- ~ -----1-----:-----1-----:-----:-----:-----:-----1-----: 
I Bi amass 1 Jan of Year 
Total 84 I 81 I 78 I 78 I 78 I 78 I 78 i 78 I 78 : 78 I 78 : I 
Spawning 36 I 29 : 26 I 26 I 26 I 26 I 26 I 26 I 26 I 26 I 2b : I I I I 
I Mean F Ages 
I Human Cons. 3 to 6 10.54 10.51\ 10.00 10.11 10.22 10.32 10.43 10.54 10.65 10.00 10.00 I 
I Small-mesh 0 to 4 :o.oo :o.oo 10.00 :o.oo 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 :0. 1)0 10.00 : 
ll1ean F!Vearl/Mean F!1985l I FO.ll Fmax: 
Human Consumption I 1.00 :1.00 :o.oo 10.20 :o.4o :0.60 10.80 11.00 I 1.2(1 l!).(l(l :o.oo I 
I Catch weight : 
Human Consumption 2r 1 J I 24 : 0 : b : 1l 15 : 19 : 23 : 26 : 0 : 0 : 
Discards 0 : 0 I 0 : 0 : (l I (I I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 : I 
Small-mesh Fisheries 0 : 0 I 0 I 0 : 0 I 0 : 0 I 0 I 0 I (I I 0 I I I 
Total landings 25 l 24 I 0 I 6 I 11 I 15 I 19 I 23 i 26 I 0 I 0 I 
Total catch 2r 1 J I 24 I 0 I 6 I 11 15 I 19 : 231 26 I 0 I 0 : 
I Bi o111ass 1 Jan of Year+! 
Total 81 I 78 I 106 I 99 I 93 I 87 I 82 I T'l 731 ()I 0 I I I I I 
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